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INTRODUCTION 

In accordance with the Hospital Survey and Construction Act, 
Public Laws 725 and 380, 79th Congress, a statewide inventory of 
existing hospital and public health facilities was completed. 
This information was presented in the Report of Hospital and 
Public Health Resources in Iowa, Iowa State Department of Health. 
The report included statistical data on hospital and public health 
facilities and services, professional personnel, and related re
sources. 

In 1954, the original Hospital Survey and Construction Act 
was further amended by Public Law 482, 83rd Congress, known as 
the Medical Facilities Survey and Construction Program. The 
scope of the basic program was thereby broadened to meet the 
needs of the chronically ill and impaired with specific provision 
for convalescent nursing homes, diagnostic facilities, and rehab
ilitation centers. 

The following is the 15th Revision of the Iowa Hospital Plan 
for construction of hospitals and other health facilities. Based 
upon current inventory and survey data, the proposal provides 
suitable and adequate statewide hospital and related health fac
ilities reasonably and realistically accessible to all residents 
of Iowa. 

The Plan reflects the findings from inventory .and survey data 
of approximately 200 hospitals, 4,200 doctors' offices (M.D., D.O. 
and D.D.S.), 50 major industries and 1,000 care institutions. 
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DEFINITIONS 

ACUTE GENERAL HOSPITAL A general hospital is "Any hospital for inpatient medical or 
surgical c~re of acute illness or injury and for obstetrics, of which not more than 
50 per cent- of the total patient days during the year are customarily assignable to 
the following categories of cases: chronic, convalescent and rest, drug and alco
holic, epileptic, mentally deficient, mental, nervous and mental and tuberculosis.'' 

ANCILLARY SERVICES Ancillary services are those adjunct facilities normally 
associated with the diagnostic/treatment fields of patient care and which are 
available to outpatient/inpatient demands. The term "patient care" shall include 
medicine, surgery, laboratory, x-ray and others such as obstetrics and physical 
medicine. 

AREA An area is "A logical hospital service area, taking into account such fac
tors as population distribution, natural geographic boundaries, transP"rtation .and 
trade patterns, all parts of which are reasonably accessible to existing or pro
posed hospital· facilities and.which has been designated by the State Department of 
Health as a base, intermediate or rural area." 

BASE AREA A base area is "Any area which is so designated by the State Agency and 
has the following characteristics: (1) Irrespective of the population of the 
area, it shall contain a teaching hospital or a medical school; this hospital must 
be suitable for use as a base hospital in a coordinated hospital system within the 
state; or (2) The area has a total population of at least 100,000 and contains or 
will contain, on completion of the hospital construction program under the State 
Plan, at least one general hospital which has a complement of 200 or more beds for 
general use. This hospital must furnish internships and residencies in two or 
more specialties and must be suitable for use as a hospital in a coordinated 
hospital system within the state." 

CHRONIC ILLNESS HOSPITAL A chronic illness hospital is "A hospital, the primary 
purpose of which is medical treatment of chronic illness, including the degener
ative diseases, and which furnishes hospital treatment and care, administered by 
or under the direction of persons licensed to practice medicine in the state. 
The term includes such convalescent homes as meet the foregoing qualifications. 
It excludes tuberculosis and mental hospitals, nursing homes and also institutions 
the primary purpose of which is domiciliary care." 

COMMUNITY SERVICE "A facility renders a connnunity service when (a) the services 
furnished are available to the general public, or (b) admission is limited only 
on the bases of age, medical indigency, or medical or mental disability or (c) 
the facility constitutes a medical or nursing care unit of a home or other 
institution which is available in accordance with (a) or (b) of this paragraph. 
Examples of facilities which do not provide a connnunity service are those whose 
services are limited to the inmates of institutions such as prisons, industrial 
schools, and orphanages; and members of a fraternal, labor, or denominational, 
or similar group." 

COORDINATED HOSPITAL SYSTEM A coordinated hospital system is "An inter-related 
network of general hospitals throughout the state in which one or more base 
hospitals provide district hospitals and the latter in turn provides rural and 
other small hospitals with such services relative to diagnosis, treatment, medical 
research and teaching as cannot be provided by the smaller hospitals individually." 

. 3 



CUSTODIAL HOME "Custodial home means any institution, place, building or agency 
which is devoted primarily to the maintenance and operation of facilities for the
housing, for a period exceeding twenty-four (24) hours, and for care in excess of 
food, shelter, laundry or services incident thereto for, two (2) or more nonrelated 
individuals who are not in need of nursing care or related medical services but who, 
by reason of age, illness, disease, injury, convalescence or physical or mental 
infirmLty are unable to care for themselves. Custodial home does not mean hospitals 
or nursing homes." (Not qualified for grants participation) 

DIAGNOSTIC OR TREATMENT CENTER "A facility providing community service for the 
diagnosis or diagnosis and treatment of ambulatory patients, which is operated in 
connection with a hospital, or in which patient care is under the professional 
supervision of persons licensed to practice medicine or surgery in the State, or, 
in the case of dental diagnosis or treatment, under the professional supervision 
of persons licensed to practice dentistry in the State. This includes outpatient 
departments, clinics of public or nonprofit hospitals, and diagnostic or diagnostic 
and treatment centers for the mentally handicapped. The applicant must be either 
(1) a State, political subdivision, or public agency, or (2) a corporation or an 
association which owns and operates a nonprofit hospital." 

DISABLED PERSON "A disabled person is an individual who has a physical or mental 
condition which, to a material degree, limits, contributes to limiting, or if not 
corrected, will probably result in limiting, the individual's performance or 
activities to the extent of constituting a substantial physical,nental or voca
tional handicap." 

DOMICILIARY CARE "Institutions furnishing primarily domiciliary care. The 
primary purpose of these facilities is to furnish food, shelter, and other non
medical services and wherein medical treatment or nursing care is incidental to 
boarding care. A "nursing home" which provides personal services only, or 
such limited medical attention as the individual would normally receive if he 
were living in a private home is not eligible for Federal aid." 

DOMICILIARY INSTITUTIONS "Domiciliary institutions are institutions which have as 
their primary purpose the furnishing of food, shelter, and other nonmedical ser
vices. This definition includes those institutions in which there might be 
available temporary, incidental, and limited medical attention such as the indi
vidual would normally receive if he were living in a private home." 

HOSPITALS Hospitals shall include "public health centers and acute general, 
tuberculosis, mental, chronic disease, and other types of hospitals, and related 
facilities such as laboratories, outpatient departments, nurses' home and training 
facilities, and central service facilities operated in connection with hospitals, 
but not institutions furnishing primarily domiciliary care. The term "hospital," 
except as applied generally to include public health centers, shall be restricted 
to institutions providing community service for inpatient medical or surgical care 
of the sick or injured; this includes obstetrics. It shall exclude Federal 
hospitals and institutions found to constitute a public hazard.'' (for special 
categories, see Acute General, Chronic, Mental, Psychiatric and Tuberculosis) 

HOSPITAL BED A bed for an adult or child patient. Bassinets for the newborn 
in a nursery, beds in labor rooms and in health centers, and other beds used 
exclusively foranergency purposes are not included in this definition. 

INTERMEDIATE AREA An intermediate area is, "Any area so designated by the State 
Department of Health which: (1) has a total population of at least 25,000 and, 
(2) contains, or will contain on completion of the hospital construction program 
under the State Plan, at least one general hospital which has a complement of 100 

J\ or more beds and which would be suitable for use ~s a district hospital in a 
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coordinated hospital system within the state." 

LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT "A single county, city, city-county, multi-county, or 
local district health department as well as state health district unit, where 
the primary function of the state district uni.tis the direct provision of 
public health services to the population under its jurisdiction." 

MENTAL HOSPITAL A mental hospital is "A hospital for the diagnosis and treat
ment of nervous and mental illness but excluding institutions for the feeble
minded and epileptic." 

NONPROFIT HOSPITAL AND OTHER HEALTH FACILITIES "Any hospital or health facility, 
as the case may be, owned and operated by one or more nonprofit corporations or 
associations, no part of the net earning of which inures, or may lawfully inure, 
to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual." 

NURSING HOME "A facility which is operated in connection with a hospital, or in 
which nursing care and medical services are prescribed by or perfO"E111ed under the 
general direction of persons licensed to practice medicine or surgery in the state, 
for the accommodation of convalescents or other persons who are not acutely ill 
and not in need of hospital care, but who do require skilled nursing care and 
related medical services. The term "nursing home" shall be restricted to those 
facilities, the purpose of which is to provide skilled nursing care and related 
medical services for a period of not less than 24 hours per day to individuals 
admitted because of illness, disease, or physical or mental infirmity and which 
provide a community service." 

POPlTLATION The civilian population data used in this revision analysis is 
extracted from the U. S. Department of Commerce, U. S. Census of Population - 1960, 
Final Report PC(l)-17A. 

Civilian Population 2,757,535 (Basis for Plan) 

County and area population were ascertained by analyzing the counties and town
ships as reported. 

It should be noted that projected population data was utilized in developing a 
population increase factor. 

2,757,535 
The population density for Iowa is 56,290 = 48.988 persons/square mile. 

PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL A psychiatric hospital is "A type of mental hospital where 
patients may receive intensive treatment and where only a minimum of continued 
treatment facilities will be afforded." 

PUBLIC HAZARD "A public hazard as it applies to hospitals shall mean hospital beds 
housed in non-fire resistive buildings. One story buildings shall be constructed 
of not less than one-hour fire resistive construction throughout, except that the 
boiler room shall be of three-hour fire resistive construction" Buildings that are 
more than one story in height shall be constructed of incombustible material with 
a three to four hour fire resistive rating as established by the National Board 
of Fire Underwriters." 

PUBLIC HEALTH CENTER A public health center is "A publicly owned facility utilized 
by a local health department for the provision of public health services, including 
related facilities, such as laboratories, clinics, and administrative offices oper-
ated in connection with public health centers." ~ 



PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES Public health services are "Full-time services provided 
through organized community effort in the endeavor to prevent disease, prolong 
life and maintain a high degree of physical and mental efficiency. In addition 
to the services which the community already provides as a matter of practice, the 
term shall include such additional services as the community from time to time may 
deem it desirable to provide." 

REHABILITATION "An integrated program brings together, as a team,specialized 
personnel from the medical, psychological, social, and vocational areas for the 
purpose of pooling information, interpretations and opinions for the development 
of a rehabilitation plan of services in which the disabled individual is viewed 
as a whole. When members of the team contribute to the diagnosis and treatment 
of illness, their contributions must be coordinated under medical responsibility. 
These integrated services may be provided in a facility to care for many types 
of disabilities or a single type of disability." 

REHABILITATION FACILITY "A facility providing community service which is operated 
for the primary purpose of assisting in the rehabilitation of disabled persons 
through an integrated program of medical, psychological, social, and vocational 
evaluation and services under competent professional supervision. The major 
portion of such evaluation and services must be furnished within the facility; 
and the facility must be operated either in connection with a hospital or as a 
facility in which all medical and related health services are prescribed by, or 
under the general direction of, persons licensed to practice medicine or surgery 
in the State." 

RURAL AREA A rural area is "Any area so designated by the State Department of 
Health which constitutes a unit, no part of which has been included in a base or 
intermediate area." 

TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL A tuberculosis hospital is "A hospital for the diagnosis 
and treatment of tuberculosis, excluding preventoria." 

Co 
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STATE PLAN 
IOWA STATE DEPT. OF HEALTH 

DIVISION OF HOSPITAL SERVICES 
Des Moines, Iowa 

1. DESIGNATION OF STATE AGENCY 
of the instruction). 

(See Section . 3 

A, The name of the State Agency designated as the 
sole agency to administer or sueervise the ad
ministration of the State Plan is: 

IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

B, The name of the organizational unit within the 
State Agency which is authorized to immediately 
direct the administration of the State Plan is: 

DIVISION OF HOSPITAL SERVICES 

C- Attached is one (1) copr of an organization 
chart which shows the re ationship of the or
ganizational unit named in "B" above to the 
State Agency as a whole. This chart is labeled 
Exhibit A. 

2, AUTHORITY OF STATE AGENCY (See Section .4 of 
the instructions) 

A Attached is the material described in Section 
.4B of the instructions. This material is lab
eled Exhibit B. 

3. DESIGNATION OF STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL (See 
Section .5 of the instructions) 

Check one 

A.[!) 

B. □ 

The State Advisory Council has been ae
pointed, and a list of the members is 
attached which shows their present posi
tions and the interest or profession each 
represents. (See instructions regarding 
identification of aeabers of workinB exe
cutive coamittees, if any). This list is 
labeled Exhibit C. 

The Sta.te Advisory Council h~s not been 
appointed. A State Advisory Council will 
be appointed prior to the submission of 
individual construction projects, and it 
will include members representing the 
uoups or interests required by the Act. 
The Council will be appointed on or before 

( F I L L I N DA TE ) 

4. DEVELOPMENT OF HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTirn PROGRAM 
(See Section .6and Exhibit 1 of the instructions) 

A. Forms PHS-S(HF); PHS-7(HF); PHS-8(HF) or 
the optional statement; PHS-I0(HF); PHS-11 
(HF); and PHS-12(HF) and the maps and other 
material requested in Exhibit 1 of the in
structions are attached. These forms and ma
terial are labeled Exhibit D. 

5. RELATIVE NEED DETERMINATIONS (See Sect ion • 7 
of the instructions.) 

A, Form PHS-13(HF) and the other material called 
for in section .7D of the instructions are 
attached, and are labeled Exhibit E. 

6. METHODS OF ADMINISTRATION 
the instructions) 

(See Section .8 of 

A. Statements are attached which cover as a min
imum each method of administration described 
in Section .8C to .81 inclusive of the in
structions. Each method of administration is 
described under the same heading used in the 
instructions. These statements are identified 
as Exhibit F. 

7. MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR MAINTENANCE AND OPER
ATION OF HOSPITALS WHCCH RECEIVE FEDERAL AID 
UNDER THE HOSPITAL SURVEY AND CONS'IRUCTICN ACT 
(See Section .9 of the instructions) 

A. One copy of the minimum standards which the 
State Agency has adopted are attached and are 
labeled Exhibit C 

8, FAIR HEARING (See Section .10 of the instructions) 

A, One copy of the Rules and Regulations govern
ing the fair hearing procedure which the State 
Agency has adopted are attached and are lab
eled Exhibit H. 

9. SUBMISSION OF REPORTS AND ACCESSIBILITY OF 
RECORDS (See Section .11 of the instructions) 

A. The State Agency hereby agrees to make such 
reports in such form and containing such in
formation as the Surgeon General may from time 
to time reasonably require, and to give the 
Surgeon General or his representatives, upon 
demand, access to the records upon which such 
information is based. 

10. REVISION OF HOSPITAL CONS'IRUCTICN (See Section 
• 12 of the instructions.) 

A, The State Agency hereby agrees that it will 
from time to time as is necessary, but at 
least annually, review the over-all hospital 
construction program. The State Agency further 
agrees that it will on or before May 15 of 
each year submit to the Surgeon General a re
port which contains such revision of the over
all hospital construction program as the State 
Agency considers necessary • 

I hereby certify that the above statements and attached statements, charts, maps, and tables are true and correct 
to the best of my knowledge and belief, and are an accurate presentation of the State Plan adopted by the State 
Agency. 

Signature Typed Naae and Tit le 

Walter L. Bierring, M.D. 
Commissioner 

Date 

December 105) 1947 



IOWA STATE DEPT. OF HEALTH 

DIVISION OF HOSPITAL SERVICES 

Des Moines, Iowa 

ANNUAL REVISION OF STATE PLAN 

A. DESIGNATION OF STATE AGENCY 
I. Give the name of the State Agency which is responsible for administering the State Plan. 

l<MA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

2. Has the organization of the State Agency been changed since the existing State plan was approved? 

lli!] ~ 
(If "yes'~ attach a chart (identify as E%hibit A) which shows the organization of 

the State Agency and the relationship of the unit which is iamediately responsi
ble for administering the state plan to the other units of the state agency). 

8. AUTHORITY OF THE STATE AGENCY 

Has any change been made i.n the authority of the State Agency to carry out the provisions of the State Plan? 

r;;=-=-i ~ (If •yes'! attach a copy (identify as E%hibit B) of the legislation or Governor's 
~ ~ order which accomplished the change.) 

C. DESIGNATION OF STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL 

Has any change been made in the membership of the State Advisory Council? 
(See Exhibit C) 

I X Yes ~ 
(If •res''attach a statement (identify as E%hibit C) showing the names, present 
positions, and interests or professions represented by each new aember and the 
names of the members replacea.) 

D. DEVELOPMENT OF HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM 

Attach new forms PHS-5 (HF); PHS-7(HF); PHS-IO(HF); PHS-ll(HF); andPHS-12(HF),(iden. asFxh. D) toreplace the 
existing forms included in the State Plan. If separate facilities are planned for separate population groups 
in the State, Form PHS-8(HF) shall be resubmitted, if any changes have occurred which require supplementation 
or revision. Maps submitted with the current approved plan shall be revised and resubmitted if changes have 
occurred. As a minimum, consider the factors described in the instructions on the reverse side. 

E. RELATIVE NEED DETERMINATIONS 

Submit a new Form PHS-13(HF) to replace the form approved in the existing State Plan. (Identify as Exhibit 
E). As a minimum, take into consideration the factors described in the instructions on the reverse side. 

F. METHODS OF ADMINISTRATION 

Do the methods of administration included in the approved State Plan reflect accurately the current or pro
jected method of administering the State Plan? 

IX Yes l ~ 
(If •No'~ attach revised or additional pages (identify as E%hibit F) to be in
cluded in the State Plan.) 

I hereby certify that the above statements and attached statements, charts, maps, and tables are true 
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief, and are an accurate presentation of the revised 
State Plan adopted by the State Agency. 

SIGNATURE 

CP-3915 

TYPE NAME AND TITLE 

Edmund G. Zimmerer, M.D. 
Commissioner 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF REVISION 

1 JULY 1962 
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I DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH Ii 
I I 

STATE OF IOWA 
II 

DIVISION OF CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION ---{-~ATE BOARD OF HEAL~---] 

COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH 
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER 

---{ ADVISORY BOARDS-COUNCILS ___ ] DIRECTOR- LOCAL HEAL TH 

I FINANCE a PERSONNEL ~ H BUSINESS MANAGER I 

H DIV. OF LABORATORIES 
I I 

WATER AND SEWAGE. 
I l 

I H NUTRITION SERVICES I INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE l 

I 
SEROLOGY a BACTERIOLOGY H DIV. OF PUBLIC HEAL TH NURSING I I 

H DIV. OF PUBLIC HEALTH ENGINEERING 
I I 

I I WATER SUPPLY 

I 
SEWAGE a STREAM POLLUTION H DIV. OF VITAL STATISTICS I I 

I I --+ DIV. OF HEAL TH EDUCATION I 
I GENERAL SANITATION 

I 
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE I I H DIV. OF DENTAL HYGIENE I I MILK 8 FOOD I l 

~ DIV. OF HOSPITAL SERVICES I I 
HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION I I l 

I I H DIV. OF CANCER CONTROL I LICENSURE I 

H DIV. OF MATERNAL a CHILD HEAL TH 
I I 

CLINICS 8 CONFERENCES I I I 

H DIV. OF HEART a CHRONIC ILLNESS 
I I 

CARDIOVASCULAR CLINIC I I l 

H DIV. OF PREVENTABLE DISEASE 
I I 

VETERINARIAN I I I 

H DIV. OF TUBERCULOSIS 
I I 

MASS X-RAY SURVEY I I I 

H DIV. OF VENEREAL DISEASE CONTROL 
I I I I l CASE FINDING PROJECT 

H DIV. OF LICENSURE a EXAMINATION 
I I 

LEGAL COUNSEL I I I I 

H BARBER DIVISION I L_-[_ PROFESSIONAL EXAMINING BOARDS _ 7 

H COSMETOLOGY DIVISION I I l 1 LOCAL HEALTH DEPARTMENTS 

y REGIONAL OFFICES 
I I 

COUNTY NURSING SERVICES I I l 

I 
CLINICS I I 
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EXHIBIT B 

AUTHORITY 

House File 314, 52nd General Assembly, became Chapter 90, 
Sessions Laws, became Chapter 135 A, Code of Iowa, 1958. The 
purpose was to designate the State Department of Health as the 
sole Agency to administer this plan for hospitals. 

House File 392, 56th General Assembly, was incorporated 
in Chapter 135 A, Code of Iowa, 1958 and broadened basic 
authority enabling the State Agency to survey, plan and admin
ister for medical facilities in conjunction with hospitals. 

House File 465, 52nd General Assembly, became Chapter 91 
of the Sessions Laws, and was codified as 135 B, Code of Iowa, 
1958, which established the hospital licensing statute and 
designated the Iowa State Department of Health as administering 
agency. 
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EXHIBIT C 

IOWA ADVISORY COUNCIL 
for Hospitals and Related Health Facilities 

CHAIRMAN EX OFFICIO .... Edmund G. Zimmerer, M.D., Commissioner of Public Health 

FIELD OF HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION Appointment Expires 

Iowa Hospital Association: 

Louis B. Blair, Superintendent 
Sto Luke's Methodist Hospital, Cedar Rapids 

Leon A. Bondi, Administrator 
Sto Luke's Hospital, Davenport 

B. D. Fickess, R.N., Administrator 
Story County Hospital, Nevada 

J. Ao Anderson, Administrator 
Lutheran Hospital, Fort Dodge 

Iowa Osteopathic Hospital Association: 

John Schwartz, Sr., D.O. 
Des Moines General Hospital, Des Moines 

F !ELD OF HEALTH 

Iowa State Medical Society: 

Robert N. Larimer, MoD., Sioux City 
Wendell L. Downing, M.D., LeMars 
Samuel Leinbach, M.D., Belmond 
C. N. Hyatt, Jr., M.D., Corydon 

Iowa Society of Osteopathic Physicians & Surgeons: 

H.B. Willard, D.O., Davenport 

Iowa Dental Society: 

F. W. Pillars, D.D.So, Des Moines 

Iowa State Nurses Association: 

Marie Tener, Iowa City 

FIELD OF REHABILITATION 

Merrill E. Hunt, Director, Vocational Rehabilitation Division, 
Department of Public Instruction, Des Moines 

REPRESENTING CIVIC AND CONSUMER INTERESTS: 

Mrs. James Henderson, Waterloo 
Elmer H. Den Herder, Sioux Center 
Benjamin Fo Carter, Jr., Forest City 
Mrs. Jay S. Tone, Jr., Des Moines 
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EXHIBIT D 

DEVELOPMENT OF HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL FACILITIES PROGRAM 

The original program created by the Congress of the United States resulted 
from a thorough study of the nation in terms of hospital needs and the resources 
available to answer these needs. 

These basic surveys concluded that the cumulative effect of a harsh de
pression period, the attrition of time, and the lack of man power and materials 
during war years, had created a backlog of unmet needs well beyond the reacq of 
local resources, the normal means for providing health facilities. Because the 
costs appeared to be out of reach of most connnunities, it was predicted that 
such construction as would take pla~e would be forced to compromise and thus be 
far short of worthy hospital standards. 

In the light of these considerations, the grants-in-aid feature was conceived, 
whereby Federal funds could become available to qualified communities to help 
themselves in providing structures which would meet a good standard in lieu of 
stringent compromises which otherwise might be exercised in attempting to meet 
their needs. In other words, the program's intent was to assist communities to 
help themselves by providing matching funds sufficient to upgrade the end product 
and thus better meet local needs for a longer period while conforming to sound 
national standards. 

At this point considerable persuasion (by older hospitals of the nation's 
population centers) is directed toward a Federal grants program for renovating 
and remodeling outmoded facilities in blighted urban areas. These renovating 
needs are the by-product of having ignored the transition in the environs sur
rounding such facilities. Generally speaking, Iowa's larger hospitals have 
circumvented such adverse development with appropriate foresight and protective 
corrective action during the past ten years. 

We have also witnessed the effectiveness of corrective means available for 
such hospitals through the urban renewal programs in effect, which do give 
appropriate consideration to hospitals that are involved. The programs are 
guided by a thorough evaluation of the merits of all possibilities available 
before guiding the corrective action which will be taken as opposed to a new 
broadside grants program which may or may not be guided by a combination of 
merit and/or emotion. 

Bitter experience by this State Agency in limited remodel and renovation 
occuring within the existing program has amply demonstrated the fallacy of 
renovation as opposed to new construction, where programs leaned heavily on 
the false value of existing structures and overlooked the true amount of expen
diture involved to upgrade existing structures. Iowa's future programming is 
placing greater emphasis on constructing new areas with only nominal expenditure 
for connecting to existing structures in a manner that will permit acceptable 
and economical operation of the completed composite plant. The State Plan 
emphatically gives only limited value to existing structures and reduces the 
valuation of such areas to be in keeping with the realistic value of their 
services expressed in terms of the connnon denominator of "suitable, replace
able, and/or unsuitable beds." 

SCOPE OF HEALTH FACILITY NEEDS 

Theforerunner of this hospital program goes back to a national study of 
hospitals and health facilities. An element of this national study was a 

'·~~ 
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survey of Iowa's hospitals and public health resources conducted prior to the orig
inal Iowa Hospital Plan. The basic study was in terms of hospital needs and the 
usage patterns of hospital service areas. 

In 1957 the basic Federal Act was expanded to incorporate medical facilities 
within the scope of the program. 

In developing a target for the study of hospital and health facility re
quirements of the s~ate, the entire range of care facilities are surveyed and 
studied to determine, in terms of current national standards what each trade 
area's resources are and to what extent existing facilities must be supplemented 
to meet their over-all needs. The total field of hospitals has been segmented to 
several categories of hospitals and studied separately. These are identified as 
Acute General (green section), Tuberculosis (white section), Nervous and Mental 
(pink section), and Chronic Illness (blue section). Specific definition of these 
several terms can be found in an earlier section titled "Definitions." In addi
tion to hospitals categories are needs for other means and services providing a 
complete medical care program. Included will be gradations of facilities offering 
less intensive nursing care than hospitals, but nevertheless imperative to meet 
needs beyond short term acute treatm~nt and nursing care. 

It is realized that hospital construction costs are considerable and that 
local resources are not unlimited. The obvious consideration in establishing 
the target is that every economic advantage must be exercised to the fullest if 
we are to realize maximum economy in terms of professional personnel and consumer's 
resources. 

It follows then that the ultimate goal of this plan, as set forth by State 
Statutes, is a pattern proposing construction of adequate hospitals and other 
health facilities distributed throughout the state in such a manner as to make 
all types of hospital and health facilities reasonably accessible to all residents 
of the state. The plan shall recognize economic limitations of local resources 
in terms of both construction costs and the eventual cost of operation. These 
considerations include factors affecting operation, such as the availabili_ty of 
professional personnel, all staff requirements, and the hazard of unnecessary 
duplication of facilities by overlapping facility service areas. 

In reviewing the total plan in the following pages, we are confident you 
will find that the pattern set forth does provide acute care facilities for 
each population segment's normal needs, and i.s correlated by channels of reference 
to intermediate and base hospitals of the acute general category. Referral to 
facilities providing specialized services other than medical, surgic.al, and/or 
obstetrical can also be accomplished reasonably. 

There are a number of orbital facilities existing within the acute general 
hospital, which, if appropriately available, will make for economies. Included 
would be outpatient services (which can forestall excessive demand for inpatient 
facilities) and nursing homes contiguously located for appropriate correlation 
with hospital operation, thus providing long-term recuperation and care with 
reduced expenditure of professional personnel and individual resotirce. Still 
another phase would be rehabilitation activities which may be represented by a 
tremendous range of service capabilities from highly refined centers (as the 
Younker Rehabilitation Center in Des Moines) down to a partial unit with only a 
single physical therapist. 

This revision of the Iowa Hospital Plan proposes a total pattern which will, 
if executed, locate optimum facilities for meeting all the needs of all residents 
of Iowa, provided the public demands are realistic (not beyond their actual re
quirements). We believe such a total program can be realized within the limita-
tions of the composite resources available to Iowa connnunities. \'3 



SUITABILITY OF FACILITIES 

The annual inventory of hospital facilities in the state is presented in 
tabular form in the several suitability reports. Military and prison hospitals, 
as well as institutions furnishing primarily domiciliary care (not providing a 
community service) are excluded from these inventories. 

It will be noted that the several categories of facilities have their bed 
count reported in terms of suitability, replaceableness and/or unsuitability. 
A hospital bed is determined to be unsuitable if it constitutes a public hazard, 
as defined in this Plan. Data on whether the building is considered fire 
resi_stive was secured from surveys by Division personnel and further verified 
by the records of the Iowa Insurance Service. This information has been 
further substantiated by conferences with designing architects, hospital admin
istrators, the State Fire Marshal, as well as by physical surveys at the site 
of the installation. 

Bed capacities reported in these inventories indicate the normal designed 
capacity of the facility. The criteria used in these determinations are applied 
to .the architectural plans, where available. Otherwise, the designed capacity 
of the building is ascertained by physical check of the building. The space 
requirements, which are the rule of thumb in determining capacity, are on the 
basis of 100 sq. ft. for single beds, 80 sq. ft. per bed in multiple bed rooms, 
40 sq. ft. per bed for pediatric departments, whether they be beds or cribs, 
and 25 sq. ft. per bassinet in newborn nurseries. The above criteria are 
established by Iowa Statutes. 

It should be pointed out that designed capacity as outlined above, may vary 
from the bed complement report in other sources. Usually this discrepancy is 
attributable to the excessive demands placed upon hospitals, forcing them to set 
up additional beds beyond the designed capacity to meet the needs of the public 
in that community. However, the occupancy rates reflected in the several reports 
of the following sections are based upon designed capacity to more accurately 
reflect the crowded circumstances for such facilities. 

The classification "replaceable" has become necessary to give recognition 
to n~rmal,attrition and obsolescence while recognizing that the facilities do 
continue to render a degree of service. We concede that while they do not 
embody flagrant fire hazards or structural instability, their years of expec
tancy are definitely less than a new structure. Deterioration of fenestration, 
the increased cost of maintaining mechanical facilities, and the cost of re
placing same have become exhorbitant. The electrical system has been under
designed for current loads, and insulation will have deteriorated. 

In recognizing these failures, the classification "unacceptable" was 
broadened to encompass this "gray zone" with the classification "replaceable" 
facilities, and is interpolated for expression in terms of "equivalent''beds. 
In an attempt to be reasonable, 50% of this unacceptable gross bed inventory 
within the "replaceable" category has been arbitrarily added to the existing 
suitable beds to permit a degree of gradation of need, while recognizing the 
service these marginal facilities do currently render in the role of hospital 
facilities. Specific points for classifying certain facilities as "replaceable" 
are as follows: 

\4 

(1) The facility is not reasonably accessible in terms of performing 
appropriate community service. 
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(2) The structure, because of obsolescence, original design or general arrange
ment, cannot economically or reasonably be modified or corrected in terms of 
present day care standards. 

(3) A structure of 35 years of age or more which has not been appropriately 
renovated and upgraded to comply with current standards for the implied type 
of facility. 

(4) By virtue of admission policies, the care rendered and/or the inadequacies 
of the facilities indicate that the institution cannot reasonably provide the 
services implied by their classification. 

Another approach in ascertaining the true applicability of these replaceable 
units in terms of well-equipped hospital beds was an evaluation of space assignment 
to the hospital services supporting existing beds. It has been obvious that many 
institutions attempt a volume of patient care with services that are inadequate for 
the patient load placed upon them. A broad sample study has been made whereby square 
feet of space assigned to specific services was evaluated. From these initial find
ings it became apparent that no more than 15 or 20% value actually exists in the 
marginal facilities which heretofore were accepted at full value. This facet is 
covered in a separate report and analysis. The point to be borne in mind is that 
the 50% discounting of these replaceable beds in arriving at a net "equivalent" bed 
value is very conservative and is not unduly distorting the ultimate inventory. 

Because of the stimulation from the Federal Agency and the current executive 
administration, the program is accelerated by applying the above expedient formula 
to permit prompt presentation of this Revision. This State Agency is executing a 
statewide re-evaluation on the basis of square feet per bed per service in ascer
taining accurately the net bed capacity available in the state in terms of equiv
alent hospital beds. 

Applications fo~ fiscal funds responding to this Revision of the Iowa Hospital 
Plan shall be supported by a thorough analysis of existing replaceable elements in 
terms of optimum square feet per bed per service, and the evaluation will be an 
element of consideration in ascertaining the merits of the total presentation. 

In addition to the previously indicated criteria for classifying facilities 
as "unsuitable," recognition is given to evidence that an installation, by virtue 
of its admission policies or other restrictive considerations, fails to provide a 
connnunity service in terms of the intent of the basic Federal program. Such a 
determination may be made without regard for the features of the physical structure. 

Legislative Intent 

In keeping with expanded Federal legislation, Iowa's 56th General Assembly 
provided enabling legislation permitting Iowa to participate in the broadened 
program. In modifying the term "hospital" to "hospitals and related health 
facilities," the intent of the Act is induced into this construction program and 
all of its elements. \ S-
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Annual Hospital Bed Construe-
tion during 1948 253 --- --- --- ---

1949 444 --- 26" --- ---
1950 794 --- --- --- ---
1951 204 --- 138 --- ---
1952 201 --- 33 86 ---
1953 158 --- --- --- ---
1954 141 --- --- 57 ---
1955 267 --- 25 46 ---
1956 152 --- 48 163 31 
1957 127 --- --- 26 0 
1958 392 --- 32 --- 156 
1959 198 --- 45 --- 200 
1960 141 --- --- 137 164 
1961 75 --- --- 220 109 

- +-- - - - - - - - - -
Total Beds Built W/Grants-

in-Aid 

I 
3,547 

I 
---

I 
347 

I 
735 

I 
660 

Beds Available in 1947 6,663 672 3,113 0 0 

Deletions/Reclassification/ 
Closing 

I 
(-620J (-260) ll,639 

(-198) l 324 Beds Built Without Aid 2,134 0 884 76 2,182 -

- - -- -- - - - -
Total Suitable Plus Replaceabl 

Beds 11,724 412 4,259 613 3,166 
Less"Replaceable" Factor (-1, 858) --- (-1,832) --- -1,103) 
Number of Beds to be Added 3,600 --- 9,637- 3,751 6,382 

-
rl3~66 

- - - - - - - -
Total Beds Proposed 412 13,788 4,364 8,445 

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- I -- -- ~ -- ---f -- -- -+-- -- -- -- -- -

Per Cent of Need Met 73.27 100 17 .5 7 14.05 23.89 
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HOSPITAL ADVISORY COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS 

Since the inauguration of the Hill-Burton Program in Iowa, the Iowa Hospital 
Advisory Council has presented to this Agency the following resolutions as guidance 
in administering its duties: 

1. Fire Safety Resolution, adopted May 23, 1949 

"Resolved that we recommend to the State Department of ~ealth that no 
hospital, construction of which is now proposed or which may be proposed 
in the future, be a.pproved for licensure unless fireproof in construction, 
and further, that in case of fireproof additions to existing non-fireproof 
hospital buildings, the Department require the elimination of fire hazards 
in the existing buildings to the fullest reasonable extent." 

2. Bed Need Resolution, adopted July 10, 1952 

"Resolved that the total bed need for each of the hospital categories and 
the total beds programmed ·by this Plan for each of the hospital areas or 
individual hospitals constitute the maximum number of beds which may be 
built with Federal Grants~in-Aid and do not necessarily represent the accurate 
and exact hospital bed need for the respective hospital or area." 

3. Budget Increase Resolution, adopted September 30, 1960 

"Resolved that: 

(a) · Henceforth assignment of Grants-in-Aid funds will be established on 
the basis of firm and logical shematic/preliminary drawings, acceptably 
realistic architectural cost estimates of construction and such other pert
inent budget items as are a part of Application Part I. 

(b) Said assignment of funds stated in Application Part I will be the maximum 
amount assignable to the particular project, and 

(c) In the event actual costs exceed budget proposals previously filed, the 
sponsors will proceed directly toward construction, and p~ovide all necessary 
additional funds to meet the total budget increase, or drop the project." 

17 



TEACHING FACILITIES 

Because of the need for specialized personnel, communities of Iowa have indi
cated reluctance to construct specialized categories of hospital units. Therefore, 
to enhance the possibility of a pool of qualified doctor personnel, a compensation 
is induced by allowing an additional five beds per authorized post graduate train
ing year. 

To indicate the relative position of this state in professional training, one 
category, the medical doctor, was reviewed. It was interesting to note that while 
Iowa's population is 1.66 per cent of the nation's total, and Iowa's single medical 
college provides 1.65 per cent of the medical graduates, this state has only 38 per 
cent of its equivalent proportion of authorized residencies and fellowships. This 
unfavorable circumstance is further emphasized when we note that only 78 per cent 
of the authorized internships were utilized in 1956. 

The authorized post graduate years were utilized in developing the ''teachint' 
factor for application to the appropriate regions. The results are tabulated 
below: 

Region Postgraduate Pool Beds 
Years Authorized Allocated 

Symbol Center 

T-1 Sioux City 2 10 
T-7 Cedar Rapids 18 90 
T-8 Iowa City 179 895 
T-9 Davenport 2 10 
T-12 Des Moines 116 580 
T-13 Council Bluffs 4 20 

- - --- - - -- - - - ---- - -- ..... ,.......·_._. --
Statewide Total -- " 321 1,605 

These results are applied to the specialized categories of psychiatric and 
chronic illness beds in subsequent sections and are identified as "teaching'beds. 
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EXHIBIT D 

PART I. ACUTE GENERAL HOSPITAL BEDS 

The basis for this entire program was to determine the acute general hospital 
bed need, as well as the number of facilities available. An extensive survey of 
the entire state was made and did include an evaluation of the existing hospitals 
and their related facilities~ population distribution, evaluation of road systems, 
analysis of trade patterns, relative financial resources, geographic factors, 
unnormal community patterns, degree of industrialization and equivalent consid
erations. These several factors were carefully evaluated while giving proper 
consideration to the location of present hospital facilities. In turn, needs 
were interpolated into specific facilities and applied on a statewide basis to 
ascertain what would best serve every population group in the most economical 
manner with a minimum of overlapping and duplication. This involved dividing 
the state into hospital service areas as shown on the Hospital Service Area Map. 
In turn, these service areas were correlated and integrated into a total pattern 
providing a desirable coordination of all hospital facilities complementing the 
ready flow of both patient and professional personnel between the rural hospitals, 
intermediate and/or base hospitals. 

During successive revisions and re-evaluation of findings of subsequent 
re-surveying, one factor has become increasingly noticeableo The pattern which 
recognized and interpolated the effect of trade areas is being minimized and 
modified toward the perimeters of political subdivisions. Improved road systems, 
no doubt, enhance this end. As a result, the perimeters of hospital areas are 
increasingly being superimposed on county lines in keeping with the manner of 
financing construction programso Throughout the periodic surveys, information 
was gleaned to reflect existing hospital facilities and the use to which they are 
being placed. Their relative condition is evaluated and is interpolated to the 
common denominator of suitability of beds, as well as the total number of beds 
available. Usage is reflected in terms of percentage of occupancy and the average 
daily census which is shown in the following pages. 

The state average bed-birth, bed-death ratio of 3.4 beds per thousand popu
lation as developed in the Report on Hospital & Public Health Resources in Iowa, 
was the basis for determining the occupied bed need of the several hospital service 
areaso When the occupied bed need, based on the population and bed-birth, bed-death 
ratio, indicated a bed need between O and 74 occupied bedsj 0.5 of the need was 
allocated to the area. Similarly, between 75 and 149 occupied, 0.6; between 150 
and 224, 0.7; between 225 and 300, 0.8; all over 300, l.Oo The remaining occupied 
beds not allotted by this criterion were allotted to the intermediate and base area 
hc:spitals. The area occup:ied needs were converted to a total bed need for each 
facility by the following formulae: 4 ADC+ ADC {low level occupancy--under 100 
beds) and 3 ADC+ ADC {high level occupancy--over 100 beds.) 

The bed birth-death ratio is not applicable in computing the occupied bed need 
in certain areas, particularly the larger cities, because these areas now receive a 
large number of hospital patients from population outside their intermediate areas. 
In fact, many hospital centers now have occupied beds in excess of the number which 
would be indicated by applying the bed birth-death ratio to their respective areas. 
In these areas, the present average daily census of the existing facilities was used 
as an indication of their need, and converted to total beds needed by use of the 
above mentioned high level/low level occupancy formulae. This recognizes the crowded 
conditions in the present hospitals and expands them to permit a normal occupancy. 

~o 



The needs are further adjusted to meet local conditions such as financial 
resources, industrialization, location of hospitals with respect to state lines 
or the proximity of other hospitals, and population trends. (See Population Factor 
Discussion) 

The University Hospital, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, provides state
wide comprehensive hospital and medical care of indigent, clinical pay and private 
patients, in cooperation with the Colleges of Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, School 
of Nursing, and Hos~ital Administration. The University Hospital admits patients 
from all sections of the stateo As provided by law, the county quota of patients 
is based on population and eliminates the possibility of an inequitable distribution 
of hospital services to the indigento The quotas are based on the latest official 
census. Recognizing this statewide service to the entire state population, the total 
bed need of each area was reduced by its proportionate share of the University Hos
pital's service as beds. This proportionate share was determined on the basis of the 
pattern of admission of indigent patients during the period July 1, 1946 to June 30, 
1947. This pattern of the use of the University Hospitals over the entire state is 
believed to be quite representative of the total admission to this hospital. 

The occupied beds remaining after allocating 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 to each 
area were practically balanced by the needs in the largest areas. 

During recent revisions, the Iowa State Plan was based on population estimates 
as published by the appropriate Federal Agency and adjusted to conform with the 
needs for this presentation. Such estimates, based on 1950 census data, were in
accurate which in turn induced an automatic error into bed planning for specific 
communities throughout the state and especially in a number of the rural areas. 
This in turn leaves us with an irrevocable error that must be compensated from 
pool beds in this Plan. It should also be pointed out that the error is mechanical 
and that the actual usage of these beds would indicate that their number is reasonable 
and appropriate. However, the regulations do require that we conform to certain lim
itations set forth in the basic ground~rules for the grants program and therefore 
induce a hardship in the category of acute general hospital beds. 

The Division of Hospital Services of the Iowa State Department of Health made 
a study of out-of-state hospital demand together with the state agencies of the 
several surrounding states. The State of Iowa is unique in that in excess of 50% 
of its larger cities are located on the borderof the state with a normal trade area 
extending into the border states. The state agencies of our border were generally 
willing to concede that a portion of their state population patronized Iowa hospitals. 
However, except in a few raTe instances, the adjacent states were unwilling to assign 
definite population groups to Iowa 9 s total population. Existing regulations provide 

that a maximum number of general hospital beds which may be constructed must be based 
upon the state population, and if a state gains population in one area it must lose 
a corresponding population in another area to compensate. In view of the fact that 
Iowa gains population in a large number of areas and loses population in a relatively 
small number of areas, it is reasonable to assume that the hospitals of Iowa are 
normally serving a population in excess of the population shown by the State census. 

The excess existing general hospital beds in certain areas are due to out-of
state populationo A pool bed adjustment is necessary to eliminate this excess and 
prevent the over~building of general hospital beds for the state. In effect, this 
pool bed adjustment is the number of beds needed in Iowa to serve the out-of-state 
population seeking hospital service in Iowao 

~\ 



Special problems are constantly developing because of normal obsolescence, 
unique developments in a particular connnunity, transition in population charac
teristics, and/or the overloading of ancillary facilities when evaluated in terms 
of beds they are attempting to serve. It has become necessary to properly recognize 
the degree of obsolescence in the classification of our beds. Representative samp
ling on a number of institutions indicates that when applying the rules of thumb on 
specific services within general hospitals there are many instances where the number 
of beds being served by available services is completely unrealistic. These findings 
have been applied to a former evaluation of the suitability of beds inventoried. It 
is consistently found that the services available are adequate to serve no more than 
50% of the replaceable beds they presently are attempting to serve. On this basis 
it is very reasonable to use the rule of thumb that all beds classified as "replace
able" cannot be interpreted as being suitable, but that more properly they qualify 
only as "unacceptable" beds. To preclude massive overbuilding, 50% of the unaccept• . 
able beds fall i.ng within the sphere of "replaceable" are being induced into our 
tabulations as acceptable to accurately reflect the relative degree of urgency into 
the relative priority of each connnunity. 

Still another question which may exist in these marginal facilities is where 
ancillary services are demanded but existing facilities are inadequate to meet 
innnediate local needs and/or referral load resulting from integration of medical 
services. A special consideration is available to prospective sponsors, even though 
it may be beyond the needs implied by the relative priority table which is based on 
beds. The Advisory Council will recognize a sponsor's presentation of such a special 
problem, provided a complete and factual narrative statement and program are submitted 
with their application and the owner will present himself upon request before a formal 
meeting of the Advisory Council. The sponsor should be prepared to provide detailed 
and specific information and a record of studies to support his viewpoint. If 
requested, he will provide such special studies as may be called for by the Advisory 
Council to clarify certain details of the proposed program for specific consideration 
by the council and the State Agency when evaluating the application. In the light 
of the facts which will have been presented, oral and/or written, the merits of the 
specific program will be evaluated to determine the relative priority which will be 
assigned to the proposal. 

"2. ""L 
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t')ld't. 1 Jul y J96 2 

Sill'T ~e,aU1'( '2t-RDt.T Genera l \,\~P\T~ @.~O':a A.uo/02. f"KlUlU!~, • 
Su~,a ry 22&\c.1 St a tE:widf: 

L.0£.ATIOU aE.b c:.9'i;.Ac.\"t''I INo.ofu ••o uc.-. .. e. D•'"'1'• 

I I I I I 11-..inael&, .,__. 1~"- I~~:~; II~ Pt.1111111- *~ la.•"-!, .... N•M& b~ F•L,L.\"'1"1# t-------.---------,o~
!.W9 COU"'1V I TOW \.1 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

Sioux City 

Spene-er 

Fort Dodge 

Mason . City 

Water loo 

Dubuque 

Cedar Rapids 

Davenport 

Burlington 

Iowa City 

Ottumwa 

Des Moines 

Council Bluffs 

STATEWIDE "" IOWA - GRAND TOTALS 

- ftfalu D~IIIUlt.ltr ... J>•," i:!,,1r.1'to 
.; UBI a 1'UCAIML c::.. 2.E&U~"'11L. 

671 

378 

540 

358 

553 

525 

700 

555 

397 

- 431 -

57 6 

1 )) 822 

501 

421 

.54 

233 

318 

35.5 

178 

150 

194 

268 

71.3 

60 

606 

167 

40 I 171 

86 I 111 

14 I 112 

60 I 109 

79 I 162 

90 I 102 

113 I 147 

27 ·1 134 

18 I · 78 

o I 99 

21 I 98 

179 I 386 

333 I 157 

- ----=--- -· - . - -- -

8 , 007 l3, 717 11 ~060 j 1 , 866 

324 ,137 

105 j0ll 

170 , 566 

, 147 ~899 

266,743 

147,052 

226 , 214 

200,257 

181 , 593 

345 , 043 

182 , 729 

675 , 345 

233 , 318 

3 j 205 , 907 
- .... ~ 

37,741 

20 , 738 

22 , 434 

22 , 178 

38 , 794 

22 , 469 

32 , 265 

31 )) 285 

23 , 980 

36 , 179 

23 , 775 

97 ; 641 

37 ,308 

446 ,7 87 



I 

ba#A ST~-rE: t>e:pN({f'lQ\T Ot:" "EAL,\\ 
N b"l'21MI aF UC6•nau.. 1-.~u.ac.a 

~ .SUrf Ae>ll.11'( ~T General 

I 
~ N•Ma b~ f:'tr.LU .. l~ 

UxAT10U 

"A" 

aE.b C."~AC.\"'t~ Nooof ~---

tQ~b. 
~.L Q~ 14 

QkT!. 1 July 1962 
2.R&lou Sioux City 

•·Q uc. ... e D•T• 

COUM'N TOW\l !.WIii ~nllte. IIIUI.· \1'6lit ~ass i= 
nets a&mGlllt ~111M1• DI\~> I la.If\~ 

R""l Or ange Ci y Municipat Siqux Orange City CITY 27 8 0 6 48 .. 2 62153 
R=l Sioux Center Community Sioux Sioux Center NPA 26 0 0 8 78.0 7 , 403 
R~l Merrill Pi oneer Community Lyon Rock Rapids NPA 32 0 0 8 39.2 4 j580 

R=8 Sacred Heart Plymouth LeMars CH 52 0 0 12 69,.6 13 , 217 
R-8 Hawarden Community Sioux Hawarden CITY 14 0 0 6 76 .4 3,905 

R=9 Hartley Memorial Ida Battle Creek CITY 0 15 0 3 56.0 3,067 
R-9 Ida Grove Ida Ida Grove CITY 0 0 18 6 55ol 3,617 
R=9 Sioux Valley Memorial Cherokee Cherokee NPA 42 35 0 12 66.7 18,770 

R- 18 Onawa Hospital $) Inco Monona Onawa IND 0 0 22 5 137 o3 11,027 
R- 18 Burgess Memorial Hospital Monona Onawa NPA 40 0 0 8 Project Iowa-113 

-

B-3 Akron Plymouth Akron NPA 21 0 0 7 28.4 2,177 
B~3 Lutheran Woodbury Sioux City CH 72 66 0 14 81.0 40,781 
B~3 Methodist Woodbury Sioux City CH 146 0 0 15 80.6 42,968 
B=3 St. Joseph Mercy Woodbury Sioux City CH 156 145 0 40 113.4 124,585 
B=3 St. Vincent's- Woodbury Sioux City CH 43 127 0 16 58 .. 6 36,354 
B-3 Gordon Memorial Woodbury Sioux City NPA 0 25 0 5 60.6 5,533 

I 
I 
I 

T-
i 

------- ---- -- - r- -
I 

, Subtotals Region "A" Sioux City 671 421 171 xxxx 324,137 r----:--------____.:::...__ _______ __:_ _____________ --ff----4---+--- -+---~ --4--
- ~!.~ t)~,..i o..u~'-'1: .. Dbi'T~ e.s, t~no 
~ MDt AM.ic.AP.ML o-.L. e..cui..: ~ tL 

-- -

763 
793 
908 

2 , 419 
545 

I 336 
424 

2,767 
I 

1,884 

395 
4,737 
5,542 

10,464 
5,167 

597 

37,741 
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2 - . -·- -
.SUrf Ae>IUl'( ~T General 1-\~MN... ~ AUD/01t f"K!U'lle, - "B" 2.R&tou SEencer 

LC::lt.a Tt OU M.b ~ ... ~AC.\"t'I Nooof ... uc-aaae. Qa.'T• 

au.&. N&Ma b~ f:aLILl"'YV iMWltlk.- Bass.,, 
COUM'N TOW\& !.\\lit Cill~ ntuil· ~ inets mmtilll, ~'tlall• I>\\'(~ lt.l»P\\WM&~ . 

R~2 Community Memor~al O'Br-ien Sheldon NPA 32 0 0 10 5806 6,845 1,041 
. R~2 Ward Memorial ()~Brien Primghar CITY 0 0 9 3 39o5 969 268 

R~2 Osceola Hospital, Inco 
_-

Osceola Sibley IND 0 0 35 12 27 0 2 3,469 601 

~ R~2 Osceola Community Hospital · Osceola Sibley IND 38 0 0 8 ProjE K:t Iowa~ll9 

R~3 Holy Family _ . Enmet Estherville CH 85 0 0 14 64o3 19,939 3,401 
R~3 Dickinson Co. Memorial Dickinson Spirit Lake co 48 0 0 8 56o4 9,867 7,568 

-

R~lO Loring Sac Sac City CITY 32 0 0 8 64ol 7,487 810 

R-10 Alta Memorial B. Vista Alta NPA 19 0 0 7 NR (3,900) (210) 

R-10 Sioux Rapids B. Vista Sioux Rapids IND 0 12 18 3 77 .5 8,487 131 
R:..10 Buena Vista County B. Vista Storm Lake co 49 0 0 10 63o9 14,344 1,940 

t 1--r-· Palo Alto Memorial Palo Alto Enmetsburg NPA 0 18 24 8 &'J.l 10,586 1,474 

I-1 CoilDIIllnity Memorial O'Brien · Hart-ley NPA 27 0 0 8 39.3 3,872 608 

I-1 Spencer Municipal Clay Spencer CITY 48 24 0 12 58.0 15,246 2,686 

-
-

. 

._ 

- - - ---------- ~--.,,. - _ ..__. - - ·- .. - -- -- - - - --· ·- - ---, 

. 

Subtotals Region "B" Spencer 378 54 86 lll 105,011 20,738 
. -

_ - ttft>lu t)Unu:uJb'T .. D~"'l~ 0~1--·uo 
~ - -..- A"llllllll"a.WJI' -n O~a.tl ... ""1lf' .. 

~-



General 

A.a.a. 

R=ll 
R=ll 

SL Ann 

Community Memorial 
Belmond Commun~ty 

R~12 Hamilton County Public 

R=21 Greene County 

I-3 
1=3 
I-3 
I =l__.! 

~3 

Sto Joseph Mercy 
Lutheran of Fort 
McCrary~Rost ; 
McVay Memorial 
Stewart Memorial 

Dodge 

Comµiunity 

_. 

UXATtOU 

CDUW1'1 TOW\& 

Wright 
Wright 

Algona 

Clarion 
Belmond 

CH 

CITY 
CI Y 

Hamilton Webster Citr CO 

Greene Jefjerson CO 

Webster 
Webster 
Calhoun 
Calhoun 
Calhoun 

Fort 
Fort 
Lake 
Lake 
Lake 

Dodge 
Dodge 
City 
Ctty 
City 

.CH 
CH 
IND 
PART
NPA 

Subtotals Region "C" Fort Dodge 

.. ~t\\ali:I t)I.Lt\ln&Jbff .. 1>~,~ e!>'1l.,.Tto 
- MISt aWUCAP..IL OIL e.~aU!»"tlL 

IQWb. 
FN.e..l.. ·a~~ 

Dae. l July 1962 
"C" 21&,1111 Fort DodgP. 

aE.b C.l\\>Ac.\"'t'I No. f _.,-t=·.. 1.u . ..-e. D•.,.~ 

~INl2- tuol·· UW.Ud. ~~! ~; ;.,,,,,;., ~,111n- DWC~ .,,l'\\!iMIII~ . 
61 

54 
30 

46 

57 

0 

0 
0 

32 

0 

61 90 
189 111 
Closed 1. Mar ch 

0 0 
42 0 

540 2J3 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

196 ~ 
14 

0 

-14 

10 

8 
8 

8 

8 

24 
32 

6 
8 

34 .. 0 

75 .. 0 
58.0 

6.3. 77 

68.9 

91..3 
53 .. 4 

80.6 · 
Project 

112 xxxx 

7 !171.5 

7:;;666 
5,076 

18,156 
. ! 

13,287; 
~ 

50 ,344
1 

58,493 
5,710 
4,119 . 

Iowa-98 

170,566 

1 , 190 

1,,244 
828 

2,183 

l j 837 

5,631 
7,988 
1,211 

322 

22,434 
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.SUrtAelllll'C' ~ - . General I\D!,MN... ~ Al.ID/at. 9"Utl5 --

. - . - - -

~I l.Cit.aTIOU -
NaMa _ e,s f:aULl"'l'V - ~--

l"CDUMW TOW\I !.1,\19 

R~5 I Riceville · c - · l-{it:-cheli Riceville CIT"i 
R=5 Mitchell County, ·Me~orial_ Mitchell Osage co 
R=5 Cedar· Valley 

_-
Floyd Charl-es- Cit:y CITY 

R=l3 [El dora Memoriaf · Hard_in - Eldora CITY 
- ----

R=l3 Ellsw~rth Mu~icipal Hardin Iowa Falls · CITY 
R=l3 Lutheran · Franklin Hampton CH 

:.. -
R=46 I Hancock County Memorial · Hancock Britt co 
R=46 Forest City lfunicipal -- - ~innebag9 Forest City _CITY 
R=46 Buffalo Center Hosp/Clinic Winnebago Buffalo Ctr. IND 

1=2 , · I Park Hospital C. Gordo Mason _City NPA-. 
! 0 2 ·sr. ·Joseph Mercy - ~ C. Gordo Mason _City CH 

(1) I Project Iowa-115. -Occupa~cy lbased on 15 beds- e:id~tipg. 

Subtotals Region_ "D" Mason q_i_ty 
- fttclu D~llQ&Jbff .. l)g~ ~"IIMal'IO 
. 11111 allll~ D& e.Eel.lStlL 

. ~ :. 

8£.b CA~AC.\"'t'I 

'iUOIIU.- IIIOL ... ~ 

0 0 12 · 
63 .-. 0 0 

0 _ 72 0 

0 36 0 
41 0 0 

0 48 0 

I 
32 

I H 0 
25 0 
17 0 

I 0 
I-

- 561 
4~ I 180 106 

358 318 -60 

,aw~ 
FN.e...i.o~l.i_ 

1l&te. 1 July 1962 
"b .. 2.li!s.llM Mason City 

No. of, ..,~ '• uc.-e. D•,.• 
Bass 00 ~ 
j ne f s awl ~111111• DI«~ 

4 13.9 608 

I 
131 

9 5708 13,295 2,3n4 
16 69.1 18 jl~5 3S)066 

8 47.0 6, 171 

I 
844 

8 .54.5 6 , 966 1,281 (1 
8 47.0 8 , 235 1 , 341 

8 

14
8.8 I 5,702 I 1,097 

8 42.1 3,844 528 
5 · 81.4 5,052 792 

10 183.0 ·1 16, 96_0 -I 2,190 
25 51.6 62,911 8,544 

mg· I xxxx 147,.899 22.178 
,---'! 



IOwA STA1'f: De:~ME:UT ()l'" "EAL-n\ 
DNi4':a10\.I a~ \.lc69ffl!L c..e11,11u.atr. 

; ---i ~:..- ~-~~I:;-.- ~ 

_____ G_en_e_r ___ a __ l ___ • lw.»Mf.\L ~ AUD/at. fMIUT\~ 

R-14 

R-15 
R-15 
R-15 

I-4 
I-4- ~ 

I-4 
I-4 
I-4 
I-4 

a b~ F•~u .. ,......, 

. . 

seph Mercy· (New) 
seph Mercy (Old) 

St ... Jo 
St. Jo 
Smith. Memorial 
St. Jo 

Grundy 

Palmer 
Mercy 
Commun 

People 
St. Jo 
Allen 
Schoit 
St. Fr 
Sartor 

seph's 

County Memorial 

Memorial 

ity Memorial 

's Hospital 
seph' s Merer 
Memorial 
z Memorial 
ancis 
i Memorial 

-

_· 

-· 

u:.t.aTaau ~-
.CIJLMN "1DW\l ~'"~ 

- . 
Howard Cresco CH 
Heward Cresco CH 
W1.nneshiel Decorah CH 
Chickasaw New Hampton CH 

Grundy Grundy Center co 

Fayette - West Union CITY .......... ....,_ 
Oelwein CH Fayette 

Bremer Sumner NPA 

Buchanan Independence CITY 
Bremer Waverly CH 
B. Hawk Waterloo NPA 
B. Hawk Waterloo NPA 
B.- Hawk Waterloo CH 
B. Hawk Cedar Falls . CITY -

i 
l 

.. -----· -· 

___ -1- _______ _ ___________,_] _- _____ l ~l 
___ ~J:.1!i§ ___ R~_ion "E" Waterloo 

------

,.,._,.._y. 

.. ~ ; ;; t;L{ () ~ltii::) .. t.! :_, t;, 1 - !) :--,,·: ~• r.,.~f {t ~, 'TU) 
- S, .. iiL ~c.&~ ~:.l. J::'.~:-.Li;':1. ~~,:_ 

' -
U..b ~91\C.\~lf 

~ - IBIIL•' Ullal« 

42 0 0 
CloE ed 26 b eds on 

0 20 18 
0 45 0 

40 0 0 

22 0 0 
55 0 0 
37 0 0 

38 0 15 
o· 0 46 

i 83 130 0 I 

212 0 0 
I 0 124 0 
I 
I 24 36 .. 0 

553 355 79 

~ 

' . ~ 
~ _s___ a~ -1.l!. 

na,t 1 July 1962 
. "E" bs.1-.. Waterloo 

No.of 
Bass-
ina!tS 

8 
10/9/ 

8 
8 

8 

8 
10 

8 

10 
10 
24 
28 
22 
10 

-·-

162 

- . .,, .... u~-...a a -."T ci., 

·---aa•· ~'ttlllt•~'b ia,.~l'\~1 

NR 
1 

64.7 
78.1 

60.3 

73.1 
85.9 
71.7 

71.2 
50.3 
76.5 
82. 9 
74.5 
82.3 

--·-- . -

xxxx ·--- -...-. ____ ,_ 

. 
(6,200) 

8,500 
12,841 

8,805 
J 

' 
5,872 : 

17,245 I 

9,678 ! 

13,778 
8,438 

59,476 
64,150 
33,744 
18,016 

; 

(1,01 

1,23 
1,76 

1,23 

1,32 
2,85 

93 

1,90 
1,06 
8,99 
8, 71 
5,17 
2,58 

,, 

0) 

8 
7 

0 

7 
1 
5 

8 
9 
1 
5 
2 
1 

_____ 266,_743 _ 38,794 

- ----- _-----1__ ·---- - -··--· 



IOWA ST"iE: bl:~Mal'f 0~ "t~"T\.\ 
DNI~ aF ~91'.'t:~ C..~\f.&4-

. .;. : 

. ,~w~ 
.FN.8·6 1 . -D~ 4 

sun Ae>&LfN '2.eRDt.T General . "e~M"~ @.1:.tlb Al.ID l01L f'KJuil~ 
flF" . 1:la1i s!_2uly 1%2 .. ,a.1 Dubuqlls 

..a. N•Ma b~ F•~~~\'Tt.l 

?7 Veterans Memorial 
7 .Community Memorial 

.,,7 McGregor · Oonnnunity 
7 Elkader Connnunity 
7 Guttenberg Municipal 

.. 25 I Jacks.on County Puhl i.c 

;-5 Finley 
-5 Sto Joseph Mercy 
rS Xavier " 
·5 Bellevue 

I - -· 

..,; 

-·---
lbt.A TtOU 

couw4N 

Allamak 
Allamak 
Clayton 
Clayton 
Clayton 

Jackson 

Dubuque 
pubuque 
Dubuque 
Jackson 

T~\.l 
--· 

Waukon 
Postville 
McGregor 
Elkader 
Guttenberg 

"Maq u·oke ta 

-
Dubuque 
Dubuque 
Dubuqu€ 
Bellevue 

(1) Occupancy based on 200 dpys oper :·on . 

-

1 t 

! i 

~-
!l\\11' 

I 
' CITY 

CITY .· 
NPA 
NPA 
CITY 

~ co 

NPA 
CH 
CH 
NPA 

I 

&Eb u.••"'""" !No.of ., .. , \J.,;._e Da."T• 
.· :.., .·. . 

~ DttM.· ~'1 Bassi· OM& ... PA~••· ~•"~ --_:... -._.:~ . . ~ts 
:.. 

46 0 0 8 49.6 8,332 i,251 
32 0 0 8 43.4 5,071 708 

0 0 15 3 53.4 2si926 229 . 
20 0 0 5 50.5 2,020 264 c1: 
38 0 0 6 45.2 6,265 1,089 · 

60 0 0 8 - . Ni (117,000) (2,900) 
< 

29 28. 56 . IS 73.2 ~o, 111 4,179 
200 156 0 24 35.1 f+4,877 7,166 
100 0 0 16 69. 8- 25,488 3,955 

0 0 ·19 6 10. 7 4,902 7.28 

·, .. ·-

---.. 
: -

:-

·,:., -
.. . 

; 

~- ----,----- -----,-- --··· -·-· . ··•·-- -

-➔--·--· ---· -·-··· . -··· .. ·- - ··-· ·- · . __ j_. ·•---- _.1_ __ 
. ~ 
! I _J, __ !11----l-----+-----... -·-··--·· --··-~· L···--· --~-- II I 

___ l -~-~b-~o~~-~s Re~~on . "~" Dubuque 525 178 90 102 xxxx 147,052 22,469 
·- i. 

~~~~ :\~),\ •: _~· ; ·.:::: • -~ :.· : ,. -,\·;:~ -\ ~-- ~ i~ •-i\:\-rto 
H 

; 



R-17 Deiaware County·Memorial 

R-24 Jc,hn lfcl)on4id· . 
R-24 ~r~y 

Irregul .. r Facility _r-

.• 

R-31 ·Marengo Memorial 

J-7 Vi~gin,~14 Qay 
l-7 *·!-"~Y 
t-.7 $~; l,µke' s ~thod4,~t 

~ - . 

····-- ·"--

t.~b~DM."6......--•··• .. ,-. , ......... __. ......... ~ ... . 

... 

-elaware 
: ! , : • -. ~ . ,., 

on,• . 
, o~f!S. . 

. ~ll~Pq 
. illll 

. f-ffll~ 

c~e~ter 

_,Jl~~cello 
·,mq~,- -

._ JD~O.P 
-~4tt: ~pt4, 
-'~~4f -a.v ids 

co. 66 0 

flP4 ·53· 0 
~ll p ·o 
- - ~ - !'- - - -
CITY 2~- 4 

P.Jl'Y 3p :0 
Qll lP-3- i;~ 
f;ll 414 0 

. « ·$. 

0 .lJ ~-2 lS,476, 2,6Q9 

p :~ tiff. ~9., ioo) (1,380) 
23 -".9 7~~2 6,402. ~,027 

- - ~ .. - ~ 
... J4 5;060, 433 

o. 16 62.3 7 ,2741 
.. ! 

1,274 
e l 1 

0 i~ .~i!9 ~,137: 862 
ijQ ta ~It~ (j ~7 1 55l: 9,799 
0 -~ 10:;·9 101~212 14,881 

:, J - • '. . . 

·-· ...... - -- - .-- -- -- . 
·~ 

- - - -~---- - - - -- llllil - - - - - ·- - - -



DIA STP.11:: t>e~~M£:U1' or··1'EAL..," 
.. ~r 

DNl4!alD'i a~- \.lo!t9ff~ c;..~u.a~ 
- .-3:. -_:-._-:--~:. ~::~:: .. -~~~~i~--- ·: ~- .-

,a~~ 
PM.e.L a~ · 14 

. ~ 1 J ul y 1962 

.SUl"T Af)ILJI'( ~ Gener a l "~MN... ~ AUD/at. f'KJUl\e:» 
It 

lhTlt D n 21ii!&ICM avenpor t 

UXATIOU 
be• N•M&. . b~ f:aL\L.l"TII r::==---~----1cWll,8..S.\\l9 ·couw~ I· TOW\& 

1=8 I J an e Lamb Memci:dal Clint on Cl inton NPA 
1=8 Sto J oseph Mer cy Cl i:nton Clint on CH 
1=8 DeWit t Community Cl inton DeWitt NPA 

-- ·-
I-10 Muscatine Gene_ral Muscatine Muscatine co 
1- 10 Mercy Scott Davenport CH 

1.-.10 St. Luke's Scott Da~enport _CH 

1- 10 Davenport Osteopathic Scott Davenport NPA 

t 

-----· ···------- . - --- ~ -

Subtotals Region "H" Davenport 
• ~tfDLt D~nu:uJblf - D•," c.~,, .. no 
~ Mlft A 1111\JtaftCL OIi. e.eoLl~"llL 

. 8£.b ~\>AC.\"'t'I I Nooof] ·-.,•:\ uc=. ... e. C:U~"T• 
Bass : · 1 ·" -ICi&lw-l atul.--- f~«--.in.e"t. s c,,,.,4, ~'tlaln• I>\\'{~ la.t>"6Wlla~ . 

~ 

40 49 0 16 8L6 29 j 461 4 9 697-
0 5.5 27 20 74.5 22 ~304 3 l) 789 

32 0 0 8 70.,2 8 , 2li 97 3 

139 0 0 16 53.,2 27,034 4 , 458 
224 0 0 42 6Ll 49,912 8 , 513 
52 90 0 22 95.2 49,335 6,655 
68 0 0 10 NR (14,000) (2 l) 200; 

555 194 27 134 xxxx 200 , 257 31,285 
- .. . --



IOWA ST~iE: De~1'ltTMarr a~ µ,EAL,\\ 
DI"'~'°"' OF ~~"~~ G.e.-.U,'-R.¾-i 

---
Lbc.A'TtOU 

~ ...... M~MG.. b~ ~l!.C..\L.\"";-Y' ' COUw1'~ TO\t.l\.l 

• R-45 Irregular Facility - - ... ... - - - - - - - - - - - - .. 
R-45 Sacred Heart Lee Ft. Madison 
R-45 Graham Lee Keokuk 
R-45 St. Joseph's Lee Keokuk 

I-12 Henry. County Memorial Henry Mt. Pleasant 
I-12 Burlington D. Moines Burlington 
I-12 Mercy D. Moines Burlington 

--+, 
I 
l -l 
i I 
I I 

e-------S~~~~ Region _'.'._~ Jl~;ii_;:~to~ -~- _ -~
1~ ~- _-- ----- _; 

tJ~ - ~c.~.«:I'. r...:.i :\,_, 1~::...,.,,::-..,,.4' ., tJ~:,~ .... :.::tl ft")l,,1U'.1 
~~ - ~ ~.jT;=>.,:r •.··;-':.. ~.,..'1. 2t:-:..U~1 ' L 

- . 
CH 61 60 0 
NPA 0 76 18 
CH 55 26 0 

co 56 0 0 
CH 206 0 0 
CH 19 106 0 

,owo. 
PM.e. ..9 . of Ll:

OAT~ 1 J\!1.Y )962 
"I" 2.Qu\{Vu =~url iQgto.n .. ~----= 

8,000 
24 79.5 35,128 

5 80.3 27,548 
10 62.5 18,481 

8 57.5 11,748 
16 84.6 46;, 713 
15 74.4 331,975 

1 

600 
4,748 
3,949 
2,516 

1,690 
6,393 
4,084 



IOWA ST~l~ DF;~~t:.,,7' fiJ~t-.rr c~ ¾~1" 
D\~~~~~ .OF \.l.-~~~F~k ~~?=,~?. -~':;,, 

'l •~ \;; ...,/ :p, 
~ !6tfi l_Q tj)? l.{t_ 

~.~T~ 1 July 1962 

surt A~u7< vr:~~ General ~~?r;NL g t.;t-{;--, A~o lo-7,. f~i\Lf"fH~-'~' "J" ~ · 1· - c:·-- -
1?R.r~ ~ '.~._,\ owa 1. tx., 

L.Oiu\T tO\J .i ~R.b ",f..._ <f'~ ..c.~":f.'1.f No.of II "''"' .,..,.,. .. ,., ,0 .,;-;-..., 

a\.a.a.a. I w~,._.,G. §"; ;::-!).~; '=\"°f·~ I 
~-.;"\'~-.~~"' 

I -·1 ~- ,'~:f.,\~ ~u=·~& l 1'>,,.i:t. i?! 
Bass-

couw4N T~i~ . ! ~ i ~~!~ t. .. "; ~--~ u~i~~\,. -1 .... .,. +- .,. OOA.\~'¢! PJ."t uu.n., ~bi'< :<:> t~.)A~·w,~;~~ 
➔·--· - .. _ .... 

R?35 Washington County Washingto1 Washington CO 0 45 0 I 8 II 57 .7 I 9,480 I 1,425 
I 

B-1 Mercy Johnson Iowa City CH 190 I o j o 36 86.2 I ?9,759 8,132 

B-1 University Hospitals Johnson Iowa City STATE _2~1 __ ~ -6~8 __ o __ :s ___ a~·: ~ 272,267 25,554 

B-1 Irregular Facilities - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • 3,537 1,068 

I ii 

. ------- ------~-

..., < ;;~:..: -: ►,.. -- ~, 

.. -- -•· " ..... - ·---····- .. - ••·•--·-- ----- --...... --
.. -~:'l-~!:9~al~ _ R~g~~~~-•~~~ !ow~ .. 9ttL _________ _ 

-:~: •~~:".::;~ ~a •.-• C ;~ '•_:·! •,.:..: s. 
:. ,~~ :~ ~~}-; __ ,. . -".l.i4i1..::,.r 

--+~---- -~----·--+' _____ ' ... I . 

431 t 713 0 i 
•-·-•-.,_ ... _ ....... ""'. j ... - - -- r-- ~--.. -- . 

I 
1 · -' ~ ~ "" : .; ~.;.-,.c-. 

,, 
Ii --·-· ---1--

J9 }--~ -~~ ., ----~-~2194_3 _ _ 
., ... -··- ·--·-- - ---- ----

, __ 36-,...A,.17~--

----4------:--- ---------~-----------
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IOWA STt>til: De.W\~Mt\li 0~ "EAL'" I lfiW~ 
Dl'-11~1°"' ow:-. ~9ff~L. ~e._~,c.ats PM.e. 11- a\; 14 -- '-: · ..... .. -- -· ~tt l July 1962 
.SUli Af!>ll.fN ~~T General \.\~M~ !al:.~ A\Jo/oe:. fK.tU'T\~ "K" 212&,~ Ottumwa 

l..Ot.ATtOU g£.b C.l\9ACXt~ No.of •1'6 . uc.aeae. DDo.'Tl:I. ..... N~MG. b~ F'~f.. t L.l~\I a~- . 
~ ; 

COUN'"N TO\N\l ~w" ~n~- tUUilo u~cr Bass-~ ~1\IM'(o f)\\'{~ IA,l>t'\\~!) . inets 

34 Mahaska County Mahaska .O.skaloosa co 0 60 0 10 83.0 18,166 3,170 
34 Keokuk County Keokuk 1Sigaurney co 34 0 0 8 47.7 5,913 942 

39 Jefferson County Jefferson Fairfield co 58 0 21 10 98.9 16,599 2,336 ' . 
. 

43 St. J?seph M~rcy Appanoose Centerville CH 82 0 0 10 50.1 14,996 2, 7il 

44 Davis County Davis Bloomfield co 71 0 0 10 78.6 20,386 2,448 
•44 Van Buren County Memorial Van Buren Keosauqua co 16 0 0 5 85.2 7,153 774 (1 : 

11 Ottumwa Wapello Ottumwa NPA 139 0 0 20 80.2 51,799 5,984 
11. St. Joseph Wapello Ottumwa CH 139 0 0 17 76.9 39,028 3,900 (2 
11- Monroe County Monroe Albia co 37 0 0 8 64.3 -8,689 1,450 

(1) Project Iowa-116. Occup, lllCY based on 23 beds 
' -

(2) Project Iowa--78. Irregu ar number of beds durirg remodi L . 
a 

,,.. 

. 

- ··---- --- · - · -· 
' 

Subtotals Region "K" Ottumwa 576 60 21 98 xxxx 182,729 23,775 
tt~~ t)~Lr~ ?}.\J ~~-,," ~~"':~ E.~1 H~1'110 --
~ ~~{..!-:-~~ t;,)-~ ~~~l.,i~'.\~L 



tow~ ST"1'1: De:W>t~l"lBl1' 0.- t-\1:Al.1\.\ 
Dl"l~IMI OF_ ~nl\.L &.~,c.a~ - - - -:-:~.:~--.-;.".""· ... __ .. ~ .. ~ ~ - ... --

.SUrt A~l.IN ~~T General R~M~ g~ Auo/oe:. tK.lUilf!> 

U::... TI OIJ 

lfiW~ 
fM.t. ll a\; 14 

a.tt 1 July 19 62 
"L" ~ 22&1°"1 ·nes Moines 

.. N•M&. b~ F'•Ut..l"'r\l .------.--------•~- . 
~\\\9 COUM"N I TOW \1 

&£b C.9'9A~X'\'.., INo.ofl •hL_ uC.a•e. cu~,.• 
~--'i.l.l-n_1et.e. ____ l tuu1.--0-_ .... lu-w..i--cr- ~~~~;!~ ~,1an°1>\\'<~ l>P\'~'°"~ -

22 
22 

Boone County IBoone IBoone co 100 I - o 

23 
23 
23 
23 

29 

30 
30 
30 , 

32 
32 

33 
33 

37 

►38 

38 

Irregular Facili~y - ~ - - ~ - - - - -

Story County Story 
Story City Memorial Story 
Mary Greeley Memorial Story 
Irre~ular Facility= - = = = f;::)AR~~ 

Guthrie County Guthrie 

Ma~y Frances Skiff Memorial · jasper 
Grinnell Conununity Poweshiek 
St. Francis Poweshiek 

Adair County Memorial Adair _ 
Madison County Memorial Madison 

I Collins Memorial Marion 
Pella -Community Marion 

I Greater Conununity Union 

I Yocom Lucas 
1Lucas County Memorial Lu-cas 

,~inggold Ringgold County 

Nevada co 
Story City CITY 
Ames CITY 
Pit ~ ~ ~ 

Guthr i e Ctr. I CO 

Newton CITY 
Grinnell NPA 
Grinnell CH 

-Greenfield I co 
Winterset co 

Knoxviile IND 
Pella NPA 

Creston co 

Chariton I IND 
Chariton co 

IML Ayr I co 

50 
16 
81 

38 

94 
b 
0 

29 
39 

30 
34 

0 

0 
35 

30 

{i) Pro3ect Iowa..:8?. Occup4ncy based 10n 215 days qperatioiN.----

(Continued on page 13 of 14) 

'lk>ILI t)-L\\lz:ult.\o.,. ... ])bill. c.~•ml"\lt.'TlO 
~ !IIIU<A\IM.f. ~ 2.~~L\~,U-

0 
0 

96 

o I 

0 
41 
20 

~ I 
~ I 
01 ~, 
01 

0 

0 
0 
0 

o I 

0 
0 
0 

~ -, 

~ I 
50 

21 
0 

0 I 
-- - - -- -

16 

10 
6 

17 

68.0 

73.9 
99.2 
98.1 

8 11 59 .4 

10 60.5 
8 65.8 
8 77 .9 · 

8 58.9 
8 58.1 

6 87.4 
10 52. 9 

10 84.9 

7 94.6 
i2 47.4 

8 61.4 

24,834 3,732 
(12,000) (623) 

13,482 1,281 ' ' 
5,794 1,075 • 

24,337 4,323 
2,148 7 25 

8,233 I 934 

20 , 774 3,744 
9 , 851 1,420 
5,689 1 :, 083 

6,238 897 
8 ~ 274 926 

9,573 2,124 
6,563 864 

15,494 2,670 

7,253 \,. ~ 647 
3,574 558 (1 : 

6,728 I 1,071 



-
IDWA Snt.'11:: ~~0l1' OF "EAL'"t\\ 
Dl"14WGII D~. ~~~ 4ia~ILR'a 

.SUrtArllll1'c' ~T __ Ge_n_e_r_a_l ____ • "~Mf:\l.. &~ A'-1>/c:Mt. f"K.lUTU:~, 

L.C:l(A TI OU 

,a~~ 
FNA,13 D~lL 

nut,l July 1962 
"L" 2:R&lau Des Moines (cont.) 

No.of .,... uA. .... a a.,.. 
------.------..----•Bass - q 

Ci&IRIM.e. tul.N..• UW..lt. inats ■1Ni.au6•,..-@.•l"· .. 1 ~"11811• .. '{~ a.Dft\WMI~ -

42 Decatur County · 

•47 Clarke County Public 

48 Wayne County 

6 Mercy 
6 Evangelical 

2 
2 
2 
2 ' 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Dallas County 
Clfoic , 
Broadlawns Polk County 
Iowa Lutheran 
Iowa Methodist & Blank Mem. 
Mercy 
Wilden Osteopathic 
Still Osteopathic 
Des Moines General 
Redfield Hospital & Clinic 
Doctorsr Hospital 

- . tr 
Decatur Leon CO 

ciarke Osceola CO 

Wayne Corydon CO 

Marshall Marshalltown CH 
Marshall Marshalltown CH 

Dallas _ 
Dallas 
Polk 
Polk 
Polk 
Polk 
Polk 
Polk 
Polk 
Dallas 
Polk 

Perry 
Dexter 
!Des ·Moines 
[Des Moines 
[Des Moines 
Pes Moines 
Des Moines 
Des Mo;i.nes 
Des Moines 
Redfield 
Des Moines 

co 
PART 
co 
CH 
CH cw 
CORP 
CORP 
CORP 
IND 
CORP 

(2) Project Iowa-114. Occu1ancy basec on 132 exist~ng bedf. 

(3) Project lowa =95·. Reporting delinc uent ••.. estirrated. 

Subtotals Region "L" Des Moines 

tlfalcr D~IUUlt.M'I' ... D~"19' ~'1l-.1't0 
A IIU<&ML ~ UaU!a"11L 

0 

34 

29 
134 

38 
14 

0 
9C. 

343 
310 

35 
0 

70 
14 

103 

1,822 

30 

0 

0 

62 
0 

0 
0 

147 
135 

0 
0 
0 

75 
0 
0 
0 

606 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

14 
0 
0 

50 
11 

0 
·33 

0 
0 

5 64.5 

8 54.5 

10 NR 
16 71.5 

10 
4 

14 
22 
45 
50 

78.1 
154.2 

63.7 
89.9 

107.1 
70.8 
59.2 
50.2 
69.7 
56.3 

7,063 

8,891 

6,767 

(17,000) 
34,987 

10,827 
7,884 

37,484 
73,793 

134,053 
92,979 

9,933 
13,756 
26,208 

2,881 

8 
6 

10 
2 

16 Under Construction 

---- -- . - - - -

• 

179 386 xxxx 675,345 

• 
1,426 

1,658 

620 

(2, 102)(3 
4,955 (2 

1,298 
735 

4,922 
10,245 
19,351 
13,357 

2,108 
1,670 
4,083 

354 

97 , 641 



IOWA STl>t'T~ oe.~-=r~a.rr Of' "EAL'" 
Di\fl~IDW et=- ~9rf~b ~e,~1«.A'8 

.SUl'TAoU"N ~ _ _ Gfiliera.l"'-=-~- "~~,AL !,~~ !).\Joio~ ~U1':\~ 

u::~~J~, 
PNB~.M-@w 14 

~T~ 1 July 1962 
"M" ~ 1w Council Bluffs 

--- -------, LOl:.ATt~---.. - : -·~·· -----· , -- -"•"•· T,r¾i_b_ ~~;~,~~~. -l No.of j1-,.,~ ut.A~I?. Da..,,~ 

a.a.a... 1 
N~Mt:. ~~ Ftt.(.,b1"VV • 1-- ----.,...-..- --- ----- ·-·--- !"~.. f-- - ---:--- •. · j B s-11 f 

______ _ COO\l"Ttt -1--~~-~---·-- ·-J -~~'~ _ _j~"~;I \WII.N,T, jU'11il\'T i~:ts!awl~ ~1tDl'T .. I>~~) M;tw,,.-\OM~ 
t : ·i : 

Crawford !Denison j CO !I 50 l · 0 0 
! 
j • 

R-19 Crawford County Memorial 10 57.5 10,486 1,854 

R-20 
R-20 

R-26 

R-27 

St. Anthony 
Manning General 

i Connnunity Memorial 

! Myrtue Memorial 

~ 
R.-28 · Atlantic Memorial 
IR:-28 · Audubon County Memorial 

R-36 : Rosary 
R:..36 i Murphy Memorial 

R-40 
R-40 

-40 

· Connnunity Hospital, Inc. 
Clarinda Municipal 
Hand Community 

Jennie Edmundson Memorial 
Mercy _ 
Irregular Facility - - - -

c·arroll 
Carroll 

Carroll 
Manning 

Harrison Mo. Valley 

Shelby Harlan 

Cass Atlantic 
Audubon Audubon 

Adams Corning 
Montgom'y Red Oak 

Fremont 
Page 
P-age 

Hamburg 
Clarinda_ 

; Shenandoah 
i 
! 

Pottawat. !Council Blfs; 
Pottawat. ! Council Blfs~ 

CH 
IND 

NPA 

co 

NPA 
co 

NPA 
CITY 

CITY 
CITY 
NPA 

NPA 
CH 

~ - ~ - - ~ - - - ~ - ~ ! -

_L .. .L 
l 
·~µ]?_totals Re_g~on_ "M'' Council Bluffs 

~i~~Q,..,'. t=:~b,lli ~ a.J~~:'\"' ~t.,_~;. ~i,-;t~,,r,,f~t 
~ ::~ ~~~~-t9~ ~ .,k ~~~~! t,1 •b--

GRAND TOIALS -- STATEWIDE 

h 
n 
l! 
'i . 
'I 

H 
;I 

ll 

ii 
ii 
H 
;? 

~ : 
!: 
:1 

H 
!l 
H 
ti 
d 
! I .. !i -

0 141 102 
0 15 0 

30 0 

50 

0 

0 0 i 

36 
30 

41 
43 

0 
0 

53 

154 
~4 

,. - -

32 
0 

0 
0 

0 
46 

0 

60 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

25 
0 
0 

0 
206 

_ j .., -
l 

. : 
I 

20 
5 

8 

16 

10 
8 

8 
10 

6 
8 
8 

66.9 
66.6 

87.7 

76.9 

74.6 
42.6 

ii 53.1 
j 62. 9 
'.I 

" !l 12.0 
l! 55.9 
;i 53 .8 

16 80.0 
24 60.5 

- - it 
i 
: , 

28, 329- 4,059 
3,644 475 

8,509 1,190 

14,028 2,233 

18,512 5,354 
4,666 766 

7,943 1,321 
9,878 1,333 

6,567 1,028 
9,356 1,,.563 

10,403 1,503 

46,135 6,656 
48,738 i 6,983 

l 

6,129 j 990 
··~~-,; ~\~= 

:f_ .· -soi+ _ 167 -1: .. 333·· . · ~1~57] ~;x~ ~-·· --=-··23_3_j!a·. :~ ... -.. )j, 30~ .. 
:~ 8,0QL 1 3,71~ ~,~6~ li, _8~? .L_xxxx t -~,2S)5,297 .1 _ 446_,_?~7 ___ _ 



\1 

100,-----,..-----,r-----..----'T"'"'---,---...,.-----,---..------,---""T---..,..----,---r------r----....... --

tol I I I I I I Al~ "- s. MOSPITALS 
· ACTUAl .. ~tO CU NC 

l I I I I I 

•or-r---t--t----t--+--+--+-~--+~+~+--:---l----+-~--l-----L__J 
---MIGJLL[V[IJ CUPANCV. 

I I I I r 10 
LO\./ UV~L OC(:VPAN~Y _ _,.. ~ 

1-z 6w 
~~~--

;-;·; ... ---,.- 1- .... 

"' (J 

a: 
llJ !SO 
a. ~·· 

~ 

? 
·"' 

Ot----t------t----t------t-----+-----1-----,~--.j~--+---1-...-t,_.--.,,.....,--+----+---+----+----1 

20 40 

NUMBER OF 
60 

BEDS -PER 

DEFINITION AN.D INTERPRETATION OF GRAPH 

80 100 

GEN£f'At.; . NO$PITAL 

PERCENT OCCUPANCY. TOTAL PATIENT DAYS WITHIN PERIOD 
(TOTAL HOS). X (TOTAL DAYS WJTHIM PERIOD) 

120 

• PERCENT o, THEORETICAL C~PACITY ACTUALLY UTILIZED 

140 

OP,'i{UM
7
¥~'ifrti, 18 'rHAT RANH OF OCCUPANCY WHERE THI IRIATHT flUMHR OF PATIENT 

YI 0 P E .HOS.PITAL HRVICH · AH ADMIHllflfllD MOST ECONOMICALLY 
Hfl~ ~If'~ fSiU'N~y WITHIN OPTIMUM fiANH INDfCATII (AND/011) 
· • HO R C · S AFF OF PERSONNEL• COMP£TILY. QUALl,IID 

2. FAVORABLE AND CONSISTENT DEMAND ,011 HOSPITAL IIDI 
a. IF,tCIENT LAYOUT AND ·oftlANIZATION IN ,KYIICAL PLANT 
4. HIIHER THAN AVIRAH LINITH 0, STAY PIii PATIENT . 
8. HIIH MORALE WITttlN OIIIANIZ ATION 

b9l, ~Hi, @PRNCV . WITHIN OPTIMUM ft.AHi! INDICATII 
• I ANU FOR HOSPITAL 1101 . · 

2, INIFFICIINT LAYOUT/OHANIZATION IN PHYIICAL PLANT 
I, INIPFICIINT ITAFFINI AND/OR UTILIZATION o, tANI · . 
4. ftAfllllD TUIINOVH OP MTIINTI 
5, LOW MORALE WITHIN ORGANIZATION 

OCCUPANCY RATE HLOW iV'I~" MAY INDICATE OVIII-.SUPPLY o, 1101, LOW E,FICIENCY, 
LACK o, STA,,, Oft SE O L VARIATIONS ATTRIIUTAILI TO UNUSUAL LOCAL CONDITIONS 

QCHl~§l Pfi' ~M NIAi'ff INDICATES SUl•MAIIIINAL OPERATIQN OF LEH MTIENT J)AY D IN THAT STA,, AND OPEftATIONAL/MAINTENANC! DEMANDS 
ARI ·EXCESSIVE PER UNIT o, HIIVICE mt IT MAY INDICATI IXCHSIVE 'LONI-TERM 
PATIENTS ACTUALLY OUT OF PLACE IN AN . ACUTE Gf;NERAL HOSPITAL. UNLESS FUTURE 
PERSPECTIVE CONTRADICTS, EXPANSION AND REORIA,.IZATION 1$ NEEDED. · 

DIVISION OF HOSPITAL SERVICES 
IOWA STATE DEPT. OF HEAL TH 



I 

I 

BED INCREASE DUE TO POPULATION INCREASE FACTOR 

For a number of years this State Agency has attempted to compensate for the 
unique circumstances causing present-day trends in our population. Up to this 
point we could only surmise what was occurring. Certain known factors were felt 
in general terms. These were the result of certain conditions existing over many 
years such as: 

(a) The fact that most of the population centers are located on state 
borders of the early influences of the Missouri and Mississippi rivers. 
These areas continue to experience hospital demand beyond normal population 
expectancy because of the out-of-state demand. 

(b) Rapid mechanization of the farming industry has reduced population 
density in most of the agricultural areas. (It should be noted that the 
accident rate in these reduced population groups is accelerating greatly, 
and is a matter of concern.) 

(c) The transition in occupations resulting from an aggressive program to 
attract industries into Iowa. This is appreciably accelerating population 
increase in many of our population centers. 

Up to the present, only intra-decade estimates were available for guidance. 
However, the 1960 census confirmed our general suppositions and refined the degree 
to which these circumstances were applicable. Up to this point there had been no 
firm background from which to project future needs because of the erratic decade 
1940 to 1950 and the violent transition taking place in this state's economy. At 
this point, however, with 1960 census figures available, it is very reasonable to 
project through 1980 in ascertaining needs of specific areas in the state and to 
compensate the rigidness of the mathematical ratio set forth by the Federal Regu
lations regarding State Plans. The past decade was projected through 1980. Areas 
whose population increased at a rate greater than the average rate of increase for 
the state were given additional consideration for their guidance in planning future 
needs and to give recognition, priority-wise, to these critical areas. 



I 

?0Puu.rt1btJ T12.eu~ \\i Hl>hrn·· ~ B"< CbU"1"TU 

?oc:>uun,at.i h .. c.n..~&>~ r;"L..,on.. ~n..•..l1:1re1..1t:0 1'l~• ,q So 

C C)u w"'fi.( 

Adair 
Adams 
Allamakee 
Appanoose 
Audubon 
Benton 
Black Hawk 
Boone 
Bremer 
Buchanan 
Buena Vista 
Butler 
Calhoun 
Carroll 
Cass 
Cedar 
Cerro Gordo 
Cherokee 
Chickasaw 
Clarke 
Clay 
Clayton 
Clinton 
Crawford 
Dallas 
Davis 
Decatur 
Delaware 
Des Moines 
Dickinson 
Dubuque 
Emmet 
Fayette 
Floyd 
Franklin 
Fremont 
Greene 
Grundy 
Guthrie 
Hamilton 
Hancock 
Hardin 
Harrison 
Henry 
Howard 
Humboldt 
Ida 
Iowa 
Jackson 
Jasper 
Jefferson 

'-

.:>0 OU L~"l I ~t--1 

\9C#O 

35,282 
1.5, 818 

l~ So 

12,292 
8,753 

16,351 
19,683 
11,579 
22,656 

100,448 
28,139 
18,884 
21,927 
21,113 
17,.394 
16,925 
23,065 
18,532 
16,910 
46,053 
19,052 
15,228 

9,369 
18,103 
22,522 
49,664 
19,741 
23,661 
9,959 

12,601 
17,734 
42,056 
12,756 
71,337 
14,102 
28,294 
21,505 
16,268 
12,323 
15,544 
13,722 
15,197 
19,660 
15,077 
22,218 
19,560 
18,708 
13,105 
13,117 
10,697 
15,835 
1 8 _ 622 

32,305 
15,696 

?o~u~T1ow 
t"'-~Wlnlt 

\ \.l • J 0 

- 11.4 
- 14. 7 
- 2.3 
- 18.6 
- 5.7 

3.4 
21.9 

- 0.4 
11.8 
. 1. 7 
0.4 
0.4 

- 5.9 
1.6 

- 3.3 
5.2 
8.3 

- 2.4 
- 1.3 
- 12. 2 

2.2 
- 2.5 

10.9 
- 5.9 

2.0 
- 7.6 
- 16.4 

4.2 
6.1 

- 1.4 
12.2 
5.5 
1.0 

- 1.9 
- 4.9 
- 16. 6 
- 7.5 

3.0 
- 10.5 

1.9 
- 3.1 

1.4 
- 10.0 
-
-
-

2.8 
2.8 
0.3 
4.0 
3.5 

11.4 
9.2 
0.8 

\~ 5' O 1""\.\W \QL,O 

Pohe. 1 t>F "2. 

A:>Pt.u.ail&l,I \\lLQ.~,~ .... ge'< bWr> ~,I) ... , ~"El.Ji,& 

~lt.Ol eae1> "fl.\.1.1.1 \~~ea,,•. "'1~, lMl~ 

•lo WUMllteL P..t.o~ 1te.,,,-..., 

+43.8 53,647 215 1-4 

+23.6 4,981 20 1-4 

+16.6 8,282 33 1-2 

+21.8 12,003 48 1-8 

+12.2 5,442 22 1-12 

+24.4 19,532 78 1-5 
+11.0 1,636 4 R-3 

+22.8 4~732 12 R-25 
+18.4 6,491 16 R-30 



ro~uLA1lD~ i ttEi.1D~ \ ~ \OWA __, '&l,{ COOMT4' \~5D Tt-\lW \9lo0 
?ct>UL.n"1lOtJ \ \.JC.R,t:.1)-',E. rhctbtl.. ?1..t>Je.c. 'Tl!:.n 4t\,h.U \~2'0 · Poflt~ 2 o~ ~ 

1'.)t)OUL~'T 10\4 'PO OU LA '11 &IJ POPUU)"( la..i \\lC.R.eD~E. "t>E;'(o"b ~,.ie. ~vu.nt.& 

c-cu~,v. C~\.16.£ Pi.O.lECte.b "t'IULI l~S~ \J~T APPULlfbla. 
19"'0 1950 ~ •I=> l>Jo \lU~B&:L ee~ RIG.IG>"1 

Johnson 53,663 45,756 17.3 +34.6 18,567 84 . B-1 
Jones 20,693 19,401 6~7 +13.4 2,773 7 R-24 
Keokuk 1.5 ,492 16,797 - 7.8 
Kossuth 2.5,314 26,241 - 3.5 
Lee 44,207 43,102 2.6 
Linn 136,899 104,274 31.3 +62.6 85,699 340 1-7 
Louisa 10:i290 11,101 - 7.3 
Lucas 10,923 12,069 - 9.5 
Lyon 14,468 14,697 - 1.6 
Madison 12,295 13,131 ... 6.4 
Mahaska 23,602 24,672 - 4.3 
Marion 25,886 2.5, 930 - 0.2 
Marshall 37,984 35,611 6.7 +13.4 5,090 20 1-6 
Mills 13,050 14,064 - 7.2 
Mitchell 14,043 13, 94.5 0.7 
Monona 13:,916 16,303 - 14.6 
Monroe 10,463 11,814 - 11.4 
Montgomery 14))467 15,685 - 7.8 
Muscatine 33,840 32,148 5.3 +10.6 3,587 14 1-10 
O'Brien 18,840 18,970 - 0.7 
Osceola 10,064 10,181 - Ll 
Page 21:,023 23 :i 921 - 12. 1 
Palo Al to 14,736 15,891 - 7.3 
Plymouth 23,906 23,252 2.8 
Pocahontas 14,234 15,496 - 8.1 
Polk 266,315 226,010 17.8 +35.6 94,898 i':427 B-2 
Pottawattamie 83!)102 69,682 19.3 +38.6 32,077 128 1-9 
Poweshiek 19,300 19,344 - 0.2 
Ringgold 7,910 9,528 - 17.0 
Sac 17,007 17,518 - 2.9 
Scott 119,067 100,698 18.2 +36.4 43,340 173 1-10 
Shelby 15 , 825 1.5,942 - 0.7 
Sioux 26,375 26,381 ---
Story 49,327 44,294 11.4 +22.8 11,247 28 R-23 
Tama 21,413 21,688 - 1.3 
Taylor 10,288 12,420 - 17.2 
Union 13,712 15,651 ~ 12.4 
Van Buren 9,778 11!)007 - 11.2 
Wapello 46,126 47,397 - 2.7 
Warren 20,829 17,758 17o3 +34.6 7,207 32 B-2 
Washington 19!)406 19,557 - 0.8 
Wayne 9,800 11,737 - 16.5 
Webster 47,810 44l)241 8.1 +16.2 7,745 31 1-3 
Winnebago 13,099 13,450 ... 2.6 
Winne.shiek 21,651 21,639 Ool 
TT " ... I""\~ I"'\/ r\. ., ,..,,,. 917 308 

068 - 7.3 ,-~~ .. , 
Wrigbt __ 19,447 _ 1~652 - loO ______ _ 
IOWA =- 2,757 , 537 2, 621,073 + 5o2 1,732 
Census Data as Published by U. So Bureau of Census for 1950 and 1960. 
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~ ·m 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

"~~ 

-_M --

IDWn 5TA1f. ~PJ\fiMeul Of l-lf.N.1" 
DIVl~IOU OF l-l~Pl'aL Sb.VII.I& 

-, 

IOWA 
·-ooe. I JUL'l 19'.-i. 

~t. ,1_ 0,_1 __ 

ACU1£ S.tu~tAL 1-lost>ITAL .SUM MAe.t-l SummarI_ ~10\f~ _s_t_a_t_e_w_i_d_e _____ _ 

' 
~-- hl~'."11~ .. , h,~1'111!11!1, 
Sl.aMb'&t.i. /t,~~a&Le. 
l=llt!Lflli{ l It/ WII.L S.. LoUl1t:b I, 

Sioux C;i.ty 

Spencer 

Fort __ Dodge 

Mason C~ty 

Waterloo 

Dubuque 

Cedar: Rap-ids 

Davenport 

Burlington 

Iowa City 

Ottumwa 

Des Moines 

Council Bluffs 

: 1-

J 

t.MUllll,I 
v..tl&.a"IIIU 

19't0 

111D IU.&bW"NU. 
8Dl&D OW 
A&P b"IIO 

Elr.K,'11NII -
9111,•1M&I ae~aa.a 

"' 
207 ;;548 : 

135,588_ ~4) 

170,295 (31) 

169,809 (33) 

269,715 (235) 

1381746 ( 90) 

227,996 (347) 

218,8~5 (235) 

109,957 ( 22) 

76'} 782 ( -84) 

146,493 

621,788 1(523) 

!_281_ 
(1732) 

BE.bl!> -
It 

745 I 671-421 

394 I 378ca54 

542 I 540-233 

515 I 358-318 

931 I -553 ... 335 

469 I 525-178 

825 I 700-150 

875 I 555-194 

373 I 397-268 

307 I 431-713 

4511 576-60 

2,269 U822-606 

8051 501-167 

9 

882 

4CYS 

656 

517 

731 

614 

775 

652 

531 

787 

606 

·2~ 125 

585 

Aoon,ii.aa.i. kl>!t 0 /o o~ Bel> 
PDL Wal> MRI' 

~ -~ 
-~ 81( 
fl 1ZS 

19 I CCM~IWc:IIOM II ·~ 

-.-

887 

466 

658 

564 

1,193 

614 

1,192 

1,110 

531 

814 

640 

2,920 

986 

5 

61 

2 

47 

462 

0 

417 

458 

0 

27 

34 

795 I ;. 

STATEWlDE ,,. GRAND TOT~S 

_ 263,943 

2,757ll535 

f lReplaceable ieds L 
9 1 501 8007co3717 9 i; 866 12,575 

891 
13,466 

401 

2,709 
891 

3,600 
Pool Beds Held in Reserve 

Adjusted Tot-als 
atio (4.5)(2;757~535)~ - 121409 
Beds.,,=Orig-. ·-state Pool= +l 057 

Lsuitable Beds 
Be9s F om Population Increaje Factor 



ll'.Mn 5TA1f. Dl?;~e..,.Meul Of 1,1w.-n., 
DIV•~OU OF "~PfaL ~~U& 

AWTE. G,~E:.tAL 1-lOSPrTAL. SUt'IMl\2.'-1 . "A" 

R·l 

R-8 

R-9 . 

R-:18 

B-3 

I 

: 

Orange City 
Sioux Center 

j; 

Rock Rapids 

LeMars 
Hawarden 

Battle Creek 
Cherokee 

Onawa 

Akron 
Sioux City - Lutheran 

Methodist 
St_. Jos. Mer 
St. Vincent ·, 
Gordon Mem. 

Sut-totals Region "A" Sioux City 

2~,562 

22,997 

28,867" 

13,916 

113,206 .· 

y 

207,548 

&eD l\&lbWNiltl. 

-~- 0\1 All.-• b'110 • 
71 · 

57 

72 . 

36 

509 

.§.5,±8_l2_ 
27-8 
26-0 
32-0 

66+o 
52-0 
14-0 

f±.2.±5Qll:. 
0-15· 

42-35 

·40-0· 

.. !±_3.§.+161/l:. 
21-0 
72-66 ·. · · 
146-0 
156-145 

43-127 
0-25 

671+421/2 

745 671-421 

9 

89 
.!~ 

66 

67 

40 

620· 

882 

\OWF\ 
·1)11£. I ..IUL"l 19'o~ 

~t. _L Of 14 . -

~lbl.t- Sioux City 

86 

66 . 

-72 

40 

620 

887 

ADDni~M. ~ 
~l'OL. 
cell~,,-., 

lo ll 

0 

0 

5 

0 

0 

5 

100 

>t 

100 

93.01 

100 

100 

_- I . 
;,_ 



10\t.lA 

IOWn ~TA1c De;~e.'tMeu, ot '-'EAL1" ·))bi£. ' JIJL'l' \9'o'L 

t>IVl~OU Of ~!1:>~ Si:.2.~U& ~t. _L Of 14 

M,l..&..,11;. \:s]~z;:;;.~L. r-.vJ..-,1n~ ..Jl,J ,- I I •~--• ......... _,,.... __ ~ 

i 

\JM&a ~,~11w" / PQ.o~ 
~"I~ Q.QDt. 0 /ooF Be.P C.NtUb\J &RD ~U.OWN,1(5 El&Ma"tl\11.a AODM\d.la.L · ~ 

At.~ S&lnbl?.IZ. /"e,~~•gU?, VlrNLA1\IIU ll~s. O\l su,~~, ae~&L& ·~ 81( ~1) POL. Mel> M&T 
FN..lLfW ,,., Wn.L a .. ~1~ ., \C)I, 0 a ..... e."·no 8Eb6 ·t>L 125 ~~MIL'l I~ 

a "1 • 9 lo · al tl,.; 
.. 

R- 2 30,846 77 70+o 70 77 7 90 . 91 
- --

Sheldon 32 ... 0 
•. 38-0 

.. 
Sibley 

~ 

R-3 28,984 (4): 72 133-tO 133 133 0 100 - -- -
Estherville 85-0 '. 

~ t 

Spirit Lake 48-0 
l 

R-10 38,196 95 _!..0Q+_!..2_L2_ 106 106 ! 
0 100 - -- T 

Sac City 3£:.(l 

Alta 19-0 l 

Storm Lake 4'i-o 

Sioux Rapids 0-12 
'· 

I-1 37,5(>2 150 L 5 :i!+ 1:. I 1:. 96 150 54 100 

Emmetsburg 0-18 

Hartley 27-0 ( 

Spencer 48-24 
: 

I 
I 

. ' 
; 

~ , 
( i 

! 
, 

--
f .. -· 

,. 

378+54/2 
·- I 

Subtotals Region "B" Spencer 135,588 K4) 394 378-54 405 466 61 



town 5TR11: oe:~e.,Meul Of I-IW.t" 
DIVl!JOU Of 1-1~~ -serlK.e& 

AU.ff£. Gal:.UE:tAL 1-lDSl>fTAL SUMM/\2.'-? "C" 

R-4 

R-11 

R-12 

R-21 

I-3 

a 

Alg~na · 

Clarion 
Belmond 

Webster City 

Jefferson 

Lake City 
Fort Dodge St. Jos. Mery 

Lutheran 

ubtotals R gion "C" Fort Dodge 

25,314 

32,603 · 

20,032 

14,379 

77,967 

81D ~U.OWMIC5 
a.ea ow 
...... t•·no • 

63 61-0 

81 84+o -- -
54-0 
30-0 

i 6±3111 

9 

61 

84 

50 46-32 62 

(31) 

(31) 

36 57-0 57 

312 
42-0 
61-90 

189-111 

542 540-233 5 

10\NA 
··ooea , JUL'l 191oz. 

~!. 1._ Of _1_4 __ 

~\~. Fort Dodge 

63 

84 

62 

57 

392 

AOOnitit.1~ ~ 
ft . 1'DL. 

aM~IWO IOM 
IQ 11 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

96.82 

100 

100 

100 

100 



!: 

lOWR 

town ~TA1c 0t=P-~e.,Meu1 of I-IEAL"f" ·-1>1m~ .. 1 J UL"' 19to 't.. 

DtVttl,lO~ OF \..IOS?IThL Se.2.Vllf& ~t. -Lor 14 

AtuiE. G,~E:.~L t..lOS\>\TAL SUt'IMIVl.c.? "D" tl:f.,o~ .. Mason City 

\.JllaA..a £\d-1~1,w'- / P\2.oPcnel> 
. .,~ 1U.Dft Aoon,~iiua&.. P..t.~ 0 /ooF Bel> CJ'IIUD\J &ID ntJ.bW~~u; a,~,,wa. 
A~l&D 81( 

At~ I suni, l'.>Lt. / e.el?\.All!.e. a..e PliPLILalUIM B~D O\J Su11-.~~/ QROl.~BUi ft.DOOl&'D f'01L. WUI> Mer 

b FllLlLM" l~ / WUJ. &• ~t!) t, 19t.O '1 ·---- y_~-, '0 
BE~ ·t>L 125 COl.l~IW&.1 I CM.J 

& 9 IQ - ,, ll,; 

R-5 I 35,145 88 f:.3±71)1:. 99 99 0 100 

Osage 63-0 
Charles City 0 - 72 ,e 

1 

I I I .. 
R-13 I 46,808 117 j}±8~/1 83 117 34 70.94 

Eldora - 0-36 

Iowa Falls 41-0 

Hampton 0-48 

R-46 I 27,703 69 74+o 74 I 74 I 0 I 100 
---

Britt 32-0 
Forest City 25-0 
Buffalo Center 17-0 

I-2 I Mason City 60,153 (33) 241 .!. 8.Q+ .!. 6111 261 l 274 t 13 I 95.26 

Park 0-56 
St. Joseph Mercy. 180-106 

.· t 

358+318/2 
I ------------------1-·- -----·-- ---------~------+------f------------+-------1-------4-------

Subtotals Reigion_"D" Mason City 169--,809 (33) 515 358-318 517 564 47 



-----~------~-~----------------~--~---------IOWF\ 

IDWn STA1f. Dl?:~e..,Me.u, Of '"'1:AL-n-~ 
t>IVl~OU OF I-IC1:)~ 5£2.Vl<.E.':a 

A.CUTE. . Gl=iUE:tAL 1-tOSPITAL Sut-ilMArz..'-1 

R-6 

R-14 

R-15 

I-4 

• 
Cresco 
Decorah 
New Hampton 

Grundy Center 

West Union 
Oelwein 
Sumner 

Independence 
Wave-rly 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo - Allen Memorial 

Schoitz Mem. 
St.· Francis 

Subtotals Fegion "E" Waterloo 

47,225 

14,132 

36,827 

171,531 

269 -·; 715 

&I.D ~W)\-4~1,&U; 
a~, ow 
A._11• lt•"tlO 

a 

118 

35 
., 

92 

(235) 686 

f±.2±6:iJl:. 
42-0 
0-20 
0-45 

40-0 

- 114-tO ---- - -22-0 
55-0 · 
37-0 

l5l¼l:_9Qll:. 
38-0 
0-0 

24-36 
83-130 
212-0 
0-124 

(235) 931 553 ~355 

II E" 

75 

40 

114 

502 

731 

·-00£. I JLIL~ 19'o'L 
~t. ..L_ Of 14 

~\°'-t~-__ w_a_t_e_r_l_o_o _____ _ 

'1l!fta&.. a&.M. 

•LLOWa> 61( 

t>L 125 

118 

40 

114 

921 

1,193 

Aoon,iua.L ~ 0 /o OF Bel> 
ft.DOol.d!.D l'OL Web Mat 
a.11-!l'IMIOIOM 

~ d ~ 

43 

0 

0 

419 

462 

'-

,. 

100 
i 
100 



IDWn ~TAlf. De:~~e.,Meu1 Of 1-U:Al.1"" 
DIVl~IOU Of "CSP~ 5£2.\/1(2& 

~ 

AC.U1£ Gt:iUE:uL 1--LOSP\TAL Su t'IMAIZ.cl tl y;t tl 

Al:.~ 

R=T 

R-25 

I-5 

• 
\JMaa kl'!t'11N .. / P1a.0Pb'.>e&> 
s.&.anb -&IL / '£. ~P\.lt.e. • &Le. 
t=KJLl16' I~/ WI LL &'- l.DlA1t!) .. 

Waukon 
Postville 
Elkader 
Gut ten~erg 

Maquoketa 

Dubuque 
Finley 
St .• Jose.ph Mercy 
Xavier 

\ ,, 

Subtotals Region "F" Dubuque 

CJ"IU~ 
Plrl>llLA1111M 

191,0 

37 , 944 

19,248 

81,554 

138~7 

., 
kn ~U.OWNIU. 
a~, ow 
... ,. ~•'110 

a 

95 

blta'11Wla 
!un•&a& I ae~•a.a 
&e~ 

9 

136+o 
46~ 0- -

136 

32 co0 
20 - 0 
38-0 

'l-

(12) 

(78) 

48 I 60-0 60 

326 
329+178/2 418 

29-28 
200-150 
100-0 

614 

IOWA 

·J>lle. I JUL'l 19'. 'i. 
fW.t. _§_ Of _1_4 __ 

~\01-f.~ Dubuque 

.._,..,_ aa
-~ 81( t>L ,zs 

.aoon,iia~ ~ 0 /o OF 8eD 
. . ftalea'lb POL Web MRI' 
~a,-., 

~I d •~ 
; ~~ 

136 0 100 '·t-

60 0 ,100 

418 0 100 

·-. 

.' 11 

' 



town ~TA1f. De:\>~e., Meu1 of 1-11:Al.1" 
DIVIC:.lOU OF I-IC1:)P\ThL Sl:.2.'11<.e& l1j 

(') 
AUJ1c. G>t::iUE:.uL ~OSPITAL SUt'IMAe..tl . -"G" 

R-17 

R-24 

R-31 

I-7 

Manche st-er 

Monticello 
Anamos~ 

Marengo 

Vinton 
Cedar Rapids ; Mercy 

18,483 

20,693 

18,894 

169,926 

St. Luke's eth. 

Subtotals gion "G" Cedar Rapids 227,·996 

kD ~U.OWNIO. •-e• ow 
a..\• t•·no 

(7) 

46 

52 

47 

• 
66-0 

53+o ---53-0 · 
o-o \:_ 

66 

53 

30 

(340) 680 553il46/2 q2Q 
36-=01:1:- _- -

103-lttf 
414-0 -~t,·. ·_ 

-=,i;~:-· ..... 
·.-({\' 

(347) 825 700-150 775 

IOWA 
•t)lf£. I .JUL'l ·. 19toL 

~t. l._ Ot= 14 

~101.t~. Cedar Rapids 

ADDl1Ui•M kD!t 
- ftllllD-W:. POL 
~ . ..., 

lq · •I 

66 

59 

47 

1,020 

1,192 

0 

6 . 

... 17 

394 

417 

100 

63.83 

61.37 



I 

l 

I 
• 

town ~TA1f. Dl:~~e.,.Me.u, Of '"'EAL.t" 
DIVl~IOU Of '-l~?IThl. 5£.2.Vl<.2& 

AWTE. GtUE:~L "OSPITAL SUt'lMArz.q 

\JIUta.a £~1~"11W .. / P11.0Peneli> CJ'tlUD\J &1.D ~IJ.bWAt.lU. 
At.~ SUnbl?>Lt. /-e.~P\.IC.e.a &Le ~LD1\IIM 8~1) 0\.1 

t=KlLM~ ,~hou. &• l..0Udt.b t, IC)t. 0 •---• ~8''1 I 0 IJ .., .. 
-

I-8 55,060 (48) 220 
DeWitt 
Clinton - Jane Lamb Mem. 

-t 

St. ~oseph Mercy 
.. 

(187) 655 1-10 163,785 .. 

Muscatine 
Davenport - Mercy 

St. Luke's 
Osteopathic 

~ 

.. : 

.. 
. . 

~ 

Subtotals Reg ion "H" Davenport 218 .,-845 (235) 'di':) 

ID\IJA 
··OOe. I JUL'< 19fo-Z.. 

~e. ..1L ·pf 14 

"H" ~\OU Davenport 

~--- l&f.Dt. 
AODnt~fit.&M- ~ 0 /ooF Bel> D1~11wa. AL&..OWa> Bl( !hu1t.~tz. / ae~&L& ~ Pon.. We.ti> MRT 

Be\» -~L 125 eolil~W~1 I M..I 
9 IQ II ·~ 

; .· 

z2±1Q4j_2_ 124 268 144 46. 27 .:-
32-0 't 

40-49 ;- -

0-55 • 

!:..81+2_0 j_ 2_ 528 842 314 62. 71 -- r--
139-0 
224-0 
52-90 
68-0 

: 

: ' I 
i.. 

; 

':)':)':)-1% 652 1,110 458 



At.~ 

R-45 

I-12 

Subtotals 

-~--~---------~--~-----~ ,ow~ 
IOWn ~TA1f. Dl:~e., Me.tJ1 Of 1-U:Al.1"" 
t>IVl~lOU OF "C1:)PftM.. 51:R..Vlc.e& 

AWiE. G.l=.UcU.L 1-lOSl>rTAL SUr'lMA~ 

UIIM.a h1~"1IW .. / Pll.D~- tlvlUIMJ &en ~U.O~MG; 
S&.anbl?>l.t. / 't.~l>Ut.f.• a...e. Vc,C,UL,a1\IIM IID':tCD 0\1 
t=K.lL"" 11-/ WU.L. 81. l.Dtll1t.b \91,0 o&-A ~•·uo a ., .., a 

44,207 110 
Fort Madison 
Keokuk - Graham 

St. Joseph 

65,750 :22) 263 
Mt. Pleasant 
Burlington - Burlington 

Mercy 

: 

Reg~on 11 I 11 Burl i'qgton 109;957 (22) 373 

' I>tS'Tf. \ JUL"< i9Co-Z.. 
~!. _2,_ Of 14 

II 111 ~,ou_ BurlinBton 

,m"'laL.. IU.Dit 
Qt.~ E:&Ma"tlNIII A oo,, lbl.U11L. 

9,11,.IM& / QROUt.b&La Au..owa> B'f ~I) f'OD.. 
BE~ ·t>L 125 COl.l!l"IMIC.1 I~ 

9 IQ 11 

l=-1~+.!.6.Yl 197 197 0 - - -61-60 ~ 

0-76 
55-26 

18.!. +.!_0~/ 1 334 334 0 - - -
56-0 

~06-0 
19-106 

397+268/2 
397-268 531 531 0 

4:l/ooF Bel> 
Wet.I> MRT 

tl,.; 

100 

" 

100 



-- - ~-- --- -
\OWf\ 

IOW!l ~ TA1c Dt:PJ\e..1' Me.u, Of 1-U:Al.1'4' Dile. I JlJL'l \9lo 'L 

; DIV i (:";)! rJtJ wt"' HU!)l'I 1AL ~~ n . .c:a • ...... . r- .- ...,.. I-

ALL -; -- G,~ E:.t.AL "OSPITAL SUMMA2.ll "J" ~\O\.t Iowa Cit y 
f ·.:.:.. 

: 
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49 27 44.90 

R- 35 Washington 19,406 49 0 -45 22 
... ~ 

.. 
B-1 57,376 (84) 258 .i3.!~6~/l 765 765· 0 iOO 

Iowa 9~ty :- Mercy. 190-0 

Univ. Hospital:, 241-668 
.• ~ 

.. I 

! 
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1 
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~,- ~ .. -

', .., .. ' .. 
-. 
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~ .. 

: 
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R-39 

R-43 

R-44 

I-11 

Sigourney . 
Oskaloosa 

Fairfield 

Centerville 

Bloomfield 
Keosauqua 

Albia 
Ottumwa - Ottumwa · 

St. Joseph 

Subtotals Re~ ion "K" Ottumw8: ________ .. _ _______ _ 

39,094 

15,818 

16,015 

18,977 

56,589 

146,493 

98 ].4_±6Qll 
34-0 

0-60 

40 58-0 

40 82-0 

47 87-t-O ---71-0 
16-0 

226 315+o ---37-0 
139-0 
139-0 

576-60/2 
~ ~-~--
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58 

82 

87 
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98 

58 

82 

87 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

65.31 

100 

100 

100 

100 

45~--- j ?76-60 606 
j -

640 34 · 
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R-22 I Boone 28,037 70 100-0 100 100 0 100 

, , 

49,327 (28) 123 J:.4l+J..6l2_ 195 I 1951 01 100 
R-23 I 

Nevada 50-0 
Story City 16-0 

Ames 81-96 

R-29 Guthrie Center 13,607 34 38-0 38 138 0 100 
·F-

R-30 52,084 (16) 138 94+61/2 125 154 29 81.17 

Newton 94-0 - - -

Grinnel 1 - Grinnell Connn. 0-41 
St. Francis 0-20 

R-32 I 23,188 58 68-f-O 68 I 681 ol 100 ---
Greenfield 29-0 
Winterset 39-0 

R-33 I 25,886 65 64-f-O 641 651 1 I 98.46 ---
Knoxville 30-0 
Pella 34-0 

R-37 Creston . 13,712 34 0-0 0 34 34 0.00 

R-38 Chariton 10,923 27 35-0 35 35 0 100 

R-41 Mt. Ayr 7,910 20 30-0 30 .30 0 100 
·-r-

(Contipued on following page) 
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C. .., a 

Leon 10,539 26 

Osceola 
.. ~,, 

8,222 20 

Corydon 9,800 24 
.. 

Marshall town 57,288 (20) 229 
Mercy 
Evangelical 

311,267 (459) 1,401 
PerFy 
Dexter 
Redfield 
Des· Moines 

Broadlawns 
Iowa Lutheran 
Iowa Methodist 
Mercy 
Wilden Osteopathic 
Still Osteopathic 
De~ Moines .General 
Doctors ·• 

---
Re~ion "L" Des Moines 621,788 ~523) 2,269 

·-

IOWF\ 

··00£. I JUL'< \9fo 'L. 
~t. -1]_ Of _1_4 __ 

"L" ~'~- Des Moines (Cont'd.) 

~ti- 11.~Dtt Aoon,~~(.. P..t.~ 0 /ooF Beo o~,,.-. 
su,1•tM£ I ae~&ta AI..LOW!.I> 61( 

~ POL wen Mer 
P.te~ ·t>L 125 CCM~til&.'1 lOM 

9 IO II tl,.; 

0-30 15 26 11 57069 - - -
,,, 

32-0 32 32 0 100 - - " 

34-0 34 34 0 100 - -
!61+.£2.L 2_ 194 249 \ 55 56.22 -- -29-62 

134-0 !, 

l,Qll+15l/1 1195 1860 665 64.25 -- -- --
38-0 
14-0 
14-0 

0-147 
90-135 

343-0 
310-0 ) 

35-0 
o ... 7 5 

70-0 
103-0 

:. 

1,822+_£0.£/1 
1 , 822-606 2,125 2,920 795 
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Denison 

Manning 
Carroll 

Missouri Valley 

Harlan 

Atlantic . 
Audubon 

Corning 
Red Oak 

. Clarinda 
Shenandoah 

·~t 

tA'IIUDU 
VoNlLD1111M 

19,.0 .., 

18,569 

23,431 · 

17,600 

15,825 

28,838 

21,935 

41,593 
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8~1> 0\1 
aa.11• '2.~"tlO 
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46 I 50-0 

59 Q+l:_9j_2_ 
0-15 
0-14 

44 I 30-0 

40 I 50-0 

7 2 I i6+3l:_/l:. 
36-32 
30-0 

55 I ~4,±0_ 
41-0 
43-0 

104 I 13-:ffi-ill:. 
0-46 

53-0 

9 

50 
-~ 

15 

30 

50 

82 

84 

76 
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~\~.- Council Bluffs 

"fl!l~ ~&.~ 

A~l!.D 31( 

-~L 125 

Aoom"t;..u~L P.,r..~ 
.flt.&>~1> T"on.. 

I 
CO'-'~IWL1 I~ 

IQ al 

50 

59 

44 

50 

82 

84 

104 

0 

44 

14 

0 

0 

0 

28 

4>/o OF Beo 
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: ll.. 

100 

25.42 · 

68.18 

100 

100 

100 

73.'08 

Council .Bluffs 
Jennie Edmundson 
Mercy 

96,152 (128) 385 I .!,6~+iOj_2_ 
154-60 

198 513 3151 " 38. 60 
I-9 

Region"!{' Co4t1cil Bluffs - Subtotals L 263~943 
STATEWJ;DE --l;RAND TOTALS .- - -.- I 2,757,535 

I 

!Pool beds in reserve -- • 

(128) 

1732 

14-0 
501+167/2 

805 1501-=i61-- -

9501 l8,Q07-3,717 

585 

9,866 

986 

12,575 
891 ------13,466 

402 

2,709 
891 ----- · 3,600 

Compensated Totals~-
·B ·; State Ra~!it{•;l:.-,-7-5+;535) 12,40~ I I L ' Rep! aceabl e BL<IS t ' -· 
lt.-. _Ex.c.e.s.s.._.B.a.ds~ ... _s.t.at_e._Ua_n=+ 1,057 Suitable Beds _c _____ , ___ _ __ 
15. Total Beds Al.lowed= 13,466 Beds From Ponulation Increase =actor 
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D1v1~,o~ Of HO',~frtl\.. ~~k\f\<..e.!> 

~t\ \)~ ' 
\ .1UL'< l qto1... 

2E.LA11\1&. P2.\0 Q\ T'f'.,- f"OlZ. AC.U1E:. e:, E:.tJE.~~L H-CbP rT~~ - \OW~ 

A~- w,,"'- U'-1 Ml!"t '-lno 

b,.n.t.,b. C.~"ll!:JL o;Q ~ea 
ll\ET 

R ... 37 Creston o.oo 
·R-20 Carroll 25 .42 
I 1 ... 9 Council · Bluffs 38.60 
R-35 Washington 44.90 
I-8 Clinton 46. 27 
I-4 Waterloo 54.51 
I-6 Marshall town 56.22 
R-42 Leon 57.69 
I-7 Cedar Rapids 61.37 
I-10 Davenport 62. 71 
R-6 New Hampton 63.56 
R-31 Marengo 63.83 
B-2 Des Moines 64.25 
R-34 Oskaloosa 65.31 
R-26 Missouri Valley 68.18 
R-13 Iowa Falls 70.94 
R-40 Clarinda 73.08 
R-30 Newton 1 81.17 
R-24 Anamosa 89.83 
R-2 Sibley 90.91 
R-9 Cherokee 93.01 
I-2 Mason City 95.26 

R-33 Pella 98.46 

\ t;'I" ~e\Jli:I\O\J 

,oo•f.., ~'2.£:.~S w \i\\- ~ti.., Of "1e.E.b tJ'\eT 
W \i\.\. e.C:. l>LC).C.cJ\ !. LE. ~E:.~ 

-an.e.~ c..e.~"'tl:YL.. 2A.,10 
~M"t 
~&~ 

B-1 Iowa City 334/765 43.66 
R-45 Keokuk 81/197 41.12 
R-5 Charles City 36/99 36.36 
B-3 Sioux City 182/620 39.35 
R-12 Webster City 16/62 25.80 
I-3 Fort Dodge 101/392 25.77 
R-23 Ames ~48/195 24.61 
I-5 Dubuque 69/418 16.50 
I-12 Burlington 53/334 15.87 
I-1 Spencer 21/150 14.00 
R-10 Storm Lake 6/106 5.66 
R-1 Orange City 4/86 4.65 

(A) Replaceable beds, 'Total beds 01 % of 
existing beds wh ch are repla4eable 

"f\Y:.. fOLL.bWI\Je ~~\le. TblJ\L BE.D-~tf.D Mc1' ~1'\10 W ffit. \QOC>fo surr~~ P.aeb~ 

1-ll Ottumwa R-27 Harlan 
R-3 Estherville R-29 Guthrie Center 
R-7 Postville R ... 32 Greenfield 
R-8 LeMars R-36 Red Oak 
R-ll Humboldt R-38 Chariton 
R.-14 Grundy Center R ... 39 Fairfield 
R--15 Oelwein R-41 Mt. Ayr 
R- 17 Manchester R-43 Centerville 
R-18 Onawa R ... 44 Bloomfield 
R-19 Denison R ... 46 Britt 
R-21 Jefferson R ... 47 Osceola 
R-22 Boone R-48 Corydon 
R ... 25 Maquoketa 
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EXHIBIT D 

PART II TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITALS 

You will note that all facilities for treating tuberculosis in Iowa are oper
ated by political subdivisions. All are county institutions except the state fac
ility at Oakdale, which serves also as a training establishment correlated with the 
College of Medicine, State University of Iowa. 

A continued statewide case finding program has been very successful in locating 
new caaes and bringing them under treatment expeditiously. Sound statistics are 
available on Iowa's experience in this category for considering future construction 
needs. 

~ 

1940 
1941 
1942 

~ 
1955 
1956 

ANNUAL RES !DENT DEATH RATE - IOWA - CALENDAR YEARS 

Number 

421 
370 
395 

Annual Average Death Rate - 374.8 

Maximum Beds Allowed - 2.5 Beds/Death 
-_'(2.5) (374.8) 
- 946 Beds 

TOTAL ACTIVE AND PROBABLY ACTIVE NEW 
CASES FOUND - IOWA - BY CALENDAR YEAR 

Number 

364 Average Number - 339.5 
311 Minimum Beds Indicated - 1.5 Beds/New Cases 

-(1.5) (339.5) 
- 506 Beds 

Occupancy - Statewide - of all beds available was 72.8 per cent. 

PATIENT LOAD - STATEWIDE - HAS BEEN AS FOLLOWS: 

Calendar Year 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 

Total Patient Days Service 

240,826 
215,667 
184,251 
168,815 
156,169 
151,329 
146,759 
138,870 
132,080 
112,725 

In the light of past experience and usage trends, there is no indicated need for 
construction of tuberculosis beds,and the category is placed in the lowest priority. 

t, I 



DIA SD.'11: ~l'larf p\r-1'EAl3\\ 
r~~~ Ol"NDM-_OF~~~~~,.,r"~ .. 
~ .SUl'TAe.llJ1't '12.RJt]"" Tuberculosis 

.• --
Ul&.ATIOU 

baa. ...... - It~ P'aUL.l"'WV -
COUW"N TOW\& 

' -- .. -. 

State Sanatori:u~ - - _- Johnson Oakdale 

Polk 
.· 

Polk Des Molnes & Broadiawns County 

Sunny slope Sanatorium --·· Wapello Ottumwa 

·-
-

• 
__ j 

- -
~ 

.. -

. 
- -

. 
' 

-" - --•----- -----~-- - --- ·--------, 

STATEWIDE TOTALS -- TUl3ERCULOS IS 

Ne..- fttc.:r ~t.Ln&IM.lbll' - D"1~~"11MATH> .-

"".: .. allU~ i=.a. uu.a~"1"-

.: 

· IIE.b ~9AC.\-f'I 
CMlla.• 

AIM9 ~Clllla.- IIIUl.r-_ \lw..ll~ ◄ 

STATE 64 285 0 

COUNTY -0 0 12 

COUNTY 63 0 0 

. 

-

-

-- ~ ·- .. .. 
·. 

127 285 12 
. 

. -

,aw~ 
FM.a-.!.. o• .1,_ 

bffe. July 1, 1962 
__ 2.Rildal STATEWIDE 

••, -
Avrgo ,.,.,:._ u& .... e. D•.,.• 

-Lengtl ~ ~f $ta, Amllln• Dlw~ ....... ~ 
~-. - . 

301 74.3 94,673 315 

24 79.4 3 ,479_ 148 

297 63:.4 14,573 49 

\ 

:-

"'~-

_____ ,, -- ... - -· 

220 7 2.8 112,725 512 
·. 

~~ 

·- .. 

- - -·:··- - - - - - - -- - - - --- - - - -
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EXHIBIT D 

PART III NERVOUS AND MENTAL HOSPITALS 

The field of mental health has been subjected to much discussion in Iowa during 
the past fifteen years. A series of studies and corrective programs were inaugurated 
during that time. Historically, Iowa was unique and creditable during earlier decades. 
In the 1880's, Iowa was outstandingly aggressive and was looked upon with great favor 
by the authorities irt the mental field. The governing body chose to commit the state 
to the position of assuming responsibility for its mentally ill, thus leaving all other 
institutions and agencies free to apply their resource and effort to~her fields of 
illnesso That program was a universal milestone, observed with great enthusiasm 
internationally in the mental health field. 

This original pattern was leaned upon for fifty years without any regard for 
advancements being made in the care of the mental patient. Iowa fell far behind 
because of this lack of changeo 

In 1945 another of a series of studies was inaugurated and in turn, corrective 
programs were recommended and publicized. It is interesting to note that during the 
ten years following the war, approximately 20 million dollars were appropriated for 
capital improvement of the state mental institutions -- while the values of inventories 
of these institutions increased only seven million dollars. During this same period 
of so-called improvements, the record of performance of state institutions continued to 
decline, if such a thing were possible. 

In 1956 still another study was inaugurated and was supported by the guidance of 
recognized authorities of the field. The voluminous findings of the s t udy were consol
idated to a summary along with a recorrnnended pattern of correct ive action. The con
sol i dat ion. was reproduced under the title "A Mental Heal t h Program for Iowa," and was 
dated 20 December 19560 The recommendations were sound and not contradictory to the 
skeleton program which had been a part of earlier hospital plan revisions of this agency. 

The 13th and 14th revi sions incorporated refinement s which were proposed in the 
recommendations of t he American Psychiatric Association in the above. mentioned report. 
In addition t o t he specifics of the narrative, the numerical elemE.n t s in terms of beds 
were induced into the tabulations of this plan revision. 

This 15th revision will not belabor the details of the past s t udies and their 
concl u sions , inasmuch as they were rather thoroughly extract ed and reflected in 
preced i ng plan revisionso 

The lack of progress in t he mental field within t his state is not unique to 
Iowa. Many other state.s are in a comparable situationo However , this is hardly 
j us ti f i cation to ignore the fact that there are some s t ates who are proceeding 
in an aggressive manner and are dem.onstrating the tremendous possibilities, dollar
wise , which can be realized when subterfuge is overridden and facts are approached 
aggressively. Because of the dominance of the retrograde states in the nation and 
because t he problem nat ionally is becoming so very acute, an effort was made through 
the Surgeon General, U. So Public Health Service, to provide corrective guidance for 
the benefit of all. The Su rgeon General's Ad Hoc Committee on Planning for Mental Health 
Facilities did pursue the subjectthrough a connnittee made up of represent ative spokesmen 
from a l l phases, bodies and agencies relat ed to the subjecto The results of this 
committee vs activi t y are publ ished by the Uo S. Department of Health ~ Education and 
Welfare, and dated J anuary 1961. o The purpose of the study and report "is to offer 
a gu i de t o s t ates in deve l oping adequate mental health facili t ieso" Emphasis is 
given t o the absolute ne cessity of each state developing a plan which i s comprehensive 
and is coordinated wi t h every other health planning program of the state, including the 
community mental health serviceso While the report a s a whole is a complete and detailed 
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approach to this problem, we can do no more than reflect its highlights in this pre
sentation. A surrnnary of the recommendations resulting from this national study are 
not inconsistent with the basic principles which have been repeated annually in previous 
revisions of this State Plan. Briefly, this most current study's points include: 

(1) The establishment of an authoritative planning body by the governor of the 
state for the purpose of taking whatever steps are necessary to stimulate develop
ment of a comprehensive plan for the mentally ill. The body could be either an 
existing agency or a new agency, provided there be proper representation of pro
fessional and lay groups to truly reflect the users' interest and exclusive of 
partisanship or patronage. 

(2) Establishing priorities and incorporating guide lines and principles for 
action to be taken toward the accomplishment of a total program and its specific 
objectives. Theprogram should encompass the entire complex of mental health 
facilities in a properly integrated manner. In turn, the mental program should 
be coordinated with all fields of public health and mental health in the state, 
considering complete inpatient and outpatient psychiatric treatment, care and 
rehabilitation. Incorporated in their aims would be proper consideration for 
providing psychiatric service units closer to the using groups while reducing 
the size of existing ineffectual centralized plants. 

(3) This total State Plan should be based upon a comprehensive survey of all 
existing facilities and services with realistic evaluation of their place in a 
total program, and from that determine the unmet need. This phase of the analysis 
should give proper consideration to proposed community mental health activities, 
existing services, state population patterns and movement, and logical service 
areas. Simultaneously, thoroughly evaluate existing legislation and adminis
trative procedures preparatory to guiding such legislation as would be essential 
to permit freedom of adjustment for the upgraded program. In turn, certain areas 
of need should be given a primary priority for execution to make early expendi
tures immediately responsive. This same body should be appropriately authorized 
to preclude splinter activities expending scarce resource locally unless expen
diture does complement the total pattern being inaugurated. 

(4) Permit inauguration of a well-coordinated and properly oriented programo 
The political, social, and economic factors should be properly evaluated as 
they pertain to mental health, preparatory to pursuing means of eliminating 
any barriers which might impede implementation of a thorough program. Special 
consideration must be given to the legislative and administrative procedures, 
realistic financing, provision of qualified and appropriate personnel, and, 
most important of all, social acceptance by the using population. 

(5) In addition to proper execution by the agency proposed above, the program 
must be supported by a pattern of implementation through stimulating the public 
interest, public education on the need for adequate financing, the economic 
advantage of the program, as well as the anticipation of specialized personnel 
needs. 

In general, the above mentioned report, resulting from the Surgeon General's 
Ad Hoc Committee, has sharpened the detail of recommendations by previous study 
committees in Iowa outlined in previous revisionso The 1956 Study Committee's 
recommendations are not inconsistent with the Federal Agency's current skeleton 
formula. 

At this point with the guidance of the several special studies and the con
clusions set forth by them, the State Mental Institutions are proceeding toward a 
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program of intensive treatment. Budget limitations are still stringent and do limit 
the amount of intensive treatment. Simultaneously, the State Mental Institutions 
are rescreening their patients and are unloading a considerable volume of these patients 
into county facilities and nursing homes as defined by Iowa Statutes. It is sincerely 
hoped that the 60th General Assembly, State of Iowa, will provide legislation that will 
permit accentuating the intensive treatment phase and will provide funds in keeping with 
the true needs for accelerating the intensive treatment program. 

This State Plan continues to set forth the same conditions for participation in 
Federal funds to stimulate construction of psychiatric facilities as units adjunct 
to acute general hospitals so that the construction dollar will serve from 2 to 30 
times as many admissions as the equivalent expenditure in our long term care insti
tutions. 

Federal assistance will be available only to facilities which will present, upon 
application, a total program approvable in the light of current standards for intensive 
treatment units, and proof that the means for administering, staffing and financing the 
operational phase of such an undertaking exists. In no instance will program funds ba 
made available for long-term domiciliary facilities. Unless the proposal positively 
provides the means for a well-qualified staff to aggressively administer intensive 
treatment in accord with the best standards available today, the moneys will be 
diverted to other categories. The qualifications of each proposal will be indicated in 
a presentation by the sponsors. The application must be supplemented by the detailed 
program being planned for the proposed facility. This principal shall govern in the 
case of proposed replacement of structures which are presently declared unsuitable. 
Outright replacement would merely insure continuance of the grossly inadequate and 
uneconomical care which currently dominates the mental illness program in Iowa. 
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SUMMARIZATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM 
"A MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM FOR IOWA" 

BY GOVERNOR'S COMMITTEE ON MENTAL HEALTH 

The following recapitulation reflects the recommendations made by the 
Governor's Study Committee for application to the state mental institutions. 
The qualifications necessary for an approvable application for grants-in-aid 
have already been set forth in terms of intensive treatment program, available 
qualified staff and sound financial means for executing the total program. 

Lo"~l lc»-1 6~l':>'1U,at, Pto~OC,t:b ~E:.b~ t=Dlt. ~~ett~L PUT2.PO(,,f.':) ioll\L 

su1,~BLk bl!>1ull.P.,EO (21\ll\lel.Ut T. I!>. TO ~E~ fon. U"1Ht1 
B&t>~ bt:r t ll-U .. OR.~ 't.t ,, ,~,~,~" "" U\l;UrttM.e ~ti) .. ~&Cl) 

Plue, ~\S,UIIJJb 

Ul.lrt u~n Ul.h1 &1'=>'1'l\.1b i."il'i\ l\l 6. -f.-
~~c..,uN ~ett..?a) ~klLlil'~ ll1~u1N~ ft~ 

Cherokee 1,272 50 0 0 0 0 1,322 

Independ. 560 50 0 0 520 17 1,147 

Mt. Pleasa, 1t 621 0 0 0 559 0 1,180 

Clarinda 1,246 0 0 0 0 0 1,246 

Des Moines 0 50 75 75 0 0 200 

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --
STATEWIDE 3,699 150 75 75 1,079 17 5,095 
.. - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - . - - - - - -
Beds 
Indicated 
in Need 
Report 3,699 Total of Combine d Beds to 1 ,e Added 5,095 

1,396 

The recommendations of the Study Committee also entailed a pattern of 
coordination in Polk County between state, county, city, charitable and non
profit institutions which, in the judgment of this agency, is extremely remote 
at this time. Accordingly, no effort was made to induce such thinking into the 
current revision. A bed reserve is withheld to permit future modification of 
the State Plan in a manner that will realistically correlate new developments 
into the total pattern. 
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1 

. , LlacATtMI -· CA9aC.\""ftf .... ..... ••• ttMI'-"""' ~ - ' u 

CIDUM'N ....... ~ UW.t_ -.&.• 

.. ,. 

gion ''A' -

P-1 Mental Health Institute Cherokee Cherokee STATE 0 1,272 0 
_. 

P-1 Sta Joseph Mercy Woodbury Sioux City CH 0 30 12 
P-1 Methodist Woodbury Sioux City CH 14 0 0 

. .. . 

gion "B' 
P-4 St . . ·Joseph Mercy c. Gordo Mason .City CH 0 16 0 

P-5 Mental Health Institute Buchanan Inqependence .STATE 0 -- 560 520 

le 

P-5 Allen Memorial Blackhawk Waterloo CH 32 0 0 
P-6 St. Joseph Sanitarium Dubuque Dubuque CH 0 - - 0 230 

Luke 8 s Methodist Linn Cedar Rapids CH 3'1 " 0 0 P-7 St. 
P-8 State Psychop.:ithic Johnson Iowa City STATE · 27 _ 60_, 0 

{ e 
-· ·--··-· 

gion "C' , :·•\:· --- : .. 
P-9 ~ercy Scott ·Davenport CH 35 t 0 o· 
P-10 M~ntal Health Institute 1Ienry , Mt. Pleasant STATE 240 381 587 

le 

P-10 Burlington D.Moines Burlington NPA 22 0 0 
P-11 Ottumwa Wapello Ottumwa NPA 25 0 0 

I 

gion rt>'· · · 
P-13 I Mental Health Ins~itute Page Clarinda .' STATE 0 1,246 0 
P-13 St. Bernard's Pottawat. c·. Bluffs / CH 100 100 0 

gion "E' 
P-12 . Iowa Methodist Polk Des Moines CH . 22 0 ·O 

\ 
P-12 I Hillcrest (Retreat) Polk Des Moines N:L'A 0- ,-- . - 0 50 
P-12 Broadlawns Polk County Polk Des Moines COUNTY 19 0 0 
P-12 Mercy . Marshall Marshall town CH 22 ·I 0 0 

' 

te 

te 

•- -- - -·- ·· ------ · - ·- · - ·-· .. --· - . . 

I,. 

I 

..... tt.....-:r •&&.111a&allff• DIii-. 11n, .. 11A. . 
IIA.; .. awuca-.& .... &a.u.1K- STATEWIDE TOTALS ...... 589 ·3 ~ 665 L399 

-
~<----5,653--->~ 

' ,1 . 

Avrgo 
Lengt 
of st 

483 
23 
27 

19 
312 

79 
45 
11 
48 

12 
437 
Proje 
· 28 

375 
103 

3.7 
45 
10 
Pro_ 

. 

174 

,ow~ 
PM.&.l.a~L 

DIii'!.. 1 July 1962 
.. !1\1 STATEWIDE ... :"., a.a ..... ........ 
. -~l 

Mtllll0 1Wft ~=-.~.:, y , 

76o3 354,042 733 
53.8 8,243 360 
89.5 4,575 172 

43.8 2,555 132 
88.4 348,391 1,118 
72.6 8,482 442 
21.5 36,145 806 
55.7 6,312 600 
87.4 19,131 402 

50.6 6,472 527 
81.6 359,684 824 

tt low, 94 C/GN 
23.8 2,258 81 

60.2 273,842 730 
76.1 55,519 ·:. 538 

~ 

Lll .4 8,948 240 
74.4 13,586 305 
91.8 6,373 671 

ect Im rra -95 
. - ·--- - ·-· ~ -- -- - - -

·, 

ll 

.. .... .-

7308 L514 . 568 8.681 
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\D\#J'A 5T~1E: l)E:PA~TME.NT OF \-U~t\U\4 

Dl\ll~tOL! Of hlO'l~ITAL <3.c.2.\ll~ 

E1:u.T1\I& w..,o'2.ll~ ,~r>LE:. - ..wen.vou~ IMt:.t,rfAL v~u,,~ 
\ 5' T\\ ~t:.V '':,\Ql\ 

\ JUL'< \~lo'2. 

~i:at\ \-bf- I 

Bi\51C.. 12.e&\0"1-aL bJ\.,A P~ lo~rr~ ~~N... '1;ls ~1:b ~~~L\.l~l5 
jbt~-, ~ 12UtL~ln'<j I\H.O~~ 

~OUU.'11DMI 9.:L I ~,OIL.I FM..1DL 

~ T-0 ~~ "'bOel> o/o ijtf.b•· 

Ma"C' 
Afl.E:J,,.. t!.a\..\,en.. 

9!'~0L II Tt&.'1'. 1-r'°"' I T0'"1bl.. 

INTENSIVE TREATMENT FACILIT ES 
P-2 Spencer 135,58 0-0 
P-3 Fort Dodge 170,29 0-0 
P-6 Dubuque 138,74 0-0 

1.44331 0. 97371 2.4171 136 
1.3623 1.0012 2.363 " 170 
1.0769 1.0778 2.154 139 
Henceforth, equiva-
lent existing beds 

P-4 Mason City 1169, 909' 0-16 
P-12 Des Moines 6 21 ' 7 8 8 6 .3 -o 

Iowa Meth. 22-0 
I 

8 
I II 1621 

I 
63 559 

Broa.dlawns 19-0 
Marshalltno 22~0 

P-8 Iowa City 76,783 27-60 
P-7 Cedar Rapids 227, 99§ 31-0 

IP-5 Waterloo 269, 71~ 32-0 
P-1 Sioux City 207,54 14-30 

SL Joseph 0-30 

57 20 
31 197 
32 l 238 
29 179 

Methodist 14-0 
P-9 Davenport 218,845 35-0 35 184 
P-11 Ottumwa 146,493 25-0 25 121 
P-10 Burlington 109,975 22-0 22 88 
P-13 Council Bluffs 263,943100-lOf 
SUBTOTAL -- INTENSI~E TRTMr .'349-20+- __ 

LONG-TER...~ MENTAL FACILITIES I I 

150 114 
-452- - ·- {)07 
--- - - - -

A Cherokee 513,441 0-127 2 1,272 50 
B Independence 806, 27 0-560 560 615 
C Mt. Pleasant 552,087 240-381 621 559 
D Clarinda 263,943 0-1246 1,246 0 
E Des Moines 621,788 0-0 0 200 __________ ,_ ___ 

240-3459 - 3-;699- - - 1-;424 SUBTOTAL -- LONG-TERM F ACIL. 
I -------------- --- - - - - -- --

CONTINGENCY POOL BEDS: This reservoir is withheld fr 
specific assignment to permit extension of this Plan into 
the area of State Institutions without disturbing local 
planning. When State facilities are functioning autonomously 
under professional guidance, staffed realistically for total 
intensive treatment, financed soundly and assure rea&onable 
continuity by national standards, this area will be reviewed 

0 136 0.00 
0 170 0.00 
0 139 0.00 

ol 110 I 4. 71 
580 1,202 5.24 

895 972 5.86 
90 318 9.75 

0 270 11.85 
10 218 13.30 

10 229 15.28 
0 146 17.12 
0 110 20.00 

20 284 52.81 
("605 4-;364 - - -
- - --~---

0 1,322 
0 1,175 
0 1,180 
0 1,246 
0 200 - - ---+---0 5,123 

- - --~---

- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - --- - --- -- -- -- --~---
!~:.s~:~~:~~ng the plogram intk.eepingiwitth the pr~evaili~ng cir-

;T~Ew~E -;:o-;:is--=--~:;s1:s3s s9-366s - 4:151- - - 1:132l:9ost,1s1- - -
SUBTOTAL -- CONTINGENCY/POOL BEDS 4,001 300 4,301 
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EXHIBIT D 

PART IV. PUBLIC HEALTH CENTERS 

The definite need for adequate public health facilities in e~ch state is 
A 

recognized in the Federal Act as a part of the coordinated hospit~l system. 

In addition to providing hospital and medical care for those who are ill, 
considerable effort and funds should be expended in improving and protecting the 
health of the people. 

Health centers are buildings furnishing office space for the local health 
officer and other personnel, laboratories, and other facilities required to carry 
on a proper public health program. The health center building must be publicly 
owned. 

In order to provide adequate local public health services to all people of 
the state, the State Department of Health has proposed the establishment of 27 
county or multircounty health departments, and a public health center is recommended 
for each of these departments, as shown on the following Public Health Centers Report. 

The one acceptable public health center at Burlington, Iowa is indicated by the 
letters EPHC. All others are proposed public health centers. These facilities were 
discussed in detail in the "Report on Hosp ital and Puhl ic Heal th Res.ources," dated 
December 8, 1947. 

Existing state laws do not permit political subdivisions to levy specific taxes 
for the support of health activities~ Further, the present law does not permit cities 
and counties and contiguous counties to pool resources in order to maintain, jointly, 
a full-time health service. Anticipating the remedying.,of this situation in the next 
legislature, a definite program for the construction of public health centers is 
established. 

Priority will be given to public health centers upon application after the city, 
city-county or multi-county health department presants evidence that it will maintain 
an adequately staffed and full-time department in accordance with criteria established 
by the Iowa State Department of Health. 

The public health centers proposed for Iowa fall into two categories based upon 
the principal problems confronting the unit; namely: 

1. County health departments dealing with the problems resulting from a 
rapidly growing urban community, and 

2. Multi-county health departments dealing wihh the health problems of a 
fairly stable or even slightly decreasing rural population. 

In view of the fact that only one public health center exists in this state, 
all proposed health centers were evaluated and priorities were based upon factors 
affecting public health. 

The public health problems of a densely populated and growing urban community 
are more intense than those of a rural area. This fact is demonstrated by the exis
tence of several part-time health departments in counties with a rapidly growing 
city. It is felt that the expetience gained by counties with part-time health 
services and recognition of the possibilities offered by a full-time health service 

11 



will cause these counties to organize a full-time county health service first. 

In an effort to accomplish the greatest good for the greatest population with 
the limited funds available, the county health departments are given preference in 
progrannning. The priority within the county unit category is based upon population 
growth, population density, and the taxable proper.ty factor. The area with .the 
greatest rate of population increase, greatest population density, and the least per 
capita taxable property value receives the highest priority. These factors were 
weighed equally and .are relative to the state average. 

The results and relative priorities are tabulated in the Relative Need Report 
for Public Health Centers. 

The. organization of multi-county health departments will be influenced by the 
degree of rurality, per capita wealth and per capita income. Public health problems 
will be greatest in the low income and low per capita property value areas. Solution 
of these problems will be most difficult and time consuming in the rural areas; there
fore, the area with the highest priority would be the most rural area with the lowest 
per capita wealth and. income. These three factors were given equal weight. Relative 
priority of the 20 multi-county health units progrannned is tabulated in t.he Relative 
Need Report. 

It is impossible to anticipate the location of future wars, industries in the 
state and the impact such industries may have upon the public health problems of the 
connnunity. Rather than make erroneous decisions at this time, it is proposed that 
these situations be handled as they develop while reserving the right to correct the 
public health center priorities accordingly. 
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SPENCER 100,825 

Clay County 18,504 
Dickinson County 12,574 
Lyon County 14,468 Multi-County 
O'Brien County 18,840 Health Department 0 
Osceola County 10,064 No. 1 
Sioux County 26,375 

ALGONA 82,311 

Emmet County 14,871 
Humboldt County 13,156 Multi-County 
Kossuth County 25,314 Health Department 0 
Palo Alto County 14,736 No. 2 
Pocahontas County 14,234 

MASON CITY 122,775 

Cerro Gordo County 49,894 
Franklin County 15~472 Multi-County 
Hancock County 14,604 Health Department 0 
Winnebago County 13,099 No. 3 
Worth County 10,259 
Wright County 19s,447 
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HAMPTON 101,488 

Bremer County 21,108 
Butler County 17,467 
Chickasaw County 15,034 

0 0 Floyd County 21,102 
Howard County 12,734 
Mitchell County 14,043 

POSTVILLE 88,176 

Allamakee County 15,982 
Clayton County 21,962 

0 0 Fayette County 28,581 
Winneshiek County 21,651 

DUBUQUE 

Dubuque County 80,048 0 0 

MANCUESTER 84,891 

. 23,422 
22,293 
18,483 0 0 

.J Jones County· 20,693 No. 7 
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WATERLOO 

Black Hawk County 122,482 Coo Health Dept. 18 0 

· MARSHALLTOWN 96,062 

Grundy County 14,132 
Hardin County 22,533 Multi-County 
Marshall County 37,984 Health Department 0 
Tama County 21,413 No. 9 

FORT DODGE 98,144 

Calhoun County 15,923 
Greene County 14,379 Multi-County 
Hamil ton County 20,032,, Health Department 0 
Webster County 47,810 No. 10 

CHEROKEE 90,969 

Buena Vista County 21,189 
Cherokee County 18,598 Multi-County 
Ida County 10,269 Health Department 0 
Plymouth County .23,906 No. 11 
Sac County 17,007 
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Woodbury. County 
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Crawford County 
Harrison County 
Monona County 
Shelby County 

BOONE 

Boone County 
Dallas -County. 
Guthrie County 
Story, County 

DES ·MOINES 

Polk County 

NEWTON 

Jasper County 
Mahaska County 

..J Marion County 
-1Poweshiek County 

~UT\UL 
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I 
107,849 

100,260 
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18,569 
17,600 
13,916 
15,825 

115','094 
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IOWA CITY 
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87,850 

Cedar County 17,791 Multi-County 
Johnson County 53,663 Health Department 0 
Iowa County 16,396 No. 17 

CEDAR RAPIDS 
. . ... 

· Linn County 136,899 · Co. Health Dept. #18 0 

CLiNTON 75,814 
... 

Clinton -County 55·,060 Multi-County Health 0 
Jackson County 20,754 Department_No. 19 

PAVENfORT 

Scott County 119,067 Co. Health Dept. 120 0 

WASHINGTON 79,028 

Keokuk County 15,492 
Louisa County 10,290 Multi-County 
Muscatine County 33,840 Health Department 0 
Washington County 19,406 No. 21 
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BURLINGTON 106,999 l 
i 

Des Moines County 44,605 Multi-County f 

Henry County 18,187 Health Department 1 0 
Lee County 44,207 i No. 22 

91,384 
t 

OTTUMWA i 
! 
j 

Davis County 9,199 
Jefferson County 15,818 Multi-County 
Monroe County 10,463 Health Departimertt 0 0 
Van Buren County 9,778 No. 23 
Wapello County 46,126 

i 
CHARITON 76,328 ! 

Appanoose County 16,015 
Clarke County 8,222 Multi-County 
Decatur County 10,539 Health Department 0 0 
Lucas County 10,923 No. 24 
Warren County 20,829 
Wayne County 9,800 
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REL AT IVE NEED REPORT 
PUBLIC HEALTH CENTERS 
15th Revision 

CITY-COUNTY UNITS 

NO. LOCATION 
--
15 Des Moines 
20 Davenport 
8 Waterloo 

18 Cedar Rapids 
6 Dubuque 

12 Sioux City 
26 Council Bluffs 

MULTI-COUNTY UNITS 

NO. LOCATION -
24 Centerville 

5 Postville 
14 Boone 
25 Creston 
4 New Hampton 

13 Denison 
1 Spencer 

23 Ottumwa 
7 Manchester 
2 Algona 

16 Newton 
21 Washington 
11 Cherokee 
17 Iowa City 

9 Marshall town 
10 Fort Dodge 

3 Mason City 
19 Clinton 
22 Burlington 

IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
DIVISION OF HOSPITAL SERVICES 

TAXABLE PROP- POPULATION 
ERTY FACTOR DENSITY 

FACTOR 

1.1661 8.8227 
1.1224 5. 2531 
1.2360 4.2780 
1.1011 3.4559 
1.4263 2.6997 
1. 2472 2.5199 
1.2464 1.5977 

TAXABLE PROP- PER CAPITA 
ERTY FACTOR INC. FACTOR 

1.1945 1.2612 
1.0148 1.1593 
1.0597 0.9620 
0.9450 1.1376 
0. 967 2 1.2139 
0.8385 1.0599 
o. 7754 0.9694 
1.3096 1.1118 
0.8858 1.1127 
0.7528 0.9453 
1.0031 1.0541 
0.9995 0.9752 
0. 7 203 0.9372 
1.0241 0.8995 
0.8013 0.9447 
0.8202 0.9738 
0.8284 0.9308 
1.0728 0.9763 

--Exist ing Facility--

1. Page 1 of 1 
2. Date July 1, 1962 
3. State Iowa 

POPULATION PRIORITY 
INCREASE FACTOR 
FACTOR 

1.0857 11.0745 
1.1065 7.4820 
1.1307 6.6447 
1.1061 5.6631 
1.0774 5.2034 
0.9832 4.7503 
1.0156 3.8597 

RURALITY PRIORITY 
FACTOR FACTOR 

1.4893 3.9450 
1.6315 3.8056 
1.7454 3.7671 
1.5341 3.6167 
1.3116 3.4927 
1.5455 3.4439 
1. 6376 3.3824 
0.9742 3.3956 
1.3299 3.3284 
1.5513 3.2494 
1.1617 3.2189 
1.2353 3. 2110 
1.4989 3.1564 
1.1770 3 .1006 
1.3511 3.0971 
1.2210 3.0150 
1.2171 2.9763 
0.8457 2.8948 

fo' 
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EXHIBIT D 

PART V HOSPITALS FOR THE CHRONICALLY ILL 

Another category of hospital, facilities for serving the chronically ill, is 
becoming increasingly important. Its possibilities are apparent as more refined 
evaluation of hospital usage becomes available, and the development of the role 
of progressive care is recognized. Included within the chronic category would be 
the consideration for gerontology and geriatrics, the study of the aging process, 
one more phase of chronic illness. In the case of Iowa it is an extremely impor
tant element, inasnruch as 12 per cent of our population is over the age of 65. 

The mission of this plan, as was stated previously, is to provide a pattern 
of hospital facilities serving portions of the state's population as effectively 
as possible and, sinrultaneously, economical expenditure of available talent, 
community resource, and the individuals' resource toward maximum effectiveness. 
The pattern of progressive care proposed is still another consideration in this 
mission. The chronic illness facility is that element of progressive care which 
is capable of meeting the requirements of ·patients who have need for intensive care 
but a lesser amount of same. Included in these needs, quite probably, will be the 
long-term medical supervision, skilled nursing care, therapies, diagnostic facilities, 
and whatever else may be indicated, with particular emphasis on the rehabilitation 
program. The intent of this treatment program will be to re-establish the person 
with the maximum degree of self-sufficiency which his limitations will permit. 
This is not to be construed as being a facility which will merely sustain the 
patient in anticipation of continuous nursing care. 

Because the relative need between categories indicates greatest need for this 
classification, chronic illness projects proposed will enjoy the highest priority 
among hospital categories. Such facilities shall be centered on population groups 
and coincide with the elements of the over-all referral pattern proposed for general 
hospitals so as to assure reasonable accessibleness of these unique facilities and 
the related special talents. 

The applicant, upon acquainting himself with the above discussion, should 
take particular note regarding the proper difference between nursi2g home, as 
defined for this particular program, and the chronic illness facilities described. 
For obvious reasons such differential will be emphasized lest it be construed that 
an applicant could exercise the chronic illness priority in an effort to realize 
a nursing home facility. The intent of the basic legislation for this program was 
to give appropriate preference to the most needed facilities. To assure such 
recognition and application of this intent, means were created for tecourse in 
the event a finished facility is utilized for purposes other than that which was 
indicated in the course of placing an application. 

Sponsors seeking a grant for con.struction of a chronic illness unit shall 
submit a comprehensive narrative description of their total proposed program in 
support of the basic documentation involved. Included will be: 

(1) An accurate description of the proposed nursing unit, the supportive 
facilities which are to be created, as well as those supportive services which 
already exist. 

(2) A description of the related and appropriately contiguous services ·and 
facilities which are pertinent for~ total chronic unit, including diagnosis, 
treatment, therapy, and the other basic considerations. ''?) 



(3) The narrative shall specifically describe the adequacy and availability cf 
well-qualified specialized personnel in keeping with the needs of the proposed 
unit. 

(4) The entire presentation shall include a realistic analysis of the funds and 
resource which will be available for the initial construction of the unit and, 
successively, a realistic evaluation of foreseeable income with which to operate 
the finished unit. 

The approvable application received in this office will be comprehensively reviewed 
by the Iowa Advisory Council for Hospitals and Related Health Facilities. In the event 
that body requires additional specific information to clarify the initial application, 
it will be necessary to supplement your presentation with such data, either orally or 
in writing, as may be specified. The application will be thoroughly evaluated on the 
basis of its merits and in the light of your total presentation in determining the 
approvableness of the application. 

The following map indicates the regional designation for chronic illness facilities. 
Subsequently, the inventory and the relative priority table reflect the basis and the 
sequence of priority in which applications for grants will be considered, and also sets 
forth such limitations as may be applicable. 
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C-3 Fort Dodge 170,295 0 170 0 170 0 1.0013 1.3623 2.3636 
C-13 Council Bluff ~ 263,943 0 264 20 284 0 1.1055 1.2261 2.3322 
C-4 Mason City 169,809 0 170 0 170 0 0.9981 1.2490 2.2471 
C-6 Dubuque 138,746 0 139 0 139 0 1.0778 1.0769 2 .1547 
C-5 Waterloo 269, 715 0 270 0 270 0 1.0225 0.9636 1.9861 
C-1 Sioux City 207,548 0 208 10 218 0 0.9737 0.9959 1.9696 
C-7 Cedar Rapids 227,996 0 228 90 318 0 0.9513 0.9333 1.8846 
C-12 Des Moines 621,788 120 502 580 1,202 9.98 
C-10 Burlington 109,957 26 84 0 110 23.63 
C-8 Iowa City 76,782 286 37 649 972 29.42 
C-11 Ottumwa 146,493 46 100 0 146 31.51 
C-2 Spencer 135,588 49 87 0 136 36.03 
C-9 Davenport i18~45 86 133 10 229 37. 72 - - - - - - - -
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Nursing Homes 
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Pool Beds 
Basic 1/1000 Pop.= 2,758 

Less Teaching - 1,605 
Less Beds Beyond 

Area Ratios - 112 
Less Fraction Adj. - 2 

1,039 --- --- 1,039 1,039 
- - - -- - - -- - - - - --
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EXHIBIT D 

MEDICAL FACILITIES 

The preceding sections and paragraphs have discussed the subject of hospitals, 
both general and specialized units, in keepingwi.th the definitions set forth. 

During the past 100 years there has been a considerable evolution in the area 
of hospital facilities. Each step has been directly attributable to easily recog
nized circumstances. Early hospitals were the means of collecting the ill to permit 
administering skilled care by nurses, as well as to create a less unfavorable envir
onment in which the doctors could treat their patients. 

In our own instance, hospitals came into being with increase in density of 
population. Another facet was that a form of hospital permitted the doctor to con
centrate his patients, thus reducing demands on travel time and permitting more of 
his available time being applied to caring for the ill. 

This evolution went further when specialized facilities were created to care 
for the tubercular patient, an outgrowth of the pest house, reducing the opportunity 
for contagion to others. The mentally ill were brought together to avail these 
patients of the services of specialists in this field. Because of the catastrophic 
financial burden involved, the State, with creditable aggressiveness, did establish 
the pattern and precedent of assuming a financial responsibility for the care of 
mental patients. 

Only recently have other long-term illnesses been more specifically identified 
with a view toward providing specialized facilities to meet these needs. The 
chronic illness hospital is that facility which will fulfill needs for long-term 
nursing care and the extended treatment program indicated. 

It has already been pointed out that resource available for the caring of the 
illnesses does have limits and that it is mandatory for conmrunities to exercise 
maximum economy. This applies to the conmrunity's resource, in providing facilities 
to meet health needs, as well as to consumers,, in applying their individual resource 
toward realizing maximum effect. Iowa's particular case deserves special attention 
by virtue of its high percentage of aged population and the fact that this trend 
is accelerating. It is proposed that a total program be pursued which will realize 
maximum effectiveness in the expenditure of community resource, so that in turn the 
user's individual resource will go fartherest in meeting his needs. Pertinent 
factors which must be provided are: 

(1) The inauguration of a preventative program toward sustaining the able
bodied to that possible maximum capability. 

(2) A program diagnosis to detect needed treatment which can be administered 
on an outpatient basis to re-establish patients in that maximum level which is 
possible. 

(3) Review the reasonableness of retirement age, and permitting persons to 
extend their productive period, thus protecting their right to serve their 
needs and maintai~ their maximum of self-sufficiency. 

(4) For the patient whose acute needs have been fulfilled but who does need 
long-term treatment and care in realizing the maximum of his self-sufficiency, 
provide the means for administering extended treatment in facilities designed 
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to provide a lesser amount of intensive nursing, thus reducing the cost to the 
patient. 

(5) Create the monetary means which will become available to those patients 
whose individual resources have been expended before realizing their goal of 
maxinrum renewal of their capabilities and self-sufficiency. 

Earlier discussions have made reference to progressive care and the need for 
providing services in keeping with the requirements during several stages of recov
ery. In the light of these gradations of progressive care are related facets which 
were recognized and are being emphasized through a modification of the Federal 
Grants Program. Specific categories identified in the program are diagnostic and 
treatment, rehabilitation, chronic illness and nursing home facilities, which aim 
to reduce the demands on the hospital's intensive nursing care facilities by design
ing services directly in keeping with patients' needs. Their respective purpose, 
to provide diagnostic and treatment facilities on an outpatient basis, is self
evident. Without duplication, these same facilities become available for evaluating 
inpatients' needs to facilitate prescribing the most effective treatment for a pro
longed period. Likewise, rehabilitation services for retraining, to the maxinrum of 
their capabilities, those patients who have suffered impairment, can apply to either 
inpatients or outpatients. These facets can go far in supplementing the hospital 
pattern toward meeting a greater portion of patients' needs. 

Permissive legislation enabled this state to participate in the broadened 
federal program so that these categorical grants could become available in quali
fying connnunities. 

The following pages discuss these four categories of heal th facilities as they 
pertain to this state's needs. The projected program pursues the missions in a 
manner that will permit the greatest number of people to avail themselves of the 
needed services while realizing maxinrum economy in the limited professions, skills 
and techniques. 

The federal grants are less than generous for fulfilling these needs. Accord
ingly, the facilities proposed in this plan are intended to provide services to 
the greatest number of people with maxinrum economy in terms of both operational 
dollars and related skills. To preclude duplication it is proposed that existing 
ancillary services be utilized to a maxinrum and correlated with these specialized 
health facilities. 

The added facets beyond the acute general, the psychiatric, the tuberculosis 
and chronically ill facilities are incorporated in such a total plan through Part 
"G" of the Hill-Burton Program. Categorical grants are available (in limited 
amounts) to provide adjunct services in the fields in rehabilitation, diagnostic 
and treatment facilities, and nursing homes. A combination of all of these elements 
in proper proportion will provide an effective answer for meeting the total need 
while utilizing existing resource and personnel at maxinrum economy. 

The following sections deal with the complementing categories which are allied 
to hospital services discussed in earlier chapters. 
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PART IV NURSING HOMES 

A nursing homes is defined as "a facility which is operated in connection with 
a hospital, or in which nursing care and medical services are prescribed by or per
formed under the general direction of persons licensed to practice medicine or surgery 
in the state, for the accotmnodation of convalescents or other persons who are not 
acutely ill and not in need of hospital care, but who do require skilled nursing care 
and related medical services. The term 'nursing home' shall be restricted to those 
facilities, the purpose of which is to provide skilled nursing care and related medical 
services for a period of not less than 24 hours per day to individuals admitted because 
of illness, disease, or physical or mental infirmity and which provide a connnunity 
service." 

This excludes institutions furnishing primarily domiciliary care, whose primary 
purpose is to furnish food, shelter, and other nonmedical services and wherein medical 
treatment or nursing care is incidental to boarding care. 

A "nursing home" which provides personal services only, or such limited medical 
attention as the individual would normally receive if he were living in a private 
home is not within the definition applicable to this program. 

The term nnursing home" as used by the public is applied to a broad variety of 
establishm~nts as the result of earlier definition by Iowa Statutes. While current 
definition in the Iowa Code describes a more refined facility than the earlier version, 
it still does not conform with the type of facility as intended in the proposed legis
lation considered by the Congress and by the insuring bodies who concern themselves 
with prepayment of health costs and true connnunity service. This discussion will 
restrict itself to nursing homes as defined in an earlier chapter and as described in 
proposed legislation. 

It might be well to review the history and evolution of nursing homes. Many can 
recall that during the past decade considerable emphasis has been placed on providing 
for the needs in the area of acute general hospital care. This effort has resulted in 
the upgrading of hospital facilities while making same available to a greater portion 
of the state's population. During this progression it became increasingly evident 
that a portion of this impact on acute general hospitals was attributable to long
term patients whose needs for intensive care were considerably less than was being 
provided for in the general hospital. These long-term patients, however, were only 
a portion of this total patient group. The bulk of these needs were being met by 
custodial facilities providing something less than optimum nursing care. Medical 
supervision in most cases was non-existant. The void was filled by a somewhat compro
mised form of nursing home. 

During the past seven years this problem· has been recognized at all governmental 
levels. The Federal Grants Program was amended to incorporate a provision for related 
health facilities. Iowa's unique population group over age 65 stimulated considerable 
concern among her interested groups and leaders. However, the problems of the aged 
were not precisely evaluated in terms of their several elements, resulting in a con
fusion between social needs and medical needs. Iowa Statutes continue to define a 
form of institution which is referred to as a nursing home. Only recently has a 
start been made toward appropriate evaluation of all facets related to the aged. 
During the interim this program and plan concerns itself only with the medically 
oriented facility and pointedly avoids concern with the social aspects and housing. 
The criteria within this program, as defined in an earlier chapter, are further 
described by the following considerations: 
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A nursing unit which provides beds for the long=term patient requ1.r1.:1g medical 
and nursing care supervision. The i:P..dividual patient shall be under the ca.re of a 
du ly licensed physician in keeping wi.th the patient's needs at any time. Acceptable 
medical records shall be maintained for each patient including a medical history, 
admission examination, diagnosis, the prescribed treatment, progressive reporting~ 
and such orders as may be appropriate. The nursing service shall be under the 
supervision of a registered nurse or licensed practical nurse, as well as supportive 
nursing service to meetthe patient's needs at all times. Appropriate diagnostic 
services including x-ray, laboratory, and related supportive services shall be 
readily available and well correlated with the nursing home operation. Properly 
supervised dietary service in keeping with all patients' needs shall be provided. 
There shall be evidence of formal affiliation with a licensed hospital and its 
organized staff, reliable and prompt referral, and appropriate supportive services 
which willproperly and continuously serve the patient'~ best interest. 

The above is not to be construed as the complete and over-all answer fer meeting 
all problems of the aging, bt:.t is only intended to describe that element of a medi
cally oriented progressive care program which is applicable to the long-term care 
patient in need of a. reduced amount of intensive nursing care while completing the 
treatment prescribed within a total program of evaluation and treatment. This does 
.£Q!_ imply that there i.s no need for socially oriented housing for aged groups. 
Neither does it imply that there is no need for custodial facilities to serve another 
segment within the aged population group. 

Experience indicates, however, that improper recognition is being given to 
ultimate problems which will result from programs providing primarily housing for 
specific age groups. It shall be realized that by accumulating and accommodating, 
unnaturally, certain segments of our population into a single community:, we are unbal-· 
ancing the load proportions being applied to certain communities' lac.al health facil
ities. Our aged group is more vulnerable to the chronic illnesses and their individual 
health needs, comparatively, are much greater. Therefore~ such hcusi2g is entitled to 
some profound study with a view toward developing specific answers that will be defen
sible 10 or 20 years from now and which are not so inflexible as to preclude adjustment 
to whatever future needs may become apparent. Simultaneouslyj we are aware that much 
stimulation for purely housing facilities and custodial facilities is generated by 
an implied but deceptive demand which is created i.n the minds of potential residents, 
the result of their observation of trends during past years. Heretofore ~ many persons 
committed themselves somewhat irrevocably to admission in a housingfacility on the 
assumption that being accepted while in good health will automatically assv.re them 
of appropriate care if and when their need for medical care arises during their re
ma1.m.ng years. Such suppositions imply, but falsely a demand which does not truly 
exist. Ultimately, these housing facilities find themselves in an accelerating 
need for the long-term nursing care facility but unable to provide appropriate 
nursing service economically within the inflexible facilities that they have. 

It is the firm belief of this Agency that the total problem can be most econ
omically attacked initially by providing expandable and flexible nursing care and 
treatment facilities to meet the needs of a portion of the long-term patients--the 
chronically ill. When this phase has been accomplished to some degree, the housing 
element for meeting other needs of the aged can then be more accurately re-evaluated. 
There will then be a. better indication of needs in this area. 

The basic point which must be borne i n mind at all times is that community 
resource does have its limitations and every dollar spen t must be applied to make 
the most effective long-term answer possible. As further resources become available 
to the community , their mission can then be broadened into the area of housing. 
By so doing, the risk of misdirected community effort can be greatly dimin ished and 
a more accurate evaluation can be u~de of what the even t ual needs really are. The 
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above philos ophy and theme for Iowa is the result of successive studies made by rep
resentative groups seeking answers for meeting the needs of the aged. Such studies 
cont i nue in anticipation of foreseeable legislation which may become permissive toward 
providing improved answers. 

This Plan will not attempt to reiterate the findings of previous studies but 
does recognize the findings of - these reports and incorporates the indications in 
this program and plan. 

Previous Plan revisions and narratives discussed the importance of broadening 
the pattern of progressive care as it relates to hospital service, with a view toward 
providing those long-term treatment and care facilities which can improve nursing 
service to the patient. The point has been made consistently that in the light of 
scarce professional talents and trained personnel, maximum economy and utilization 
is a~ to preserve the quality of treatment and care while holding the line on 
cost or reducing the charges made to the patient. 

During the past two years we have witnessed the advent of a series of Federal 
Loan Programs which purport to assist in the provision of nursing homes. Though 
each of these programs is governed by a comparable definition of "nursing home," 
they do induce their own interpretation to the physical structure and impose such 
guidance in the planning as to dictate certain operational aspects of the facility. 
Technicalities of actual performance are foreign to them. This State Agency feels 
that the pattern and guidance resulting from the activity of these loan agencies is 
inducing undesirable features which have been proven inadvisable through the exper
ience encountered in the Hill-Burton Grants Program since 1956 and in resultant 
operational service rendered. Little originality is produced in the functional 
features of design. This pattern has repeatedly been brought to the attention of 
the several federal agencies but without results, improvement, or clarification. 
By implication, this State Agency is the agency held responsible for establishing 
conununity need and to determine relative need. However, several agencies have 
demonstrated no inclination to recognize state prerogative except upon threat of 
withholding license. Even then, the layouts and functional arrangements produced 
through these programs barely comply with the moderate minimum standards for a 
state license, and do not strive for the optimum design which will postpone obso
lescence to a maximum. This agency has attempted to correlate the proposed con
struction of beds in keeping with the apparent need. However, variation in inter
pretation of definition, and discrepancy in viewpoints on actual need is resulting 
in a rrscatter gun" answer that imposes illogical uneconomical burdens on limited 
community resource and which probably will not be reasonably adaptable to the local 
needs ten years hence. 

Because this disjointed approach fails to conform with the intended program 
proposed for the state of Iowa~ this agency will not claim to be capable of an 
accurate evaluation of the effectiveness of facilities being created through Federal 
Hous ing Administration, the Housing and Home Finance Agency, the Conununity Facilities 
Agency, or the Small Business Administration. It is our understanding that there has 
been liaison between these several agencies at the Washington level in attempting to 
broaden the common ground for providing answers to conununity problems. These appar
ently have been anything but fruitful. In the light of this background it is hardly 
the obligation or the prerogative of this State Agency to resolve the impasse between 
the several federal administrations. We would welcome the opportunity of being heard 
in the hopes of making our particular experience available for consideration and to 
permit our expressing viewpoints resulting from six years of study. This deliberate 
background and continued study appears to be a more appropriate approach toward 
developing sound answers and realistic guidance for comnrunities of Iowa. 

Th i s Plan does propos e only skilled nursing home facilities adjunct to existing 
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hos pital facilities of a suitable standard. By this we mean that the nur sing home. shall 
be contiguous to the exist ing facilities, thus permitting common utilization of the 
available admin istrative pattern, utilities, dietary service, treatment and diagnos is 
service, therapy facilities, and most importantly, the organized medical staff func
ti ,:mi.ng under well-established and proven by-laws and ground rules. This conceivably 
cou ld permit application for funds by a publicly owned hosp ital in spite of the 
existance of a facility by a similar name, constructed through loan guarantees of a 
Federal underwriting agency. However, the publicly owned facility would have to reflect 
the mandate of the connnunity by virtue of a bond issue or some similar referendum. The 
other facility, conceivably, was a decision by a relatively small and unrepresentative 
group heading a non-profit association or a proprietary group without the support of the 
majority. A referendum would indicate the public's will regarding a hospital connected 
facility. In other words, this Plan does feel that an existing facility created by 
the Federal Government which circumvents the intent of the majority of the community 
should not preclude the connnunity seeking a best answer. If the existing facility is 
preferred by the majority~ referendum will preclude a hospital-connected facility being 
constructed. 

It is the i n tent of this Plan to utilize only nursing home facilities contiguous 
to hospitals in ascertaining the percentage of need met, and in developing a table of 
relative priority. It is conceded by most factions that long-term care, from the 
most intensive nursing and treatment facilities to the least refined care and keep 
facilities, requires a mininrum of 8 or 9 beds per thousand population. This Plan 
programs only 3 beds per thousand population to meet initially the needs for that 
treatment with skilled nursing care which can realize the discharge of the treatable 
patient. Qualified related facilities are prorated toward these 3 beds per 1000 popu 
lation. The intent is to provide the means for restoring these patients to their 
maximum capacity for self-sufficiency that their particular limitations will permit. 

·The precise needs are not known at this time. By providing a conservative amount 
of true treatment nursing home facilities during this interim while answers are being 
sought and/or refined, this program will not burden a community with inflexibly designed 
facilities which are irrevocably committed. 

It must also be emphasized that categorical grants money available to Iowa is 
very limited. These funds can be applied with greatest effect if applied _to treatment 
facilities which are capable of supporting appreciable outpatient and day care service. 

Further detail regarding principals for classification and inventory ~ as they 
relate to priority development j are described in earlier paragraphs . 
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Nursing Homes - Per Plan Definition and Invent<~ry 

Facilit ies Without Formal Hospital A Hiliation and Staff-Lie 

To 20 beds 114 homes w/ 1,599 beds 217 w/ 1,874 
20 to 60 beds 153 homes w/ 4,421 beds 32 w/ 1,052 
60 ::>rover 18 homes w/ 1.627 beds 12 w/ 1 2 272 
TOT Af.., --- 285 homes w/ 7,597 beds 261 w/ 4,198 

Facilit ies Under Cons tr. - 9 w/ 220 beds 9 w/ 375 

Facilit ies Planned 27 w/ 1048 beds 12 w/ 588 

STATEWI DE -- SUBTOTAL -- KNOWN/Ll CENSED 

Estimated: County Home Beds · Excluded From Reg,~lation But 
Indicating Comparable Facilities ··,. - ---

-Estimated: Unlicensed Establishments Function ng in Area o 
·_ :Long-Term Care But Unknown to S/ A 

, STATEWIDE GRAND . TOTALS 

- --- . SUBTorALS ·"BY CATEGORY - --

ensed 

beds 
beds 
beds 
beds 

beds 

beds 

t~U&M \~~~ \~WA 
iS'I\\~•~•.._ ~'8e. 1 of 1 

SUMMARY _ tfflttoU STATEWIDE 

900 67 117 

. 

- . 

0 2,130 5,467 1,625 607 1,966 

0 220 0 375 0 0 

0 .!.,Q4~ 0 588 0 0 - - - - --- ii----- - - - -- - --- -
900 3,465 5,584 2,588 607 1,966 

0 3,200 0 0 2,300 

0 0 1,500 0 0 3 500 
- - - - - - - - -- - -~ - - - - - - i- - - I- _,_ -

900 3,465 10,284 
or 

(14, 64 1 J) 

607 7,766 
or 

I 10, 9 6] ) 

~:- (1)'_.". Spacific :.. occupancy data not available~ S ,otchecks ind cate oc 'upancy exceed, 90% 

~ · .. _ (2f<"-.The.:· -~:rbo.ve . exclude long-term care faciliti =-s which may -he inclu !ed in other si~ctions of Pla ti. 
·~·: . . ' . , :~ . . :: .. . . .... . . . 
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NR=l 
NR =l 

NB= 

NR=2 

NR=3 

I=' 

NI.,,.-

Nl..,7 
.,,. t 
- "'t 

Ml.I.~ 

~~I= i.0 

:N l=l 2 
-~I .;l? 

~R=44 

VR=30 

N.R~3J ··: 

.NR=20 · .. : 

LOLJ\1tOIJ 
MNG. b• ~UU'N ,:OUW,t.( 

i oux Center Connn. Hospi t a l I Si oux 
Or ange City Munic i pal Hosp . Si oux 

o J oseph M€r cy Hospita l I Woodbur y 

Co:mnuni ty ~Emorial Hosp ita l I O8 Brien 

T'DNU 

Sioux Center 
Orange City 

Sioux_Ci t y 

Sho tdon 

Holy Family Hospital 

Allen Memcrial Hosp i ~al 

Esthervlc LErnme 

J oceph M€rcy Hospi~a l 

.. ay Hospit.al 

K<:t bl _M.e.:nori d. l Home. 

Sr . f ranciq Cent . Care Ctr o 
l Gin Mere.or 1.al 

Wat erl 

vbuquF. 

Ef..nt: c.n 
I-inn 

Seo ., 

Hosp ital I Va 

Elac.k Hawk 

D~1ou.quf-

Vi.n.t0r 
Csda.r Rap .:.ct 

DB.ite1.por 

Jt ., Fra!-1 c i s Hospit a l I FoweSb..tekl Gi!.1.nrff,11 

ella __ Co~mnity Hospit a l 

_t o: ',- Anth0ny Hospita .. 

Marion. 

Carrol _ Car xoll 

;_~-~~-~3'?·. · . . ' Mur:phy Memoria l Hosp i t al I Montgom. Red Oak 
.. .. · .. -, ·... . 

:"'_~R =4.0 ' .:- _Hand Mem~r i a l Hospital Page Shenar.,doah 
. ·.s;,.. . 

...J· ·. '... TOTAL HOSPITAL·=ORIENTED NURSING HOME BEDS 

· fl 9'iUD.:=t\We.. ~t:. --~~ C.UC.-'16b\~L ~Mt:. a&D!:I 

'SMl• 

NPA 
CITY 

CH 

NPA 

CH 

A 

c~r 

CITY 
C}l 

(';f{ 

f;F 
.:'.I, 

:;J A 

co 

CE 

PA 

C"" ~-

CIYi 

NPA 

~ma£ I ~. l iMMl'T l UU....~ I <until& 1 ltRM.. I UU'Jtlrt. 10W1ftle(.4l 

60 
0 

0 

40 -

24 

72 

0 

.J. 8 
30 

134 

12h 

LW 

2 

0 

30 

80 

40 

28 

900 

0 
18 

25 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

21, 

0 

0 

0 

67 

0 
0 

50 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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NR-42 Leon 10,539 0 - 0 32 32 0 
NR-48 Corydon 9,800 0 = 0 29 29 0 
NR- 47 Osceola 8,222 0 - 0 2.5 25 0 
NR~29 Guthrie Center 13,607 0 - 0 41 41 0 
NR=l4 Grundy Center 14,132 0 - 0 42 42 0 
NR=32 Winterset 23 ~188 0 - 0 70 70 0 
NR=41 Mount Ayr 7,910 0 - 0 24 24 0 
NR- 25 Maquoketa 19,248 0 = 0 58 58 0 
NR-6 ~ Decorah 47,225 0 - 0 142 142 0 
NR-43 Centerville 16,015 0 - 0 48 48 0 
NR=l7 Manchester 18 ~483 0 - 0 55 55 0 
NR-38 Chariton 10,923 0 ... 0 33 33 0 
NR=34 Oskaloosa 39,094 0 - 0 117 117 0 
NR-19 Denison 18,569 0 - 0 56 56 0 
NR- 21 Jefferson 14 , 379 0 - 0 43 43 0 
NR=l5 Oelwein 36 , 827 0 - 0 110 110 0 
NR=l 2 Webster City 20,032 0 - 0 60 60 0 
NR-4 Algona 25,314 0 - 0 76 76 0 
NR-24 Anamosa 20,693 0 - 0 62 62 0 
NR-13 Iowa Falls 46 , 803 0 - 0 140 140 0 
NR-23 Ames 49,327 0 = 0 148 148 0 
NR=39 Fairfield 15,818 0 - 0 47 47 0 
NI-6 Marshall town 57 s, 288 0 = 0 172 172 0 
NR=37 Creston 13,712 0 = 0 41 41 0 
NI=ll Ottumwa 56 , 589 0 = 0 170 170 0 
NB =l Iowa City 57,376 0 ... 0 172 172 0 
NI-8 Clinton 55 , 060 0 ... 0 165 165 0 
NR=45 Fort Madison 44 , 207 0 = 0 133 133 0 
NI -9 Council Bluffs 96 , 152 0 - 48 264 288 8.33 
NI - 1 Spencer 37,562 0 = 20 103 113 8.85 
NR=ll Clarion 32 , 603 0 - 19 88 98 10.20 
NB-2 Des Moines 311 , 267 0 - 199 834 934 10. 71 
NR=7 Postville 37,944 0 - 32 98 ! 114 14.04 i 

NR-30 Newton 52 , 084 0 - 50 131 156 16.03 
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L9130 1.4679 3.3809 
1.9081 1.4674 3.3755 
1.9030 1.4670 3.3700 
L9130 1.36.52 3.2782 
1.9130 1.0284 2.9414 
1.6448 1.2523 2 0 8971 
1.4893 L2612 2.7505 
1 .4711 1.2630 2 0 7341 
L3844 1. 2793 2.6637 
l.1727 1.4900 2.6627 
1.4826 1.1549 2.6375 
1.4378 1.1743 2.6121 
l.4020 1.1929 2.5949 
1.4711 1.1183 2.5894 
1.3812 1 .1380 2.5192 
l.38J.2 101091 2.4903 
1.5227 0.9525 2.4752 
1.5189 0.9519 2.4708 
1.2435 1.2045 2.4480 
l.4093 0.9966 2.4059 
1.3478 0.9570 2.3048 
0.8895 l.2377 2.1272 
1.1241 1.0000 2.1241 
0.8972 1.1750 2.0722 
Oe9640 1.0108 1.9748 
0. 7748 0.9452 1.7200 
0.6409 0.9488 1.5897 
0.5337 1.0495 1.5832 
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NR-31 Marengo 
NI-7 · Cedar Rapids 
NR-28 Audubon 
NI-4 Waterloo 
NR-10 Storm Lake 
NR-35 Washington 
NR-46 Britt 
NR-22 Boone 
NR-8 LeMars 
NR-9 -Cherokee 
NR-40 Shenandoah 
NI-3 Fort Dodge 
NR-33 Pella 
NI-10 Davenport 
NR-5 Charles City 
NI-5 Dubuque 
NR-2 Sheldon 
NR-27 Harlan 
NR-18 Onawa 
NR-44 Keosauqua 
NR-3 Estherville 
NR-36 Red Oak 
NI~2 Mason City 
NR-1 Sioux Center 
NR-20 Carroll 
NI-12 Burlington 

(Fr action Compensation) 
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18,894 0 - 20 47 57 17.54 
169,926 78 - 55 405 510 20.68 

28,828 0 - 36 69 87 20.69 
171,531 72 - 70 408 515 20. 78 

38,196 0 - 49 90 115 21.74 
19,406 0 - 25 45 58 22.41 
27,703 0 - 40 63 83 24.10 
28,073 0 - 50 59 84 29 .76 
22,997 0 . :- 42 48 69 30.43 

._ 28,867 0 - 54 60 87 31.03 
41,593 28 - 24 85 125 32.00 
77,967 0 - 169 149 234 36.32 
25,886 30 - 0 48 78 38.46 

163,785 134 - 111 301 491 38.70 
35,145 0 - 86 62 105 40.95 
81,554 0 - 201 149 245 41.22 
30,846 40 - 0 53 93 43.02 
15,825 0 - 42 26 47 44.68 
13,916 0 - 40 22 42 47.62 
18,977 28 ... 0 29 57 49!"12 
28,984 24 - 44 41 87 52.87 
21,935 40 - 0 26 66 60.61 
60,153 0 - 22( 70 180 61.11 
28,592 60 - 63 0 86+6 106.98 
23,431 80 ... 0 0 70+10 114.28 
65,750 286 · - 14 0 197+96 148.73 

(+2) (-2) 
.,_ 900- · 220E 8273+11:• - - 1 - - - - --- - _..,_ - -
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EXHIBIT D 

PART VII. DIAGNOSTIC AND TREA'IMENT CENTERS 

Section 53.1 (s) of the Federal Regulations defines a diagnostic or treatment 
center as a facility providing conmrunity service for the diagnosis and treatment of 
ambulatory patients, which is operated in connection with a hospital, or in which 
patient care is under the professional supervision of persons licensed to practice 
medicine or surgery in the state, or, in the case of dental diagnosis or treatment,· 
under the professional supervision of persons licensed to practice dentistry in 
the state. The definition includes outpatient departments of public or non-profit 
hospitals. 

In accordnace with State Statutes, the State Agency did meet with the sub
committee of the Hospital and Medical Facilities Advisory Council for the purpose 
of evaluating the inventory of existing diagnostic and diagnostic and treatment 
centers and determining the need for additional centers. 

Before the existing centers could be properly evaluated, it was necessary to 
further define the facility. For the purpose of this study, it was determined 
that a diagnostic and dia-gnostic and treatment center varies from the normal diag
nostic and treatment aids found in the offices of practicing doctors, (doctors of 
medicine, osteopathy and dentistry) to the most complex diagnostic/treatment fac
ilities found in the State University Hospitals at Iowa City. Accordingly, it was 
decided that the inventory should recognize all existing offices of medical doctors, 
doctors of ,osteopathy and dentists. 

The State Agency conducted a survey of all hospitals, public and non-profit 
clinics, health centers, laboratories and dispensaries in the stateo With the 
cooperation of the respective professional societies, a survey, but not an inventory, 
was made of the offices of practicing medical doctors, doctors of osteopathy and 
dentists. The information obtained from this survey was shown on Form PHSS-2, 
"Inventory of Diagnostic and Diagnostic and Treatment Centers~" Ninth Revision. 
Hospital service areas were used to identify and locate the facilities inventoried. 
Needs were determined on a statewide basis and proposed projects prograII1.11ed on this 
basis. 

In an effort to give full consideration to the services rendered by many of the 
marginal facilities, hospitals without organized outpatient departments~ industrial 
clinics and dispensaries limited to employees, and dispensaries of schools and 
colleges limited to students, were incorporated in the inventory. These facilities 
were not classified as suitable, replaceable or unsuitable, but were used, together 
with the services rendered by the offices of doctors and dentists, in determining 
the need for additional facilities. 

Facilities which clearly meet the definition of a diagnostic and diagnostic 
and treatment center, as set forth by Federal Regulations, were classified as 
suitable, replaceable or unsuitable. It nrust be made quite clear that the structure 
was evaluated in determining suitability, and not the quality of service rendered 
by the facility. In accordance with the '.Criteria established by the State Agency, 
all facilities classified as unsuitable were housed in non-fire resistant buildings 
which were deemed as constituting a public hazard. 

Based4upon the inventory, the following conclusions were drawn: 

1. All of the facilities surveyed play a significant part in rendering diagnostic 
and treatment service to the people of Iowa. \0 \ 



2. The geographic distribution of the various facilities generally follows the 
concentration of population, thus providing reasonably disseminated services. 
To demonstrate this fact, the map shows the geographic distribution of the 
offices of 2,634 practicing medical doctors, 478 doctors of osteopathy, 1,648 
dentists and 171 hospitals. 

3. The existing facilities {offices of doctors and dentists$ hospitals render
ing a significant community service without an organized outpatient service, 
and clinics and dispensaries restricted to specificp:>pulation groups) are 
presently rendering the degree of diagnostic and treatment service necessary 
to meet most of the needs of all of the people of Iowa. A_~y further enlargement 
of the diagnostic and diagnostic and treatment facilities at the local level 
could not be economically justified at this time. 

4. Current study indicates a need for additional diagnostic and treatment 
services in basically four instances. The proposed four projects will render 
a service fulfilling the detectable need remaining in the state. Their relative 
priority is in the order of their effectiveness in serving existing needs. 

(a) The available diagnostic and treatment service of the University Hospitals 
is intended for all residents of the state and includes diagnostic procedures 
which are not available at any other center in the state. The continued and 
expanded service of this facility is vital to the total medical care program in 
Iowa. It is given the highest relative priority. 

(b) The dental clinic at the State University of Iowa serves as a diagnostic 
and treatment center for unusual and complex dental conditions, as well as a 
training center for dentists. The number of dentists that can be trained is 
limited by the size of the clinic. In order to make this dental service avail
able to more people of the state and to provide more training facilities, this 
project was given second priority. 

(c) The Study Conunittee on Mental Illness gave particular attention to the 
inadequacies in the area of emotionally disturbed children, and urged inunediate 
steps toward providing facilities and staff at Des Moines and Iowa City. In 
keeping with this intent, the Iowa Advisory Council did approve ·-projects for 
Iowa Methodist, Des Moines; and the Psychopathic Hospital in Iowa City. In 
each instance the council made particular mention of the limited scope of the 
proposals and went on record to the effect that vigorous efforts should continue 
toward expanding this ·phase of diagnosis and treatment facilities, and that 
maxinrum priority and encouragement be given to true emotionally disturbed 
children's units proposed by any sponsor in Iowa. 

{d) The remaining need which has been recognized in the past is for the 
expansion of cardiovascular diagnostic and treatment at Sioux City. The unit 
proposed, limited to a particular illness, will meet an unfulfilled need. For 
these reasons, it was given the lowest of the four priorities under consideration. 

This does not preclude consideration of other worthy proposals, provided they are 
appropriately substantiated to the satisfaction of the Advisory Council as to their 
applicability in providing needed diagnostic or treatment facilities. 

Any sponsor making application for grants-in-aid for the construction of a 
diagnostic or diagnostic and treatment center nrust submit, as part of the application, 
a complete and detailed program of admission, service to be rendered and program for 
staffing. This information will be reviewed by the Iowa Advisory Council for Hospitals 
and Related Health Facilities and its sub-conunittee on Diagnostic and Treatment Centers, 
and will be considered in granting approval of the application. All potential project 
sponsors are encouraged to consult with the council early in the project planning. 
\o'"'L, 
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LINE ITEMS 

Diagnostic Facilities Which Pertain Directly 
to All Connnunity Service in Iowa --

Iowa T.B. & Heart Assn. 
(Statewide Case Finding) 

Hospitals (All Categories) 
M.D. Practitioners 
D.0. Practitioners 
D.D.S. Practitioners 

171 in state 
2j210 in state 

470 in state 
1,576 in state 

Note: The above professional people are 
located in some 560 towns/cities 
of Iowa. 

Industrial Infirmaries 
Institutional Infirmaries 

Statewide 
Statewide 

NPA 

VAR.IE 
IND 
IND 
IND 

IND 
VAR.IE 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X X 
X X 
X X 

X X 
X X 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X X 

X 

(a) Dissemination of the above facilities is graphicall illustr ted on the'map on ·the pre edf g p ge. 

(b} Refer to pages 99 thru 113, Eighth Revision, Iowa Hospital Plan~ 1 July 1955~ for state survey of 
Diagnostic and Treatment Facilities for basis of conclusion that aggregate facilities and their 
distribution are adequate to meet the normal needs of the state's population. Al.so see related 
connnents on preceding pages. 
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EXHIBIT D 

PART VIII. REHABILITATION CENTERS 

Section 53.1 (S) of the Regulations provides definitions related to rehabi.li.
tation as follows: 

(1) REHABILITATION FACILITY "A facility providing conmrunity service which i s 
operated for the primary purpose of assisting in the rehabilitation of disabled 
persons through an integrated program of meeical, psychological , social , and 
vocational evaluation and services under competent professional supervision. 
The major portion of such evaluation and services must be furnished within the 
facility; and the facility must be operated either in connection. with a hospital or 
as a facility in which all medical and related health services are prescribed by , 
or under the general direction of, persons licensed to practice medicine or surgery 
in the State." 

(2) REHABILITATION "An integrated program brings together,as a team, specialized 
personnel from the medical , psychological, social, and vocational areas for the 
purpose of pooling information, interpretations and opinions for the developmen t 
of a rehabilitation plan of services in which the disabled individual is viewed as 
a whole. When members of the team contribute to the diagnosis and treatment of 
illness. their contributions must be coordinated under medical responsibility . 
These integrated services may be provided in a facility to care for many types of 
disabilities or a single type of disability." 

(3) DISABLED PERSONS "A disabled person is an individual who has a physical or 
mental condition which , to a material degree, limits, contributes to limiti.ng j or 
if not corrected, will probably result in limiting, the individual's performance 
or activities to the extent of constituting a substantial physical ~ mental , or 
vocational handicap." 

Rehabilitation is the process of assisting an individual with a d i s ab i l i ty to 
realize his potentialities and goals physically, mentally, socially s and vocation
ally. Facilities contemplated by this program would be available t o disab l ed persons 
of all ages, including those who are capable of becoming able to care for themselves , 
as well as those who are being rehabilitated for employment. The evalua t i on and 
services offered by the facilities cannot be solely medical, social , psycholog i cal 
or vocational; nor can there be a combination of services from only two or three 
of these areas. Provision must be made within the facility for a rehabil i tation 
program in which each of the four basic areas assumes its significant r ole , deper..ding 
on the fundamental needs of the individual served. 

Services available to the state in this field are extremely i nadequate , when 
measured in terms of total need. This generalization became quite evident when bas ic 
survey data was reviewed. While a number of organizations have attempted to s erve 
the needs of the disabled, very few are able to provide the essential elements in 
the four areas of service for a coordinated program, let alone meet the i r total need . 
These splinter operations are usually limited by restrictive budget available for 
either/both facilities and/or staff. In only a few instances are the f our areas of 
service completely provided. 

In setting forth the available resources , certain ground r u les were e s tablis hed 
to permit a pattern of inventory. As a result, only those facilities with adequa t e 
elements in each of the four areas of rehabilitation were classified a s be ing suit ab l e , 
replaceable, or unsuitable . Marginal operations which do administer an apprec i ab le 
amount of s ervice in three or four of the areas of rehabilitation were l is ted to 
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reflect the service rendered and the existing demand. These, in turn , represent certain 
special talents which might readily be a.dapted to an expanded program to provide a so1 .. md 
and complete service if the financfa.l means were to become available. 

The source of basic data was quite complete and represents the close association 
of field personnel in the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation with the varied efforts 
put forth by charity and non-profit organizations. The interpretation placed upon the 
basic data shall not be construed as criticism of those organizations who are active 
i n rehabilitation. More realistically, it represents the public reluctance to recognize 
the needs in this field and illustrates the impact this failing is having on tax dollars. 
When the public realizes how many individuals, without sufficient resource and dependent 
on political subdivisions for care, could be re-established as producers and taxpayers, 
we may witness converted programs realistically financed. The splinter operations of 
today are accomplishing an educational mission which will eventually bring about 
public recognition of the spectacular results which can be realized, if pursued. 

The proposed program is on a statewide basis. Teaching centers and population 
centers are indicated as sites for proposed rehabilitation centers to gain maximum 
opportunity for providing staff while making resources available to a maximum number 
of people. The grants-in-aid available for rehabilitation are extremely inadequate. 
Because the foreseeable moneys for this category are limited, the proposed program 
is restricted at the present. When more indication exists on what the source of 
funds will be, the program will be elaborated upon. In any event, several potential 
contingencies can give major guidance to future programming. Educational facilities, 
for instance, could readily influence the pattern of service which would best meet 
needs. The rates of disabling accidents are changing quite rapidly. The mechani
zation of agriculture is an influence in the origin of the rehabilitatable groups. 
Obviously the influence of disability causes, the existing backlog, the extreme 
lack of existing facilities , and the absence of a positive source of financial 
support are reasons for proposing a moderate program at this time with a view 
t~ward refining a statewide plan at a later date when better information will offer 
more guidance. The present lack of facilities virtually makes it impossible to 
overbuild if duplication is avoided. .. 

Priority of p~ojects is dependent upon several basic c.onditions. Primary 
consideration will be given to a multiple disability center in conjunction with 
the medLcal college. Next , consideration will be for a proposal which will offer 
a statewide service. Thereafter , projects proposed for population centers will be 
considered in terms of fields of disability to be served , favoring multiple disa
bility units over single disability units. 

The entire program will be correlated at all times with the planning and long- a 

range projects which are being developed by the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, 
Department of Public I nstruction. 
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IOWA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 1. Page 1 of 1 

Division of Hospital Services 2. Date Jull....!..z 1962 

3. State 

REHABILITATION FACILITIES SUMMARY 

4. Population 

2,757,537 

5. Total facilities allowed by the state ratio 

(9) (6 disabilities) - 57 disability services 

6. Additional Facilities Proposed - 44 Disability Services 

COMMUNITY 
A. 

DESCRIPTION OF FACILITIES AND SERVICES TO BE 
PROVIDED B. 

Iowa 

Location of proposed rehabilitation services will be at points that are established 
for statewide service, or at population centers readily accessible to an appreciable 
segment of population. 

Iowa City 
Davenport 
Waterloo 

\0% 

Facilities will vary in keeping with available 
talent, resources, and demonstrated community 
support. Preference will be given to multiple 
disability units and the program proposed. 
Evaluation will be based on degree of service 
attainable with the approvable proposal. 
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EXHIBIT E 

DETERMINATION OF RELATIVE NEED 

Priority of Categories 

The program at this point follows two correlated patterns. 'Ihe basic hospital 
program is in keeping with precedent of previous plans and revisions, while the 
related health facility phase conforms to the intent of the Congress in providing 
means for the complementing facilities not provided for earlier. The two parts of 
the program will be considered separately. 

Priority of Hospital Categories (Public Law 725) 

During the early years, the program sought to stimulate preference in the 
specialized categories by giving such projects the first opportunity to participate 
in grants-in-aid. In spite of the incentive, few connnunities were moved to develop 
a project in a specialized category. This reluctance has been attributable to 
several factors in the connm.mities. Hospital personnel were reluctant to approach 
long-term treatment programs, such as psychiatric or chronic illness, because norm
ally individual resources were considered insufficient for complete treatment and care. 
These hospital costs, it appeared, would have to be spread onto the costs for acute 
care. The citizens of connnunities were equally reluctant to encourage such projects 
or to provide funds for such construction because the care of such patients has been 
considered the responsibility of the state. In addition, the~ for these services 
has not been brought to the attention of the taxpayers in terms of long-range tax 
burden or in terms of population trends and their effect on the productive abilities 
of connnunities. 

As a result, the unbalance of hospital categories has been accentuated. When 
no application was made by specialized projects, the lower priority acute general 
hospitals applied for, and were granted available funds. Du.ring the last few years, 
interest in chronic and psychiatric units has developed in several areas with very 
favorable results. Educational effort continues and it is foreseeable that the 
balance will be improved. In the meantime, impressive advances are being made in 
treatment procedures in specialized fields, which will, in their turn, further guide 
the public in the need for and possibilities of these special facilities. 

In evaluating the categories, the facilities are considered in terms of beds 
and the classification with the greatest unmet need will receive greatest consid
eration. Within the categories, the area or region with greatest unmet need will 
be given preference. The following table gives the basis and dete.rm.ination of 
priority among categories. 

EXISTI m "ACCEPTABLE" BEDS PROPOSED TOTAL % NEED 

CATEGORY SUITABLE REPLACE- EQUIVALENT TO BE BEDS MET 

ABLE ACCEPTABLE ADDED PROP. 

Chronic 613 0 613 3,751 4,364 14.05 
Mental 589 3,665 2,422 9,637 13,788 17 .57 
General 8,007 3,717 9,866 3,600 13,466 73.27 
Tuberculosis 407 0 407 0 407 100.0 

'~ 



Public health centers are evaluated in terms of number of establishments. Of 
a total progrannned need for 27 centers~ only one (3.704%) exists. The preventive 
phases in safeguarding public health can be accomplished through this category. 
Unfortunately, however, existing state statutes preclude construction in this field 
by virtue of legislation which prohibits tax levies for direct health purposes. 
Further, no more than 10% of an annual state allotment may be made available for 
public health centers within a given state. 

Relative priority of hospital categories within the scope of Public Law 725 
will be as follows: 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

V 

Public Health Centers (up to 10% of Iowa's annual appropriation) 
Hospitals for chronically ill or impaired 
Psychiatric Hospitals 
Acute General Hospitals 
Tuberculosis Hospitals 

Federal Grants-in-Aids funds are available to projects in the highest priority 
category first. Priority within the category will be determined by the Relative 
Need Report for the respective classification {Exhibit D, Parts I through V.) It 
is conceivable that a project will entail several categories of service within a 
single constructionprogram. The project may not combine a low priority category 
with a high priority category in order to gain full Federal participation in the 
project, unless the priority of the lowest category is reached in the respective 
allotment. In the event the low priority category/categories is/are not reached 
in the area, only that portion of the project comprising the special service, and 
a fair portion of the adjunct facilities essential to the proper operation of the 
service, will be eligible for participation. Such a project will be considered for 
fractional participation. The rate of participation will be determined on the basis 
of full cost of the special service, its adjunct facilities pertinent only to the 
special service, plus a fractional cost of related adjunct facilities connnon with 
other services in the hospital. The fraction used to determine participatable costs 
of the adjunct facilities connnon to several services will be based upon the number 
of beds in the special service divided by the total number of beds in the hospital 
upon completion. 

Projects in a lower priority category will not be considered until all appli
cations in the higher priority groups have been evaluated. 

In keeping with the resolution by the Advisory Council, the policy of this 
agency is to disapprove programs and applications for Federal Grants which propose 
to add to existing unsuitable facilities or replaceable facilities which have 
inherent fire hazards. Consideration will only be given when such inade-quacy is 
or will be acceptably corrected within the project to comply with current standards 
within the proposed narrative program of the application. Correction shall be 
by elimination of the unsuitable facility so that it cannot be diverted to a use 
allied to hospital service or shall be corrected by a renovation deemed reasonable 
and practical by the State Agency in a manner that will result in a structure comply
ing with the requirements for a new structure. 

Priority of Related Health Facility Categories (Public Law 482) 

While the same general principles outlined earlier are followed within categories 
concerned with the appropriation for Public Law 482, the moneys are identified as 
being specifically for chronic illness hospitals 1 convalescent nursing homes, and 
diagnostic and treatment centers. Only after pointed effort to develop an appropriate 
\\O 
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project can application be made for transferring unutilized funds from one category 
to another. The grant for rehabilitation cannot, under any circumstance, be trans
ferred to or from another category. The only permissible transfer of rehabilitation 
moneys would be from one state to another in a joint program properly qualified. 

The funds for chronic illness hospitals will be guided by the priority table 
set forth in Part V.. Funds established for convalescent nursing homes will be 
granted in keeping with priority table in Part VI. Greatest unmet need is the 
primary consideration. In areas with no need met, greatest rurality and lowest 
per capita income give preference. Both diagnostic centers and rehabilitation 
centers are placced on a statewide basis and with the guidance of the Iowa Advisory 
Council. A project is restricted to one or the other of the appropriations. 

Intent of Proiect Sponsors 

It has already been indicated that the Advisory Council will evaluate projects 
on the basis of information submitted by prospective sponsors. Such information will 
be presented at the time of application in the form of an interview, by written pre
sentation of the proposed program, and by such supplemental data ·as may be requested 
to clarify and interpret the intent and the ability of the sponsors to execute the 
proposed program. 

By way of general information, it is pointed out that the basic legislation 
makes a specific provision for recourse in the event the sponsors, after having 
received grants-in-aid, dispose of the property improperly or fail to utilize a 
facility as progrannned during the succeeding 20 years. The recourse provides a 
means for recovering the Federal share of the "then-value" which is reimbursable 
to the Treasurer of the United States. 

Service Area Priorit~ 

In service areas with existing acceptable beds, the per cent of bed need met 
is computed by dividing the number of existing suitable beds in the area by the 
total computed bed need of the area. The service areas were then ranked in the 
order of the per cent of need met as shown on the Relative Need Reports. The 
priority applies to the entire area rather than individual projects within the 
area (so long as the total bed need is not exceeded). The list of general hospital 
service areas was further divided into four groups on the basis of patient need met. 
They are as follows: Group A - 0.0% to 9.9%; B - 10% to 44.9%; C - 45% to 59.9%; 
D - 60% to 100%. 

Those service areas with 100% bed need met but only by consideration of 
equivalent beds realized through replaceable beds are with further gradation in 
terms of''% replaceable." Those hospitals with the greatest number of replaceable 
beds will be given earliest consideration in evaluation of their possible application. 

In service areas without existing acceptable beds or facilities, fornrulae were 
developed to establish a priority on rural and income factors which are elaborated 
upon in the following paragraphso 

In determining relative need within each category, the factors applied were 
given equal weight. In each ease only those factors which directly apply were 
utilized. The elements of each factor were those of the entire area or population 
involved, making the application as reasonable and justifiable as was possible. 
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The specific formulae are outlined below: 
, 

Determination of Prioriti Factors 

Ruraliti Factor: 

Area Rural Population 
Area Rural Population 

State Rural Population 
State Rural Population 

Area% Rural Population 
State% Rural Population 

Per Ca£ita Income Factor: 

State Average Per Capita Income 
Area Average Per Capita Income 

Population Density Factor: 

Area Total Population 
Area Total Square Miles 

State Total Population 
State Total Square Miles 

Area Average Density 
State Average Density 

PoEulation Increase Factor: 

(100) 1960 Area Population 
1950 Area Population 

(100) 1960 State Population 
1950 State Population 

_% Area Population Increase + 100 
% State Population Increase+ 100 

Per Capita Taxable Property Factor: 

=Percent area rural population 

=Percent state rural population 

= Ruraliti Factor 

= Per caEita income factor 

= Area average density 

= State average density 

= Population density factor 

=%area population increase+ 100 

=%state population increase+ 100 

= Population increase factor 
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Taxable Value of all Property+ 
Actual Value of Moneys, = Taxable property value I 
Credits, Bank Stocks 

Area Taxable Property Value = Per capita taxable property value I 
Area Population 

State Total Taxable Property Value = State per capita_taxable property value I 
State Total Population 

State Per Capita Taxable Prop. Value= Per capita taxable property value factor 
Area Per Capita Taxable Ptop. Valu~ 

Replaceable Bed Priority Factor: I 
I 
I 

Number of Replaceable Beds = Replaceable Bed Factor 

\ ,.,_ Suitable Beds Plus Replaceable Beds 
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Source of Basic Factor Data: 

Area and population data taken from 1950 and 1960 census as published by the 
U.S. Department of eonnnerce. 

Per Capita Income Data is from monthly publication, "Sales Management," dated 
May 10, 1957. 

Taxable Property Value as published by the State Tax Connnission in the Annual 
Report, 1950. 

EXHIBIT F 

METHOD ·oF ADMINISTRATION 

Publication of the State Plan 

· 1. A general description of the proposed State Plan was ·publicized in the 
Des Moines Sunday Register on December 21, 1947, and a public hearing on the Plan 
was held on December 29, 1947, in the State House at Des Moines, Iowa. 

2. After approval of this current revision of the State Plan by the Iowa 
Advisory Council for Hospitals and Related Health Facilities, the Iowa State Depart
ment of Health did take steps to insure publication of a general description of the 
State Plan in the Des Moines Register & Tribune on 7 June 1962. In addition, soc
ieties, organizations, and associations were urged to cooperate in bringing the 
essential portions and provisions of the State Plan to the attention of interested 
and affected parties, persons, organizations and associations in their respective 
conmunities. 

3. One approved copy of the State Plan will be available at all times in the 
offices of the Iowa State Department of Health, iDes -Moines, Iowa, for public exami
nation. 

4. In keeping with State Statutes, copies of the Plan will be disseminated to 
persons and organizations with a legitimate interest. 

Federal Share Determination 

In accordance with the amended Hospital Survey and Construction Act {Section 
631 (k) (2); Public Law 725, Public Law 380, and Public Law 482, the "Federal Share" 
as defined in the above mentioned Acts has been determined as 33 1/3 per centum for 
all projects proposed to be constructed under these Acts in the State of Iowa during 
the fiscal year commencing July 1, 1962, except for rehabilitation. In keeping with 
the Health ~rants Manual, paragraph 23-2:10 B-2 (b); Participation in rehabilitation 
projects under Part "G" shall be at the rate of 50% of the total project cost as set 
forth by approved application. 

Non-Discrimination Statement 

No application for Grants-in-Aid toward hospital or related health facilities 
will be approved under this Plan unless the applicant includes therein the following 
statement: 

"The applicant hereby assures the State Department of Health that no person in 
the area will be denied admission as a patient to the facility on account of 
race, creed or color." '\"o 



Project Construction Schedule 

After approval of the State Plan by the U. S. Public Health Service, this Depart
ment will develop Project Construction Schedules which will list the projects for 
which construction can be connnenced innnediately. The schedules will be developed by 
soliciting applications from sponsoring agencies in areas of the greatest unfilled 
need and in the order of the area ·priorities shown. The number of projects included 
on the Project Construction Schedules will depend on the amount of the Federal funds 
allotted annually to the state for each program. 

Changes in Area Priority 

When a Part I of Project Construction Application for the construction of a project 
in any area is approved by the Regional Office of the U.S. Public Health Service, the 
per cent of need met in the respective area shall innnediately be adjusted by adding to 
the existing suitable beds in the area, the number of beds in the project, and recom
puting the new per cent of need met. Further, when construction contracts are let for 
a project proceeding without Federal Grants-in-Aid, the area per cent of bed need met will 
be innnediately adjusted to reflect the suitable beds in the project. Projects constructed 
without Federal assistance will be considered as existing suitable beds during con
struction. If construction of the project is terminated short of completion for one 
reason or another, the beds will be considered non-existant and bed courit adjusted 
accordingly. 

The total suitable beds existing in an area together with the suitable beds under 
construction, both with and without Grants-in-Aid, will be used to determine the 
priority of the area each year. 

Factors Determining Project Construction Schedule 

Projects will be selected for the Project Construction Schedule after considera-
tion of the foilowing factors: 

1. The priority of the project as determined in accordance with the principles 
outlined in this plan for determination of relative need. 

2. The intent of sponsoring agencies to begin construction within the stipulated 
period. 

3. The ability of the sponsoring agency to meet the financial requirements for 
construction, maintenance, and operation of the proposed facility. 

4. The maintenance of an appropriate balance in the construction of the various 
types of facilities. This balance of facilities need not be reflected in each 
Project Construction Schedule. 

5. The sponsoring agency shall assure this State Agency that no person in the 
area will be denied admission as a patient to the facility on account of race, 
creed or color. 

6. Evaluation by the State Agency of the program, staffing and operational 
policies which the sponsors present in the form of interview, written presen~ 
tation, and such supplemental data as may be requested to clarify and substan
tiate the intent of the program presented. 

7. The Project Construction Schedule pertinent to allotment under 

(a) 

\ \"i 

Public Law 725 will recognize approvable applications in the order of 
priority of hospital categories, and thereafter in the order of priority 
within a category. 
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{b) Public Law 482 will include approvable applications for projects within each 
category and within the limits of funds allotted for the specific category. 
If funds for nursing homes, diagnostic and treatment centers, or chronic 
illness facilities are not applied for, in whole or in part, the funds not 
applicable to approvable applications will be available for transfer to one 
or both remaining categories. These transferrable funds will be held a 
mininrum of 30 days pending reconnnendations of the Iowa Advisory Council. 

The Project Construction Schedules will be submiteed to the U.S. Public Health 
Service, District -Office, no sooner than one month after approval of the revised 
State Plan. This one month period is provided to enable higher priority projects to 
develop construction interest and furnish essential financial and/or other assurances. 

Project Applications 

Applications for Federal assistance will be submitted on the Project Construction 
Application (Parts I through IV) which is prescribed by the U. S. Public Health Service. 

If a project is in the highest priority group, Part I of the Project Construction 
Application may be approved and forwarded prior to approval of the State's Project 
Construction Schedule. If the project is not in the highest priority group, Part I 
of the Project Construction Application will be submitted with the Schedule. 

To preclude possible abuse of high priority status, a project on a Construction 
Schedule which fails to complete all elements of the Construction Application within the 
prescribed time will automatically be di9'<lualified from priority consideration the 
following year. 

To facilitate proper functioning and consistent procedure while fairly considering 
all applications for funds, the following outline will govern the handling of appli
cations: 

L All high priority areas will receive approximately 30 days notice of the 
availability of funds, thus allowing prospective sponsors adequate time for 
preparation of a written presentation of intent. 

2. The prospective sponsors will, before the end of the established 30 day 
period, submit a letter of intent to this Department. Such letter shall, with 
its evidence -0£ ability, state specifically: 

a. Name of organization sponsoring ·project with a complete list of officers 
and board members. 

b. State of funds available and means to procure additional funds if 
required. 

c. Statement that there will be no discrimination between patients because 
of race, creed or color. 

d. Name of architect or engineer retained. 

~. A succinct description of the project including the type and size of 
facility proposed. the population planned for, the program of treatment 
proposed, and other descriptive data outlining the desires and intent 
of the applicant. 

3. Upon receipt of a letter of intent from the owners, appropriate Part I forms 
will be supplied to the prospective sponsors for guidance in the preparation of 
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certain supporting documentation. Items to be included in triplicate in an approv- I 
able application are: 

a. Part I of Application 

b. Evidence of non-profit status as documented by the Bureau of Internal 
Revenue. 

c. Evidence of architectural contract, either reproductions or certified 
true copies. 

d. A complete and detailed narrative description setting forth the proposed 
program {See appropriate· sections for further discussion.) 

e. Acceptable schematic drawings by an architect registered in Iowa. 

f. A realistic cost estimate signed by the architect which is judged by 
this agency to be adequate and appropriate for the proposed project and 
its budget. 

g. Sunnnary of sponsor 1 s share of funds and evidence of same, certified to 
by appropriate authority. The owner's share shall be in terms of an 
acceptable budget incorporating the architect's estimate and concurred 
in by this office. Moneys and estimates shall be firm, realistic and 
acceptable to the State Agency before an application will be considered 
a,E_2rovable. 

h. The owner and architect shall be prepared to give conclusive evidence 
that the project will proceed directly through planning and be placed 
on the market for bidding and contracting before a date specified by 
letter of invitation. Failure by the owners/architect to provide 
evidence of suitable progress in keeping with the assurance given the 
Advisory Council at the time Part I was approved will be grounds for 
reviewing the application. Such failure will warrant reconsideration 
and reassignment.of funds to a project prepared to proceed directly to 
contract in keeping with the intent of the program and plan. 

i. This Department will review relative progress during design stages to 
determine compliance with previously stated schedules which were the 
basis for the assignment of funds. 

4. The sponsor or his agents will then prepare and complete the Part I Appli
cation forms and submit same in an approvable manner to this department before 
the end of the 30 day period. 

5. Upon the expiration of the 30 day period, all approvable Construction Appli
cations will be compared to determine their relative position in the table of 
priority. 

Hv 

a. Projects will be given preference in the order set forth in earlier 
pages. {See Priority of Hospital Categories for order of hospital 
categories and area priority within the specific categories.) 

b. In the event the presented approvable Part I Applications are insuffi
cient to utilize available funds, this office will further publicize the 
availability of funds to those areas which are next highest in priority 
and thus go through the priority tables until funds are utilized. 
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6. This Department, upon determining the approvable Part I Applications falling 
within the scope of allotted funds, will present to the U. S. Public Health Service 
Project Construction Schedules and the listed approvable Part I Applications for 
the subject year. Said Project Construction Schedules will be modified during 
the course of the administrative year for reasons such as: 

a. Minor adjustments when individual budgets, after bidding, vary from 
estimates set forth in the Part I. 

b. Sponsors fail to comply with previous agreements such as: 

1. Giving evidence of adequate funds. 

2. Failing to comply with design or program standards or regulations, 
either State or Federal. 

3. Failing to comply with the planning schedule which was the basis for 
approval of Part I. 

c. Voluntary withdrawal from program. 

d. In the event (a), (b) and/or (c) derive sufficient uncommitted funds, 
the next approvable and qualified Part I Application may be incorporated 
into the current modified Project Construction Schedule for participation 
in the available funds. 

Transfer of Funds to Adjacent States 

As has been stated earlier, the population growth pattern for Iowa has been guided 
conside-rably by the rivers on the east and west borders, resulting in most of our popu
lation centers being on state lines. The resultant hospital usage pattern has developed 
unnormally to induce interstate areas. This State Plan, in turn, provides that transfer 
of allotments between states (i.e. to/from Iowa) will be considered and inaugurated upon 
survey and evaluation of case merits. In the event of transfer from Iowa allotment, 
consultation of the Iowa Advisory Council and authorization by the Governor of Iowa 
will determine establishment of such request to the Surgeon General, Uo S. Public Health 
Service, in keeping with existing Federal Regulations. 

Standards of Construction and Equipment 

Construction and the equipping of projects assisted under this program shall comply 
with the general standards of construction and equipment as outlined in Appendix A 
(Revised 5 January 1955) of the Regulations promulgated under Public Law 725 and Public 
Law 482. 

Copies of such standards are available for inspection at the State Department of 
Health, Division of Hospital Services. 

Inspection and Certification by the State Department of Health 

Upon written request for payment of an installment by a sponsor, the Department 
shall make an inspection of the project to determine that services have been rendered, 
work has been performed, wage rates and records are in order, and purchases have been 
made as claimed by the applicant and in accordance with the approved project applica
tions. In addition, the Department may make such additional inspections as the State 
Department of Health deems necessary. Reports of each inspection will be retained in 
the files of this Department. Before a certification for payment is made the inspection 
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report shall show that: 

1. The amount claimed covers payment only for work performed, materials and 
equipment delivered, and services rendered. 

2. Such work, materials, equipment and services are necessary for the carrying 
out of the project as approved. 

3. The cost of work, materials, equipment and services are allowable costs 
that may be participated in by the Federal Government. 

4. Work in place has been performed satisfactorily, is in accordance with the 
approved plans and specifications, and has a value on which the claim for 
payment is based. 

5. Wages paid and records established are in accord with Federal Regulations. 

Certification for Payments 

Requests for payments under the construction contracts shall be submitted by 
applicants to this Department at the time prescribed by Section 53.78 (a) of the 
Regulations, and which, in general, are as follows: 

1. The first installment when no less than 25 per cent of the work of construc
tion of the building has been completed. 

2. The second installment when the mechanical work has been substantially roughed 
in, and the equipment list has been approved. 

3. The third installment when work under the construction contract is completed 
and final inspection made. 

Requests for payment of the Federal share of other allowable costs such as archi
tect's fees, ins-pection cost, and cost of equipment shall be included in requests for 
payments made at the stages indicated above. 

Consideration will be given to the payment of an additional installment -prior to 
payment of the final installment, provided the Department finds there are unusual cir
cumstances. Payments prior to final payment shall total less than 95 per cent of the 
Federal share of the project. Final payment will be authorized only after verification 
of all claims by an appropriate Federal Agency audit. 

Federal funds shall be deposited with the Iowa State Treasurer in the Hospital 
Construction Fund in accordance with the State Law, Chapter 135 A, 1954 Code of Iowa, 
as amended by House File 392, 56th General Assembly. 

The State will promptly remit or credit all payments of Federal funds received 
by the State for payment to applicants for approved construction projects. 

Accounting System and Records, Construction Allotments 

The Department shall be responsible for establishing and maintaining accounts and 
fiscal controls of all Federal funds allotted for construction projects. The fiscal 
records shall be so designed as to show at any given time the Federal funds allotted, 
encumbered and unencumbered balances. 

The Department will comply with the provisions of Section 53.129 of the regulations 
by maintaining the necessary accounting records and controls, and requiring applicants 
for Federal funds to maintain adequate fiscal records and controls. 
\\~ 
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The Department agrees that it will retain on file all documents coming into its 
possession which relate to any expenditure under Public Law 725 and Public Law 482. 
Jn addition, the State Department of Health will require steps necessary and possible 
to assure that applicants (1) retain all relevant and supporting documents for two 
years after project completion, and .(2) establish suitable property inventory records 
covering all equipment of more than nominal value. 

The Department further agrees-that it will require a statement from the applicant 
agreeing that it will: 

1. Prepare accounting records, controls and documents described in the above for 
a period of at least two years beyond its participation in the program. 

2. Take such steps as are necessary and possible to assure that applicants retain 
the fiscal records, controls, and documents described in the above for a period of at 
least two years after the final payment of Federal funds. 

3. Retain affidavits, wage rolls, and recores pertaining to wages, for a. mininrum 
period of two years after final payment. 

Annual Revisions of the Over-All Hospital Construction Program 

The Department hereby agrees that it will from time to time as is necessary, but 
at least annually, review the over-all hospital construction program. The State 
Department of Health further agrees that it will, on/about 1 July of each year, submit 
to the Surgeon General a report which contains such revision of the over-all hospital 
construction program as the Department considers necessary. 

_Personnel Standards 

All personnel employed in administering the State Plan will be appointed under 
and subject to the merit system maintained by the·Iowa Merit System Council in com
pliance with the Act, Section 623 (a) (6). The Iowa Merit System Council will furnish 
the U. S. Public Health Service with.such data and information as is necessary to 
determine compliance with the Act and Regulations. 

Conflict of Interest 

No full time officer or employee of the State Agency, or any firm, organization, 
corporation or partnership which such officer owns, controls or directs, shall receive 
funds from the applicant, directly or indirectly, in payment for services provided in 
connection with the planning, design, constructing or equipping of a project. 

EXHIBIT G 

MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION 

The Department has adopted, in accordance with Section 53.127 (c) of the Federal 
Regulations and Chapter 135 Band 135 C, Code of Iowa (1954), the attached regulations 
which prescribe mininrum standards of maintenance and operation for all hospitals and 
nursing homes aided under the Hospital and Medical Facilities Survey and Construction 
Act. The minimum standards are published separately under the titles "Rules and Regu
lations for Hospitals and Related Institutions," and "Rules, Regulations and Mininrum 
Standards Governing Nursing Homes." The State has not developed standards of operation 
for "Diagnostic and Diagnostic and Treait-ment Cente-rs ~• and "Rehabilitation Centers." 
(Copies of the established standards will be made available upon request). 
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EXHIBIT H 

FAIR HEARING PROCEDURE 

Rules and Regulations of the State Department of Health 
_Governing Hearings to be Provided Applicants 

The Department will provide an opportunity for a fair and public hearing to 
any applicant who has requested Federal Aid in hospital construction and which appeals 
for a hearing to clear any misunderstanding or dissatisfaction with any action or ruling 
by the State Department of Health. The applicant shall be entitled to a hearing on 
any one of the following: 

1. Denial of opportunity to make application, 
2. Rejection or disapproval of application, and 
3. Refusal to reconsider application 

Appeals from any action or decision of the State Department of Health nust be made 
by the applicant in writing within 15 days from date of adverse decision or action by 
the Department. 

The appellant may, if so desiring, be represented by friends or counsel or both, 
and shall have full opportunity to examine all records pertaining to the subject, 
question witnesses, and present any evidence peTtinent to the discussion. 

The hearings will be presided over by the Commissioner of Health or his repre
sentative. 

The decision shall be based on evidence presented at the hearing and shall be made 
in writing within 30 days of date of said hearing. A stenographic record of the 
hearings shall be made and transcriptions of such records will be available upon 
request. and payment of cost of transcribing. 

-~ 
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Iowa State Medical Library 
HISTORICAL BUILDING 

DES MOINES, IOWA 

We hope you obtain pleasure and profit from 
the use of the Iowa State Medical Library. You 
can increase its usefulness by returning your 
books promptly. 

Borrower. Adults are entitled to draw books 
by filling out an application card. 

Number of Volumes. Students may borrow 3 
volumes at a time, which are not renewable. 

Time Kept. The period of loan is two weeks; 
older books may be once renewed. New books 
and Journals are not renewable. 

Forfeiture of Privilege. Loss of books or 
journals without paying for same, defacing or 
mutilating materials, three requests for return 
of material without results, or necessity of ask
ing Attorney General's aid to have material re
turned, bars from future loans. 

Transients and those at hotels may borrow 
books by depositing t he cost of the book, or 
$ 5.00 which is returned when the book is 
returned. 
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